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For always in thine eyes, 0 Liberty! 
Shines that high light whereby the world is saved; 

And, though thou slay us, W<' will trm1t .in thee. 
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THE STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM. 
lN'l'RODUC'l'ORY. 

WHAT IS GOVERNMENT? 

1. In order to understand what government really 
means, and why it is necessary, let us suppose that a 
dozen sailors have been shipwrecked on an unknown 
shore, and that the captain and all the officers have 
been drowned, so that there is no one to take the lead. 
At first all is disorder; they cannot agree as to their 
best course. Some beef and biscuit have been washed 
ashore; some of the men are in favour of eating till 
their hunger is satisfied, and trusting to find some
thing else to eat when they have finished what they 
have; others are for eating just enough to keep them 
from starvation, so that the supply may last over as 
many days as possible. The latter, however, quickly 
perceive that, if they do not eat as much as they can 
lay hands on, the result will simply be that their 
share will be eaten by others: they therefore decide 
to eat while they have the chance. Thereupon fol
lows a wild scramble for food. 

2. One man proposes that they shall go inland and 
see if they can find any fruit; another urges that they 
ought to stay on the shore so that they may be ready 
to make signals if a sail appears; a third points out 
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that, whatever they do, they must remain together so 
as to be a united force in case the sarngcs, whom 
they see in the distance, should venture to attack 
them. In the end they come to no decision, and sit 
still. 

3. Someone suggests that they ought to try to 
catch fish; but none offers to go and do it. A not her 
suggests that they should build a hut; all agree that 
it is an excellent idea, but no-one volunteers to begin, 
and the hut remains unbuilt. Night comes on; 
everyone sees plainly that a watch should be kept, 
but nobody sees any reason why he should be 
selected for the first watch. Each man has his own 
opinion as to what should be done, and some begin 
to impress their views on others by blows. 

4. But, when things are at their worst, it occcurs 
to one of them that they ought to choose a captain ; 
and he persuades them all to swear that they will 
obey the captain when he is chosen. After some 
more quarrelling, a captain is elected. The first 
thing he does is to make some rules: a rule ni, to the 
amount of food each man is to have per <lay; a rule 
as to the order in which they are to keep watch by 
night; a rule as to which men are to fish, which to 
build a hut, which to search for fruit; a rule as to 
how they are to fight in case of attack by the savages. 
Moreover, he announces that any man who disobeys 
these rules will be driven away Ly the rest, and will 
probably roam about alone until the savages kill 
him, or until he dies of starvation. Thns every man 
is induced to obey the rules thrnu,qh fear of losing 
the protection afforded him by the rest. And so they 
manage to live together very peaceably, all obeying 
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their captain, until one day a ship appears, and they 
are saved. 

5. We see, then, what a difference it has made to 
these men to get a captain, and a set of rules or 
laws, which they must all obey. Without these they 
could not agree about anything; they would soon 
have been fighting, and perhaps killing one another; 
they would never have taken united action to protect 
themselves from the cold, from the savages, or from 
hunger; and they must soon have fallen victims one 
and all, to one or other of these evils. But, when 
the captain came, with his set of laws and his way 
of getting them obeyed, all was changed. 

6. Where, as in this case, the people who have to 
live together are few in number, the laws necessary 
are few and simple. These sailors have no need, for 
example, of any laws about private property, be
cause none of them possesses any property except the 
clothes he is wearing. They need no laws about 
buying and selling, because they have nothing to 
sell and no money to buy with. But it is quite 
otherwise when a great many people live near one 
another, and have constant dealings, of all kinds, 
with one another. In that case the rules, or laws, 
become much more numerous and complicated. 

7. Even two people cannot live together for any 
length of time without certain rules to regulate their 
intercourse. I cannot even walk down the street with 
a friend, unless he and I obey some well-recognised 
rules or laws, though we may not think of them by 
that name; for, should either of us violate the simple 
rules of courtesy, a quarrel would probably be the 
resl,llt, and an abrupt end of our walk. Imagine, 
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then, a country without laws; imagine what it would 
be like to live in such a country. There would be 
constant fights, because, with no law to protect pri
vate property, the only rnethod of protecting it would 
be to fight for it. There would be constant murders, 
because there would be no law to forbid a man taking 
the life of his enemy. No trade would be possible; 
for, with no law to prevent cheating, the honest 
trader would go to the wall, and nobody could be 
trusted: without the law of honesty, trade is impos
sible. The law of truthfulness being unknown, 
language would become useless; for, as nobody could 
believe what anybody else said, people might as well 
be dumb. In a thousand other ways, life woulcl be 
made intolerable by the absence of laws. That 
state of things is known as anarchy; and it may 
safely be said, that it is better to live under the worst 
laws that ever were made than to live in a country 
where anarchy prevails. 

8. If we found ourselves in such a country, the 
best thing to do would be to call together all the 
sensible and honest people we could find, and to say 
to them : "Why do we allow this state of things to 
continue? ,ve all abhor it; why not do away with 
it? Let us make a rule that there is to be no more 
murder, no more robbery, no more cheating; let us 
proclaim publicly that anyone found doing these 
things will be punished." If, after we had made 
these laws, we were strong enough to enforce them
that is, to get them obeyed by most of the people, 
and to punish those who disobeyed them,-then we 
should have succeeded in establishing a Government. 

9. We are now in a position to say what govern-
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ment really means. Government does not consist 
simply of making rules, but also of enforcing obedi• 
ence to those rules. Moreover, Government does 
not concern itself with all our actions, but only with 
those which affect others in the same society as our• 
selves. Everyone leads, in a sense, two lives. One 
of his lives is made up of the actions which concern 
himself alone; that is his indi·vidual life. Whether 
I shall or shall not go shooting to-morrow may be 
a question for myself to decide. It may be of no 
consequence to anyone else. But whether or not I 
shall shoot in the public streets-that is a question 
which affects my neighbours; a question, therefore, 
which the laws of the country answer for me. 
Actions which affect one's neighbours make up one's 
social life; and it is with this life, and not with the 
individual life, that government deals. 

10. Government, then, means the making of rules 
fo1· a body of people living togethe1· in a society, and 
the enf orcernent of those ntles. It is necessary only 
for people who live together; but this applies prac
tically to the whole human race. Men must live 
together. Man is not the strongest of the animals; 
alone he is too weak and helpless to combat the great 
forces of Nature; in union with his fellow-men, h13 is 
strong enough to subdue Nature to his will. And 
so society becomes necessary; society being simply 
the expression of the social instinct, that deep-seated 
instinct which makes man turn to man for help and 
protection. And society being necessary, Govern
ment, without which, as we have seen, society is 
impossible, becomes necessary also. 

11. There is another instinct which exists in every 
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human being side by side with the social instinct, 
namely, the instinct for freedom. ,v e feel the need 
of order, of laws, of government; but we feel just as 
strongly, and sometimes far more strongly, the need 
of freedom; and the two needs seem at first sight to 
be radically opposed to each other. How is it pos
sible to be free if yon have to submit to laws imposed 
upon you by another? ,ve must be free; and yet 
we must obey; it appears an insoluble problem. \Ve 
need not attempt to find the solution at present, but 
let us keep the problem in mind; the following pages 
will, perhaps, show how it is to be solved. For it is 
the especial glory of England, and the feature that 
makes English history a lesson for all other nations, 
that she, first of all the nations, set herself to solve 
this very problem: how to have strong government 
and personal freedom at the same time. The great 
fight for freedom, about which we shall read, was 
not an effort to do away with Government-for that 
were madness-but an effort to find a form of 
government that would not interfere with men's per
sonal liberty. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE MODERN STATE. 

1. The Norman Conquest completed the process 
by which England became a State, in the modern 
sense of the word. To understand this, it is neces
sary that we should understand clearly the differ
ence between the older, or "patriarchal," type of 
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society, and the kind of society represented by the 
modern "State." 

2. What is Society? A society is not merely a 
collection of persons, but a collection of persons 
bound together by some permanent bond. People 
may collect to see a fire, or hear a lecture, but such 
an assemblage of people does not constitute a society, 
because when they have seen or heard what they 
came together to see or hear, they scatter to their 
several homes, an<l may never see one another again; 
they have no permanent bond of union to keep· them 
together. The distinction between the various kinds 
of society is simply the distinction between the vari
ous bonds that unite the members. Thus a cricket 
club is a society whm:e bond is a common desire on 
the part of its members to play cricket. A Trade 
Union is a society whose members are united by the 
fact that they all practise the same trade. A church 
is a society whose bond is a common belief in the 
same form of worship. A State is a society: by what 
bond is it held together? 

3. In the older, or patriarchal, type of society, 
the bond was blood-relationship, descent from the 
same ancestors. Strangers might come and settle 
down in the midst of such a community, but they 
were looked upon as aliens, foreigners. They might 
trade with the members of that community, they 
might even fight its battles; but they could never 
become members of it themselves. A good example 
of the patriarchal type of society is to be found in 
ancient Rome. The Roman State was in its earlier 
days a society of kinsmen, who had, or believed they 
had, a common ancestor in .lEneas; and, when there 
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sprang up in their midst an alien population, 
brought thither in the first instance by trade, and by 
the conquest of other cities, the Romans thought it 
a monstrous thing that these foreigners should ask 
for membership of the State. They were rcndy to 
die rather than yield to such a demand; and two 
hundred years of bloodshed and bitter strife had to 
pass before Rome ceased to be a patriarchal State 
and became a State of the modern type. In pre
cisely the same way, the Boers of South Africa, a 
patriarchal society, long refused to admit to mem
bership of their society those who were among them, 
but not of the same race: they clung tenaciously to 
the old idea of blood-relationship as the basis of a 
community, and only by a long and cruel war could 
they be taught the stern lesson that the patriarchal 
idea of society is not suited to modern conditions, 
and must everywhere give place to the modern con
ception of a State. 

4. The Military Type. In States, as we use the 
word to-day, the bond which unites the members is 
the military bond of obedience to a common autho
rity; whether it be the authority of an absolute 
monarch, or of a monarch whose power is limited 
by law, or of a council appointed by the State itself, 
need not now concern us. That the basis of modern 
States is a military basis, is perhaps at first sight 
rather a startling statement; but a moment's reflec
tion will show that it is true. In certain European 
countries, France, for instance, every able-bodied 
man is compelled to serve for a time in the army; if 
any man wishes to escape from that service, he must 
also escape from the country, and cease to be a mem
ber of that State. Thus it appears that military ser-
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vice is the essence of membership. In Britain there 
is no such compulsion; or rather, in Britain, people 
have been allowed, from very early times, to pay 
money instead of serving as soldiers-that is, to pay 
taxes which will enable the King to keep a standing 
army. In Australia, on the other hand, military 
service is now compulsory. But what unites all of us 
who arc members of the British Empire is simply 
this, that we arc "subjects of the King"; and what 
cloes that phrase mean? It means that if the King 
calls upon us, in case of necessity, to leave our·homes 
and fight for our country, we are bound to obey. 
To fight against one's country, to assist in m1y way 
the enemies of one's country in time of war, is called 
treason and may be punished by death. But it is 
really treason, also, if we refuse to fight for our 
country when called upon to do so by a sovereign; 
such a refusal strikes at the foundation of the State; 
for the British Empire, and all modern states, are 
founded on allegiance. 

5. Origin of the Modern State. The modern 
State, then, is prima.rily a society whose bond is 
military; it is, as it were, a band of men sworn to 
stand by one another in war, whether in defence of 
their property, or in acquiring more property. High 
as we have risen .above this rather savage-looking 
idea, it is well to remember that such was our origin: 
that our modern "State" is developed out of the 
ancient "war-hand" of our ancestors. Tacitus, the 
Roman historian, has, in a famous passage, de
scribed these war-bands, as the ancient Germans 
knew them, each with its "dux" or war-leader; and, 
as_ this "dux" is the origin of the modern king, it 
will be well to look at him carefully. 
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6. The "dux," as Tacitus describes him, was a 
man chosen for his superior strength, courage and 
skill in arms; which does not mean that he was 
formally elected by any of our systems of election, 
but simply that he attracted to himself, by his own 
qualities, a band of warriors who took him for their 
leader. These warriors swore to stand by their 
leader through good and evil chance; they con
sidered it an indelible disgrace to leave the field of 
battle alive if their leader were killed; they formed 
his body-guard, and on the <lay of defeat stood 
round him, or over his body till all were slain. In 
return for their loyalty and unquestioning obedi
ence, they were fed and clothed by him, and re
ceived a share of whatever booty the band might 
win by its raids. These companions, or gesiths, as 
the Saxons called them, are the origin of our British 
House of Lords; and out of the original constitution 
of the war-band, with its system of rewards for mili
tary allegiance, sprang the Feudal System. 

7. The Founding of States. Many of the modern 
States of Europe were founded in this very simple 
way: a band of warriors went on a longer expedition 
than usual to a strange country; liking the look of 
the place, they determined to stay there ; so they 
overcame the native inha]?itants, reduced them to a 
state of permanent subjection, and settled clown as 
masters of the territory they had won. Now, it is 
obvious that, when this had happened, both the 
leader and his band must have occupied a somewhat 
perilous position; for _the conquered race would 
naturally hate their conquerors, and would not give 
up the hope of winning back their stolen territories; 
they would be constantly planning and attempting 
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revolts, which might at any time be successful. The 
problem before the conqueror was twofold; he must 
endeavour to reconcile the conquered race to his rule, 
and he must somehow make himself strong enough 
to nip in the bud any attempt at insurrection. To 
win the land was a soldier's work; to hold it when 
won required a statesman. If William I. had been 
merely what he at first appeared to be, a peculiarly 
ruthless military leader, he would never have 
founded the Kingdom of England. He was also 
one of the wisest and most for-seeing of statesmen. 

8. Roughly speaking, "·hat generally happened 
when a war-band had successfuly invaded a country 
inhabited by a patriarchal community was this: the 
leader, who in process of time came to be called 
King, endeavoured to reconcile the conquered race 
to his rule, in the first place, by retaining as many 
as possible of the ancient institutions of the race. We 
must rememb0r that with such races custom took the 
place of law; a thing was wrong, not because there 
was a written law forbidding it, but because it had 
always been considered wrong as far back as anyone 
could remember. The patriarchal society had a 
profound veneration for established custom, and the 
wise conqueror would interfere with the customs of 
the race as little as he could. In the second place, 
these communities had, as we have seen, the deepest 
respect for the tie of blood-relationship: the con
queror would therefore endeavour to persuade the 
people that he himself was sprung of a common 
stock with them, that he was akin to them: and he 
would very likely connect himself with the con
quered race by marriage. (William, immediately 
after assuming the crown, married his niece to an 
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English noble.) Thirdly, the conqueror, knowing 
the weakness of an elective monarchy, and the dis
order that would arise at his death if a successor had 
to be elected, would make the Kingship hereditary. 
And, finally, as he could not personally look after 
the affairs of every part of hiH new dominion, he 
could send out his companiorn;-the mcm hers of his 
war-band-into various parts of his ki11gdom, as hi:-; 
agents, each with a certain territory to r11 le over. 

9. The Feudal Baronage. The lcadcr'i;; i;;ervants 
thus became lords over their own domains; they 
were authorised to collect tribute from those over 
whom they ruled, keeping part for themselves, and 
giving part to the King. Thus the booty of the 
original war-band now took the form of tribute, 
exacted from the subject race by the conqueror year 
after year, and shared by him with his warriors. 
The King also insisted that every man of the con
quered race must fight for him if called upon; and 
he would naturally make each of the baron.'!, as his 
warriors now came to be called, responsible for see
ing that those over whom he ruled should fulfil this 
duty. The baron had to see, too, that "the King's 
peace" was kept in his own domain, and to do this 
he had to administer justice throughout that domain. 

10. The Weak Spot in Feudalism. Such was the 
Feudal System in its essence: "William I. introduced 
some important modifications which will be con
sidered later on; meanwhile we must not fail to 
notice another danger that the victorious leader 
would sooner or later have to face. These Barons 
were, as we have seen, the King's servants, sent into 
various parts of his kingdom to manage his affairs 
for him. But they were masters in their own 
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domains; and they would be almost sure, after a 
time, to grow so fond of being masters as to forget 
that they were servants; they would be almost sure, 
sooner or later, to throw off their allegiance, and try 
to make themselves independent of the King. Hav
ing armies of their own, t.hey would be sure to use 
those armies to avenge private injuries, to satisfy 
private spites, to increase their domains at the ex
pense of other barons. Hence would arise a state 
of violence and lawlessness. We shall see how Wil
liain endeavoured to guard against this danger; but, 
as long as feudalism lasted, the power of the barons 
was a constant menace to the power of the crown, 
and was the cause of much misery und much blood
shed. It was also, as we shall see, the opening 
through which the English people forced their way 
to national independence. 

11. Summary. Let us not forget, however, the 
distinction that has been drawn between the patri
archal community and the modern State. The Nor
mans made England a modern state by giving it 
a military basis. In ancient England every freeman 
owned a piece of land, which nobody could take 
from him; whereas, after the Norman Conquest all 
the country was owned by the King, and by him was 
parcelled out among bis followers, those who had 
clone the fighting for him, on condition that they 
should always be prepared to furnish him with an 
army if he required one, and that they should con
tinue to look upon him as their leader, to whom 
obedience was due. Blood-relationship no longer 
counted for anything. The English Kingdom was 
national; it was a society of kinsfolk; the Norman 
Kingdom was territ01-ial; everyone, Saxon, or Dane, 
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or Norman, or Jew, who lived in the King's territory, 
was one of the King's subjects, bound to take up 
arms in his behalf if the need should arise. The 
modern State has nothing to do with nationality: it 
welcomes men of every race, if their character is sat
isfactory. The patriarchal society was exclu:,;ive, and 
in this racial exclusiveness lay its great weakness. 
"It is a question of whether it is preferable to main
tain purity of race, and be extinguished as an inde
pendent community, or to admit alien Llood, and 
prosper. All the world over the rule applies: the 
pure-blooded races are weak, the mixed races are 
strong."* 

CHAPTER II. 

Trrn OLD ENGLISH K1KGD011. 

1. England Before the Conquest. Anyone pass
ing to-day through Britain in the railway, say, from 
London to Edinburgh, can with difficulty realise the 
appearance which the country must hav13 presented 
to its Norman invaders. To understand the part 
played by these invaders in the making of our 
national history; we must try to imagine what the 
country was like and what its inhabitants were like; 
we must try to understand what influences were 
making for civilisation and what influences were 
keeping it back. 

2. •State of the Country. To begin with, most of 
---------- --- - -- ---

"Professor Jenks. 
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the land then consisted of dense forest and undrained 
swamp. The forest was still inhabited by bears and 
wolves, and the wil<l. boar was still plentiful in the 
fens, while wild deer and wild cattle still roamed 
over the length and breadth of the country. But 
here and there amid this desolate and dangerous 
waste, there was to be found a little patch of tilled 
land, which men had cut out of the forest; and in 
order to guard their crops, their folds, and them
selves from the savage animals, which lurked so 
close on all si<l.es, they had fenced these clearings 
with a "·all or hedge. 'fhe country in those wild 
times was too full of perils for a man to live by him
self, so men congregated in these enclosures, in 
which they built the hovels that served them for 
houses. 

3. Saxon and ,Celt. In such enclosures, or town
ships, lived the Teutonic race that has given to Eng
land its name, much of its national character, and 
many of its fundamental institutions. We know 
how this race had come over the sea from Germany 
in three great swarms; how it had driven the Celtic 

• inhabitants of Britain to take refuge in Ireland, in 
the mountains of Scotland and Wales, and in the 
Devonian and Cornish hills; how they had come as 
pirates and marauders, and how they had settled 
clown and made their home in the new country. 
Whether they destroyed all the Celts who did not 
manage to 0.scape to the mountains, or whether some 
of these remained as slaves among the conquerors, 
we have no means of knowing; but we know that, 
not long after the first landing of the English, "the 
Briton had disappeared from the greater part of the 
land which had been his own, and .the tongue, the 
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religion, and the laws of his Engfo;Ji conqueror 
reigned without a rival from Essex to the 8cYcrn, 
and from the British Channel to tlw Firth of 
Forth."* \Ve mm;t not forget, howcYcr, the exist
ence in the more harrcn, rugged and inacecssiLle 
parts of the country, and in Ireland, of the Celtic 
refugees. Herc, long before the Normans came, was 
a sharp division of races; a division destined to 
exercise a lasting and powerful influence 011 the for
tunes of the United Kingdom. 

4. The English Before They Came to Britain. 
So far as we can judge from the accounts of the Eng
lish in their German home by contemporary his
torians, they were a handsome race, a race of tall 
and stalwart people. Their most marked charnc
teristic was the jealousy with which each man 
guarded his personal independence-a trait which, 
often dimmed, never wholly obscured, is the guid
ing-star of English History. 'The English were a 
nation of independent land-owners, dwelling in free 
and independent communities. Freedom was in
separable in their minds from the ownership of land. 
They lived in tribes, each tribe under its own 
chieftain or "ealdorman ;"·but the existence of a 
chieftain implies no interference with the freedom 
of the tribe, for the tribe chose its own chief (This 
chief must not be confused with the war-leader 
referred to above: he was quite another person.) 
There was no central government to unite the vari
ous tribes; there was no king. If a man was 
wronged he could not seek redress in any public 
manner, but had to exact vengeance privately; 

"Green. 
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( though we may discern traces of a growing sense 
of pllblic justice in the rule, which gradually became 
a national custom or law, that the kinsrnen of the 
wronged man might demand compensation from 
the kinsmen of the wrong-doer). The nation was 
simply a collection of independent units. There 
was no organisation. 

4. The Aristocracy. Though all freemen who 
owned land had equal rights, we must not suppose 
that there were no social distinctions among the 
English. There was one very marked distinction. 
The mass of the tribesmen were simply freemen, or 
"churls," but in every tribe there were men who 
owned larger pieces of land than the rest; these were 
called "earls," and they were "men distinguished 
among their fellows by noble blood, who were held 
in hereditary reverence, and from whom the ealdor
men of the village were chosen as leaders."* Here 
was an aristocracy, but an aristocracy which enjoyed 
no single right or privilege not possessed by every 
free member of the tribe. The sovereign power of 
the tribe resided, not in ealdonnen nor in earls, but 
in the tribe itself, which met round a "moot-hill" to 
make its own laws. 

5. -Organisation. But when these separate self
governing tribei:; came to Britain and settled there, 
they quickly discovered that, if they were to hold 
their own against the Celtic inhabitants of the 
island, they must unite. And so it became the cus
tom for various tribes to join together, under a com
mon leader, who thus occupied a position of greater 
power and majesty than he could have held as the 

'• .... 
*Green. 
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chieftain of a single tribe. Thus the necessities of war 
gave birth to the kingship-an im;titution of 
which the English knew nothing until they came to 
Britain. Many tribes would unite to form one 
kingdom, and thus were produced the seven king
doms known as the Heptarchy.* 

6. The Celtic races subdued, we know how the 
English kingdoms struggled with one another for 
supremacy; how Mercia for a time prevailed; how 
in the end Wessex, the south-western kingdom, 
succeeded in making herself supreme, and founded 
the Kingdom of England. We must now return to 
the condition of England as the Normans found it. 

7. The Township. The enclosure, or township, 
was a miniature of the whole nation, for the town
ship was a cluster of kinsmen, and the bond that 
united the townsmen was kinship. This will explain 
the name of many an English town ; for the town 
was very often called by the name of the family 
that inhabited it, as for instance, Billingham; i.e., 
the ham or home of the Billings. England was 
made up of such townships which formed indepen
dent communities and had little to do with one 
another; the state of the country made communica
tion between the various villages extremely difficult; 
for the roads were mere tracks through the forest, 
except for the one or two real roads which the 
Romans had built with their usual magnificent 
thoroughness. But, as we have seen, the villages 
were not entirely separate; organisation of some 

*Though this term has ,been shown to be misleading; there 
were not at any one time exactly seven kingdoms -in England. 
But there were seven kintzdome which figured prominently at 
various periods of early English history. Hence the word may 
be retained. 
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kind was found necessary; and the English King
dom wns organised in the following way. 

8. Organisation of the Town. Each township 
was a little kingdom in itself. It lmd its own Par
liament and its own ruler. The Parliament was the 
town-muot, which simply meant a meeting of the 
freemen of the town (for we must not forget that 
there were then many slaves in England) to discuss 
the mnnagcrneu t of the town affairs. And tho ruler 
was the reeve, one of whose duties was to call the 
town-moot together when he thought it necessary. 
So the town was an organisation complete in itself. 

9. Organisation of the Kingdom. But further, 
the townships were grouped together in larger 
organisations called hundreds; and the hundred, or 
group of townships, had also its 1uoot, the hundred
rnoot, called together by the hundred-man. Then 
again, a certain number of hundreds made up a 
shfre; and accordingly we find the shfrc-nioot, pre
sided over by the alderman ( or elder man) ; but 
bes;de him sat the shire-1·eeve and, in Christian 
times, the bishop. And, finally, the shires collec
tively made up the Kingdom, governed by the Great 
Moot, or witenagernote (meeting of wise men), pre-
1:!ided over by the King. This Great Moot was the 
contribution of the Saxons to the problem of govern
ment. It was made up of the nobles and the 
bishops, and dealt with all matters which concerned, 
not any particular shire or township, but the king
dom as a whole. 

10. How the Organisation Worked. What hap
pened when war was to be made was something like 
this: The King sent word to the aldermen; each 
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alderman sent word to all the hundred-men in his 
shire; each hundred-man sent word to all the town
reeves in hls hundred; and ench tow11-n•t•w sum
moned all the grown men of his town to march with 
him to an appointed place. 'l'hus the whole fighting 
strength of the nation could be brought together to 
one spot; and the army so collecte<l was the national 
militia or Fyrd. Thus for purpoi'es of war-and it 
is in war time that the organisation of a kingdom 
is most severely tested-the English Kingdom 
appears to have been completely organised. 

11. Allusion has already been rnade to the in
roads of the Danish pirates. When the crown of 
England passed to a Dane (Canute), it may seem 
that the division of races must have become three
fold, for there we,:e now in England the Celts, the 
English, and the Danes. In reality, however, the 
new division was not sharp, for the Danes spoke a 
language very closely akin to the English, and their 
general way of life was much the same. One 
measure of Canute's we must notice: recognising that 
England was very imperfectly welded together, and 
could scarcely be controlled by one central govern
ment, he divided the kingdom into four great earl
doms. Thls was really a backward step-a step to
ward that disunion from which the nation was 
slowly emerging. It encouraged provincial feeling
devotion to one's own particular division of the 
nation-at the expense of patriotism-devotion to 
the good of the nation as a whole. And though it 
appears to have worked well enough under the firm 
government. of Canute, it was in the end disastrous 
to the life of the English nation. For it set up four 
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power:,; which speedily became too strong for the 
King to control, and thus contributed to the internal 
weakness which tempted the Normans to invade 
England. 

CI-L\.P'l'ER III. 

THE CoNQliEST Ai\D 1Ts RESULTS. 

1. The Northmen were great founders of states 
-military states of the kind described above; and 
all the i,;tates they founded were the result of armed 
migrations such as we have dealt with in Chapter 
I. "In the ninth century the Northmen became the 
ruling power in Russia; in the tenth founded the 
Duchy of Normandy; in the eleventh the new King
dom of England; in the twelfth the Kingdom of 
the SicilieR, and the short-lived Kingdom of Jeru
salem."* 

2. Normandy. On France the Northmen had 
made a raid more terrible than even the Danish raids 
on England, and the French had been glad to buy 
peace at the price of a large tract of land which came 
to be called Normandy, "the Northman's land." 
This was nominally a Duchy, held by the terms of 
a treaty or agreement, with the King of France; 
and nominally the Duke of Normandy had to do 
homage to the King of France; that is, the Duke 
was supposed to be merely one of the King's Barons. 
But we have noticed the tendency of barons to 
become too strong for their sovereign to control. 

*Professor Jenks. 
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This was especially the case in France; and, in 
actual fact, the Dukes of Normandv soon became 
monarchs as powerful u:; the Kings whose servants 
they were supposed to be. 

3. The Norman Character. The Normans, when 
they first came from Scandin:wia, came as simple 
pirates, and as pirates they long continued to be 
regarded by the French. But they ha<l in them one 
trait which we do not usually associate with pirates
an extraordinary readinc:c:s to rP<·c-ive new i<lcas, nnd 
adapt themselves to new co11<litions. \\'hen they 
acquired lands of their own among the more 
civilised peoples, they crase<l to be pirnte:-, u11d rose 
to be knights, statesmen, an<l scholars. 'L'his feature 
of their character, whereby they were able to absorb 
from the people among whom tlwy settlccl the nobler 
influences of civilisation, is perhaps the most admir
able of their qualities-even more admirable than 
their unconquerable energy ancl dauntless courage. 
Contrast their history with that of the English. The 
pirates who swept down on Britain dro~c out or 
exterminated the Celtic races, retained their own 
language and customs, and remained English. The 
pirates who swept down on France adopted 
the French language and customs, ceased 
to be Norsemen, and became Frenchmen. 
Not only did they learn refinement from 
the French; they soon became the most 
refined race in France. Not only did they embrace 
Christianity; they became the most fervidly religious 
race in Europe. It is a wonderful evidence of the 
flexibility of their character, that in so short a time 
they were able to change from freebooters to chival
rous knights, from pirate chiefs to great soldiers and 
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statesmen, from ignorant savages to enlightened 
scholar:,;, from marauders to crusaders; all the while 
retaining the Lest of their original qualities, the 
energy that nothing could tame, and the valour that 
sought for danger and rejoiced to find it. They 
retained also, it 11rnst be added, no small part of the 
brutality "·hich had made their sails dreaded when, 
as pirates, they swept down the Channel in their 
terrible galleys. 'l'hey were ruthle:-:s tyrants to the 
race they conqtH'red; nevertheless it was from the 
Normans that the English nation derived the idea 
of chivalry, "·hirh has survived the Feudal System 
and is with us still ns the hononr "which feels a 
stain like a wound." 

\ •• ---\ t iu • 
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A Norman Knight, 

4. It i:; easy 
to see that con
tact with a peo
ple so remark
able must have 
wrought many 
deep and last
ing changes on 
any race with 
whom the~· had 
to do; and the 
English had 
been in contact 
with tho Nor
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Conquest. Nor
m an refine
ment, Norman 
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long been imitated by the English noble~, and the 
Norman language had long bem foshionabk at the 
English Court. But the Battle of Hastings, and the 
events which followed, brought. the whole English 
population into close and unpleasant contact with the 
Normans. Once again we have in England the spec
tacle of one race subjugated by another. The Celts 
were avenged: it was now the turn of the English to 
groan under an fr1vader's tyranny. 

5. It is a question much discussed by historians, 
whether the Norman Conquest was really a blessing 
or a curse. There was certainly no such question 
in the minds of Englishmen who saw their lands 
taken from them and given to Norman courtiers, 
and themsel~es reduced to a state of slavery. A 
curse the Conquest must certainly have seemed to 
the Northumbrian outcast, as he looked on the 
blackened desolation where his homestead had been. 
But to us, who look back, the good effects are 
plainly visible. 'l'o see them clearly, however, we 
must consider in detail the political and social 
results of the invasion. 

6. Political Results. When William had made 
himself absolute master of his new kingdom-a pro
cess which took some time, and was carried out with 
merciless thoroughness-he set himself to form a 
system of government which should fit that stormy 
time. The problem which every military conqueror 
had to face was, as we have seen, twofold: he must 
endeavour to reconcile the conquered race to his rule, 
and he must make himself strong enough to nip in 
the bud any attempt at insurrection. One way of 
solving the first problem was, we saw, to retain as 
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D.:w.ny a:; possible of the ancient institutions of the 
conquered race. William saw that some of the exist
ing institutions of the English were admirable, and 
he kept as 11ia11y as he could. Ile kept, for instance, 
the old JiYision of shire, hundred, and township, 
with their as:-;emblies (though he changed the name 
"shire" to "county.") He retained the English 
laws. He tried to nppear, not as a conqueror, but 
as lawful King of England; he had himself elected 
by the \Vitena-gemote with all the usual ceremonies, 
and was crowned by an English archbishop. He 
married his niece to an Englishman, and in various 
other ways tried to persuade the English to like his 
rule. 

7. Norman Justice. But what really went farther 
than all else to reconcile the English was the stern 
justice of \Villiam's rule. He would stand no viola
tion of his laws either Ly Norman or by Sa..·-rnn. 
He gave to a land that had been torn by anarchy for 
hundreds of years the priceless gift of order. The 
English system was an admirable one for quieter 
times; but what the England of that age needed 
above all was firm government, and William's 
government was nothing if not firm. The result 
of his firmness was "a good peace in his land, so 
that a man might fare over his realm with a bosom 
full of gold." He was pitiless to those who opposed 
his will; when rebellion occurred in the north, he 
marched northward with his army, slaying, plunder
ing, and burning, and reduced all that part of Eng
land to a state of desolation from ,,,hich it took hun
r1reds of years to recover. But he was equally stern 
lo all who broke the laws of the land, and even the 
most patriotic Englishmen hnd to admit that vVil-
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liam had !.Jrought order to a land where disorder 
had long reigned. 

8. William's Safeguards. The other problem
how to secure his position against future insurrec
tions-William solved . by the establishment of 
Feudalism. First of all, he abolished the great 
earldoms of Canute, which, as we have seen, had 
grown too strong and become n menace to the 
throne. There were already traces of feudalism in 
England. Indeed, the condition of that age must 
have produced n kind of feudal system throughout 
Europe; for it was an age of lawlessness and vio
lence, and everywhere the "free man" must have 
found it necessary to sell his independence for pro
tection, to make himself the servant of someone 
strong enough to guard him from the attacks of the 
marauding bands which were a continual terror to 
him. This was what bad happened in England. 
The havoc wrought by the Danes had driven free 
men all over the country to this practice of "com
mendation," as it is called, which is an e:-;scntial part 
of feudalism. The free man, or churl, was gradually 
becoming the servant, or villein. Evidently, then, 
f euclalism was not an altogether new iclcn to the 
English. 

D. \Ve have seen ihai feudalism aro:-;c by the giv
ing of rewards to a "war-band" by its leader. ·what 
had William to give? His first step was a vast con
fiscation of estates all over the kingdom. He dis
possessed the owners of these estates, and took the 
whole country into his possession. He then parcelled 
it out among his followers. That is to say, he took 
the land away from its English owners and gave it 
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to Normans. But he did not give away a single acre 
as an absolute gift: he gave it on what is called 
"military tenure"; i.e., he gave an estate to a man, 
only on condition that that mm1 would, if called 
upon, come out to fight for his king, and bring a 
certain number of mailed horsemen with him. Wil
liain insisted upon being regarded as supreme land
lord of all England, who allowed people to hold 
land only if they would be his servants. When he 
called for an army, he could, in this way, collect 
sixty thousand Norman knights, and thus secure 
himself against possible rebellions of the English. 

10. The Completeness of the Conquest. By par
celling out the land among these followers of his 
(who were called Barons) and giving each of them 
a district to rule over, with a strong castle to live in, 

he made rebellion impossible. For each baron par
celled out his land among his inferiors very much 
as the King had parcelled out the kingdom among 
the barons; and nobody was allowed to hold any 

• 1ancl at all without swearing allegiance to the baron 
in whose domain that land lay. The sub-tenant had 
to be ready to come out and fight at the baron's 
order, jnst as the baron had to fight at the King's 
order. This, then, was the Feudal System; a sys
tem of land-owners holding their land from a 
superior on a military tenure. It threw enormous 
power into the hands of the King, provided it 
worked as it was intended to work. 

11. Peculiarity of English Feudalism. But Wil
liam clearly foresaw that the system might work 
quite otherwise: for, if the barons liked to unite 
against the King, they had simply to call out their 
vassals, and they had an army behind them. To 
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prevent this he made a law, that the vassal should 
swear allegiance not only to the baron, but also to 
the King. Thus every land-owner in England 
became a vassal of the King, and if his baron called 
him out and the King also called hi111, he was Lound 
to obey the King. 'l'his is a point peculiar to Eng
lish Feudalism-it was unknown on the Continent
and we owe it to the statesmanship of William. He 
took many other measures for the repression of tur
bulent baron~, among which W(: may note, that the 
national fyrcl, or militia, ,vas left in exi~teuee, so 
that the King might still have an army even if not 
a single baron should obey his summons. 'l'he result 
of this measure is to be seen in the two imccceding 
reigns; the lawlessness of the barons threw both 
William Rufus and Henry I. on the support of the 
English, and their appeal to the conquered people 
was not in vain. For, if the English did not love 
their Norman Kings, they loved the Norman barons 
still less; they saw that the Kings gave them peace 
and prosperity, and that the barons gave them 
nothing but lawless oppression. 

12. The Great Council. Three times a year \Vil
liam gathered his barons round him, and asked 
their advice on the affairs of the kingdom. This 
was the Great Council of the Realm, and it took the 
place of the old "Witena-gemote. Out of it developed 
our Parliament. Its consent was considered neces
sary to make any act of the King lawful, but at this 
time its consent was never withheld. Besides this 
Great Council, the King had a sma11 circle of 
advisers, by means of whom he governed the realm 
and administered justice. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

REsl; LTS OF THE CONQUEST (CONTINUED). 

1:3. Commercial Results. We may say that the 
Conque:,;t enslaved England, but in such a way that 
it beem11c possible for the English to ,Yin a fuller 
liberty thnn they had ever known. \Ye have seen 
how, before the Conquest, the freeman, the original 
basis of the Saxon Kingdom, had come to lose his 
freedom; how he had been forced in self-defence to 
seek protection from his lord, to whom he sur
rendered his independence. The churl passed into 
the serf; and freedom passed into the hands of the 
Engfo;h nobles. These nobles the Conquest deprived 
of their estates and their power; it leYelled them 
with the churh; whom they had dispossessed; the 
t\\;O classes, thus united, formed a great middle-class, 
whm;e struggle for freedom began at once and lasted 
many centurie:-. We can best examine the begin-
11ings of this great conflict by watching the towns, 
and observing the rise in them of a great trading 
class. The Conquest practically created this 
class; the Normans, tyrants as they were, put into 
the hands of England the weapon _by which it was 
to regain the freedom which they had swept away. 
Let us see how this came about. 

14. Encouragement of Commerce. How can it 
be said that th_e Normans c1·eated the trading class? 
First, by their justice and firm government; for it 
may be laid down as an unvarying law, that with
out a settled government no country can have a 
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flourishing trade, and that, amid violence and 
anarchy, trade must necessarily decline. Secondly, 
"William and his successors were often in want of 
money to carry out their plaus, aIHl it was obviously 
useful to have rich merchants in the country from 
whom they might borrow or exact rr10nl'.Y• For this 
reason they encouraged merchants by every means 
in their power. For instance, ,,\'illiam wns followed 
to England by hundreds of Jews, and he allowed 
no-one ( except himself) to interfere with I hem. 
Now, the Jewish merchants were the great money
lenclcrs of Europe; and though they lent 011ly at nn 
exorbitant rate of interest, still the influx of so much 
money into England gave an enormous impulse to 
commerce. 

15. How Commerce Made for Freedom. But 
many Norman merchants, as well as Jews, followed 
William from Normandy; they settled not only in 
London, but in every town where the Norman baron 
had his castle, or the Norman churchman his abbey. 
The towns, under the impulse of this new trading 
class, grew in wealth and importance; towns which 
had been mere handfuls of hovels when the Nor
mans came were able, by the time of Henry I., to 
buy their freedom from the King. It was in the 
towns that the traditions of the older English liber
ties still lived when they had died everywhere else. 
"The rights of self-government, of free speech in free 
meeting, of equal justice by one's equals, were 
brought safely across the ages of Norman tyranny 
by the traders and shopkeepers of the towns"*; and 
it was only through Norman protection that the 
towns were able to do it. The charter of liberties 

*Green. 
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granted to London by Henry I. may be taken as a 
sample of the charters by which town after town 
won its freedom. By it the city was given the free
dom to raise its own taxes, which were fixed in 
amount, without the sheriff's interference; and 
every citizen was given the right to be tried by his 
fellow-citizens in the town-court, which was just the 
old town-moot under another name. Charter after 
charter raised to,vnsmen, from mere vassals, who had 
to pay whatever their lord demanded to freemen, 
who paid a fi.xed tax to the Crown, and gathered in 
town-moot to deliberate on their own affairs, and 
administer justice. 'I'o sum up: under the :Normans 
trade flourished; ,Yith trade the towns grew in wealth 
and importance; and by the towns the right of self
government, lost by the nation long before the Con
quest, began to be won back. 

lG. Blending of Races. English and Norman 
traders had constant dealings ,Yith one another, and 
the distinction between the races gradually dis
appeared in the towns.. In the country the same 
process went on more slowly. It is not possible for 
us to trace with any exactness the stages in this 
union of the two peoples; we only know that it was 
rapid and complete, and that, by the accession of 
Henry II., the name of Norman had fallen into dis
use. "In the time of Richard I., the ordinary impre
cation of a Norman gentleman was: '~lay I become 
an Englishman!' His ordinary form of indignant 
denial was: 'Do you take me for an Englishman?' 
The descendant of s1ich a gentleman a hundred years 
later was proud of the English name."* 

":\br:111lny. 
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17. Social Results. The Conque:;t brought Eng
land into close relations with more civilised nations 
of Western Europe. Its educational <:'ffects were 
great and many-sided. The Non11a11;-; taught the 
English many arts; for iw;tance, the art of l,11il1ling. 
Substantial stone houses began to supersede the 
mere hovels of the English. Stately cathedrals rose 
in the great towns, an·<l the bui !<ling of castles ( a 
doubtful blessing) went on all over the co1111 try. The 
English now began to study art and litcral111·e as 
they had never been studied in England before; the 
University of Oxford was founded, and many schools 
were established. Englishmen began to study medi
cine; primitive ·as medical ideas then were in France 
and Italy, they were yet far ahead of anything 
hitherto known in England. In a word, the Con
quest made social life in England more refined, more 
cultured, more civilised. It is useless to argue that 
these changes would have come in time without Nor-
111an aid; all we know is, that it was through the 
Normans that they did come. 

18. Language. The conquered people did not 
adopt the language of their conquerors; when the 
distinction between the two races died away, English 
was still the national speech. But the ruling race 
had for a long time spoken a different language 
from that of the subject race; and this had a great 
effect upon the language of the latter. So the Eng
lish language, as it emerges from the Norman period, 
is by no means the tongue spoken before the Con
quest. That tongue was a pure Teutonic language 
with little foreign admixture; it was, indeed, very 
like the German spoken to-day. It was an inflectefl 
language; e.g., its nouns had four different endings 
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to indicate the four different cases. The effect of the 
conquest was to destroy inflections; we still have 
some ( as in pronouns: he, his, hirn, etc.), but, gene
rally ::;peaking, the language became uninfiected. 
The Conquest also introduced an infusion of Nor
man-French word:;. The new words were, for the 
most part, the names of new things-things intro
duced by the Normans. Thus the word cw·tain was 
unknown before the Conquest, because the thing 
itself \\'US unknown; the same may be said of such 
words as vassal, fealty, etc. Thus by examining the 
history of our language we get some interesting side
lights on the social history of England. 

19. Norman Words. The chief words introduced 
related to law, to war, to feudalism, and to domeetic 
life. Chief among the last are terms of cookery. It 
is a curious point, that in many instances the live 
::mimal kept its Saxon name, but, when cooked, 
received a Norman name. This is doubtless due to 
the fact that the live animal:,; were tended by Eng
lish Rlaves, and were noticed by the Norman only 
when they appeared on his table. Thus the live 
sheep (English) becomes, when cooked, rniitton 
(Norman). The calf becomes ,veal, the ox becomes 
beef, the pig becomes po1·k, the dee-r becomes venison. 

20. But the Conquest did far more than introduce 
a few Norman-French words. The close connection 
which it formed between England nnd France 
resulted in a constant stream of fresh words being 
carried into the English tongue for several centuries. 
Now French is a "Romance" language; that is, it 
is formed from Latin. So that many Latin words 
were brought into English through F1'cnch; and as, 
later on, the English began to form words direct 
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from the Latin, we have many pairs of similar 
words, one coming straight from the Latin, and one 
from the Latin through the French. Instances of 
such pairs are captive and caitiff, the former coming 
directly from the Latin word captivus, the latter from 
the same ,vord through the Old French word caitif; 
acquire and conquer, both from Latin quaerere, but 
the latter through the French. Thus the Normans 
found English an inflected language, and left it un
inflected. 'fhey found it a pure Teutonic language, 
and left it a mixed speech, with the capacity of 
enriching itself by borrowing from other languages, 
a power which it has freely used, and is still using. 
At the present day we use words derived not only 
from French and Latin, but also from Greek, 
Spanish, Italian, Persian, Hindustanee, and even 
Chinese. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE ORIGIN OF PARLIAMENT. 

1. In Germany. To trace the dim beginnings of 
our modern Parliament, the instrument by which 
England has sought to solve the problem of govern
ment, we must cast our eyes back to the villages of 
our Germanic ancestors. We have seen that the 
sovereign power of each village resided in the whole 
body of its free landholders. The whole village met 
round a "moot-hill," or a sacred tree, to deliberate on 
their affairs, to try off enders, and to make laws. 
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When a certain law was proposed, the villagers 
signified their opinion of it by clashing their arms, 
or by shouting "yea, yea," or "nay, nay." That 
was their way of voting for or against. The pre
liminary discussion may have rested with the higher 
rank of freemen, but the final decision hod to be 
made by the whole community. 

2. The Witena-gemote. \Ve have seen how, when 
they settled in England, the villagers found it neces
sary to unite, and how the various units were com
bined into higher and higher organisations-how 
villages joined together to form a hundred, hun
dreds to form a shire, and shires to form a kingdom 
-and how each of these organisations had its own 
mootr-hundred-moot, shire-moot, great moot or 
\Vitena-gemote. And when the final act of union 
was brought about, the various English kingdoms 
united to form the Kingdom of England, the moot 
principle remained, and there was one Witena
gemote of the whole realm. The individual freeman 
still remained, in theory, the ruling power of the 
realm; for every freeman had as much right to take 
part in the great moot of the whole Kingdom as in 
the moot of his own town. England was still, in 
theory, governed by the English nation, under the 
leadership of a king. 

3. Self-government. Here, then, we seem to have 
already a solution of the problem propounded in the 
Introductory Chapter-the problem of satisfying at 
once the need of government, and the need of free
dom. For here was the one kind of government 
which does not interfere with personal freedom, 
namely, self-government. Our Saxon ancestor was 
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free because he obeyed laws of bis own making. You 
count it no infringement of your liberty to obey an 
order which you have yourself given. But a 
moment's reflection shows that this was no true solu
tion of the difficulty, because it was a form of govern
ment that would not work. It was easy for all the 
free in ha bi tan ts of one village to meet together to 
frame a law: but when the inhabitants of several 
villages had to assemble it became more difficult; 
and for all the inhabitants of all the villages in the 
kingdom to come together was obviously impossible::. 
It is clear that no law would ever be passed if the 
whole kingdom had first to meet, and secondly to 
discuss it. Thus self-government became impossible 
the moment our Saxon forefathers began to unite 
and form a nation. 

4. Power Transferred to the Crown. Now we 
have seen how the settlement in Britain gave birth 
to the Kingship. At first the King was regarded as 
merely the leader in time of war, and in time of 
peace merely the president of the great council of 
the realm. But as self-government was no longer 
possible, and as some government was imperatively 
necessary, the work of governing gradually slipped 
away from the nation into the hands of the King. 
Accordingly we find the Witena-gemote very ~oon 
lost its original character as a meeting of the "wise 
men" of the realm, at which every freeman had the 
right to vote on the measures proposed by the wise 
men. It ceased to be a national body, and became 
a mere instrument in the hands of the King; it came 
to consist merely of the King's officers and servants. 
In theory it remained the sovHreign power; it could 
depose the King; to it belonged the administration of 
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justice, the imposing of taxe~, the <lC"<'lnration of 
war, the making of peace, and so on. 1n theory, 
the _Ki~g conl<l do nothing without its consent; in 
reality, its consent was never refused. 
. 5• 'l,hus the English gave up their ancient liberti 0 .: 

m order to become a nation. It was very desirable 
that they should remain free, but, it, was absolutely 
necessary to their ven· existence as a uation that 
they. should act unitedly, and to act unitedly they 
required a strong central government. Self-gover□-
ment became impossible; a;1d the only other form of 
government available limited their liberty. The 
original free landholder, who "knew no superior 
save God and the laws," sank into a condition little 
different from slavery, as ,ve have seen, and sold his 
freedom to any "lord" strong enough to protect him. 
The lords, in their turn, were more or less subject to 
the tyranny of the King; and although, as in the 
ease of the earls created by Canute, they were some
times strong enough to oppose the king, yet it may 
be said generally that the sovereign power passed 
from the hands of the nation at large into the hands 
of the King. 

6. Political Representation. Here we are met by 
an obvious question. ,v as it really necessary that 
the English should give up self-government? True, 
it was out of the question for a whole nation to 
attend one great meeting as a whole village might 
attend a meeting: but might not each village have 
chosen one man to attend the meeting for it? In 
this way, though the people no longer made the 
laws, the laws would have been made by men whom 
the people chose for the purpose, and that would 
have been only another way of governing themselves. 
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This idea of representative govemment is familiar 
enough to us, und is so extremely important that we 
shall have to return to it several times; but mean
while, let us merely answer that it was an idea that 
had occurred to no one at the stage of history we 
are now concerned with. 

7. The Great Council. The Norman Conquest 
put nn end to the Witena-gemote. Its place was 
taken by the Great Council of the Barons already 
mentioned. This Council was supposed to consist 
of all those who held their land directly from the 
Crown, in actual practice, however, the majority of 
these found it too expensive nnd troublesome a busi
ness to nttend the meetings of the Council; and so a 
distinction soon arose between the "Greater Barons" 
and the "Lesser Barons." The former attended the 
meetings of the Council, the latter did not, though 
their right to do so remained undisputed. The 
Council consisted simply of the Greater Barons and 
the Bishops. It was no more a National Assembly 
than the ,vitena-gemote had been under the later 
English kings. As we have seen, its functions were 
limited to giving its consent to the King's measures, 
and its chief duty was to sanction grants of money 
demanded from it by the King. We should note 
that, though its consent was never refused, still the 
idea, that its consent was necessary, was never lost 
sight of, but remui1~ed a fundame~tal part of the 
British constitution. When Parliament claimed, 
later on, that the King had no right to impose taxes 
to which it had not given its sanction, it was not 
propounding a new idea, but was simply enforcing 
a custom that had existed from the remotest period 
of English history. 
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8. For two centuries after tltt' Conquest, thIS 
assembly of Barons ancl Bi~hop:.:, lllccting three 
times a year, was all that England possessed in the 
way of Parliament; and it was not u J->arlia111ent in 
our sense of the word, for it did not represent the 
people. The first Parliament that really tleserved 
the name was that summoned by Simon de l\lont
fort, in 1265, almost exactly 200 years after Wil
liam's landing. In this Parliament there was at last 
an effort after the political representation of the 
nation. Before considering it, however, let us en
quire how the idea of such representation, an idea 
unknown, as we saw, in the old English Kingdom, 
originated. 

9. Origin of the Idea of Representation. If the 
first English settlers had never had the idea of one 
man acting as the agent or repre.r;entati11e of another, 
they were quite familiar with the idea that one man 
might be liable for the debts of another. 'rhus if n 
murder were done, we have alreadv noticed the cus
tom whereby the kinsmen of the ;nurdered had to 
pay the "blood-wite," or murder-fine. And as bis 
kinsmen meant, in the earliest times, just the inhabi
tants of his own village, this custom really implied 
that a whole village was liable for the money-debt 
incurred by one of the villagers. ·when the King· 
ship arose, this idea of joint liability was immensely 
widened; whenever the King wished to levy a tax, 
he did not proclaim the amount that each individual 
must pay-for he could never have found out how 
much each individual in the kingdom was able to 
contribute-but he proclaimed the amount that each 
town as a whole must pay. 

10. The town as a whole, then, was made respon-
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sible for the raising of the money requirea by the 
King. But this would naturally lead to endless 
quarrels among the townsmen as to the share that 
each ought to contribute; many would refuse to pay 
what they considered an unfair amount; and in the 
encl the town would fail to raise the required amount. 
Paid the tax must be: what was the King to do? He 
could not come to each town and hear every griev
ance till he found what part each man ought, accord
ing to his wealth, to bear in the general burden. 
That would have taken too long; a quicker and 
easier way was to seize the chief men of the, town and 
keep them in prison till the lax was paid. The 
town would then manage to scrape together the 
money, so as to ransom its chief men. This was 
what actually happened, not in England only, but 
all over Europe; and it still happens in many un
civilised countries. It is strange to think that in such 
forcible seizure of leading townsmen, in order to 
raise a tax, lay the germ of representative govern
ment ; yet, as we shall see, such was the case. 

11. Development of the Idea. Now, this practice 
was so disagreeable to the towns that they soon hit 
upon an expedient for doing without the forcible 
seizure of anyone. Roughly speaking, the expedient 
was this: ·when the King's officers came to the town 
to collect the money or to carry off the chiefs, the 
most respectable men of the town would come 
together to meet the royal officers, and would say: 
"As it is evident that the town will have to pay, it 
may as well pay without anyone going to prison. 
What is the smallest sum that will satisfy you? And 
we shall see whether we can raise it." There would 
then ensne, no doubt, much arguing as to the 
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amount that could be got together; in the end a sum 
would be agreed to, and the meeting pledged itself, 
on behalf of the town, to find that sum. Here, then, 
we have arrived at a further stage: a meeting of the 
elders of a town, as representati,ves of the town, to 
g1·ant money to the King. 

12. Parliaments. Then, in the twelfth and thir
teenth centuries the idea sprang up, not in England 
only, but all over Europe, of having instead of meet
ings of each town with the King's officers, a great 
meeting of the whole nation with the King himself. 
Not, of course, a meeting of everybody concerned; 
but a meeting of men selected by the various towns 
to represent them. Let each town choose two men 
to speak for it; and let all these men come together 
and discuss with the King the amount the whole 
kingdom is to pay him by way of taxes. In this 
way, all over Europe, Parliament was born. ·we 
shall now return to the special case of England; let 
us remember, however, that Parliament was origin
ally concerned, not with the making of laws, hut 
simply with the granting of money to the King. 

13. Early Parliaments. The first real Parliament 
in England was, as already said, the one summoned 
by Simon de Montfort, in 1265, just after the Battle 
of Lewes. The great patriot wished to strengthen 
his hands in his struggle with the Royalist party; 
he therefore required a more truly national assembly 
than the old Council of the Barons and Clergy. This 
Parliament was, indeed, the old Council, but with a 
new element added, which entirely changed its 
character; for Simon ordered some cities and towns 
to choose men who would represent them in the 
Council. Thus for the first time tl1c middle classes, 
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the trader:; or "Commons," as they were called, werG 
represented in the great Council, as well as the 
nobility and clergy. 'l'his changed the Council into 
a real Parliament. "But this was not made a pre
cedent; and, in fact, it was not till thirty years after 
that the rcpre:;en tatives of the towns begin to sit 
regularly in Parliament."* 

14. , V c may therefore <lisregard Earl Simon's 
Parliament, and say that the first coniplete Parlia
ment, the same in all essential respects as that which 
sits in London to-dny, was that of 1295, in the reign 
of Edward l. The English Parliament like every 
other, originated in the King.'s need of money. 
Edward was a great "·arrior, and the expenses of his 
wars made him feel the need of money more keenly 
than any of his predecessors; it was therefore very 
important to him that he should fiud the quickest 
and easiest way of getting money. He could, it is 
true, get the Council to grant him so much, but the 
Barons and Bishops who sat in the Council, not 
being representati\"es of anyone else, could answer 
only for themselves; and there were other great 
classes to be taxed-namely, the lesser Barons, the 
farmers, the lesser clergy, and the inhabitants of 
towns ( or boroughs, as the greater towns were now 
called). ·with all these classes the King had to 
negotiate separately; for example, his officers had to 
go to each town and deal with it separately, as we 
have already shown. Now Edward found that all these 
separate negotiations meant endless time and trouble, 
and he saw clearly that it would mean an immense 
saving if all these other classes whom he wished to 

*Stubbs. 
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tax were represented in the Council. This was not 
an original idea, for Parliaments were springing up 
all over Europe; but the idea did not take firm root 
in the rest of Europe whereas in England it was des
tined to live and grow into a migl\ty tree. What 
made the diff erencc '? 

UHAPTEl{ \' I. 

THE 0RIGIXAL C0Ns'1'1'1'v1·10N ul-' !-'ARLIA.ME.NT. 

1. Origin of Political Representation. The Lesser 
Barons had, as we have seen, lon·g ceased to attend 
the meeting of the Great Council. r.rhey found it 
too troublesome and expensive to leave their homes 
three times a year and travel a loug distance to attend 
a meeting whose only purpose was, so far as they 
could see, to give money to the King. Let the King 
come and get his money; nothing would induce them 
to go to him. But Edward urgently needed their 
attendance, for, by the time he came to the throne, 
these Lesser Barons-or country squires, us we should 
now call them-had become a much more numerous, 
wealthy and important class than they had been 
under the early Norman Kings, and contributed a 
larger share of the general taxation. How was 
Edward to induce them to attend the Council? He 
saw at once to induce them all to attend was impos
sible, but it would serve his purpose if he could get 
some of them to come, as representatives of the rest. 
But how were these representatives to be chosen 't An 
easy means of doing so Edward found ready to his 
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hand in an institution which dated from Saxon 
times. 

~- Knights of the Shire. 'l'he old Shire Moot 
still met regularly, though uuder a new name; it 
was now enllcd the County Court. In that court the 
principle of representation was already in use; for 
it did not consist of all the land-owners in the Shire, 
but of deputies or agents sent by all the hundreds in 
the Shire, twelve men from each hundred. The 
County Court ,ms thus what muy be called a rcpre
~rnfative hody. Edwiu-d simply extended this prin
ciple, Ly asking the County Court to choose from its 
number a few men to act for them in the Great Coun
cil of the Realm. The men thus elected were called 
"Knights of the Shire," and henceforth each Shire, 
or county, was to be represented in Parliament by 
its own Knights. 

3. ,v e must not foil to notice a very important 
point about the election of these Knights. We have 
seen that it was only the Lesser Barons, or squires, 
who had a right to sit with the Greater Barons in the 
Great Cotmcil; not the smaller landholders, or "yeo
men." But, as a matter of fact, the County Court, 
which elected these Knights, was made up of yeomen 
as well as squires, and the yeomen had as much voice 
in the election of the Knights as the squires had. 
So that the Knights of the Shire were really repre
sentative of all classes o{ land-owners; in fact, they 
may be said to have represented the country districts 
generally. 

4. The Burgesses. Edward had now secured that 
the County should be represented in Parliament; his 
next step was to see that the Towns were represented 
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also. 'l'he boroughs, or larger towns, had Lceome 
immensely wealthy through the growth of trade; 
there was much 111011ey to be got out of the boroughs. 
It was just as necessary, therefore, that the boroughs 
should send representatives to Parliame11 t as that the 
counties should. Here Edward simply made use of 
the lesson he ha<l learnt from Earl Simon; he 
ordered each "city, borough, and larger town" in the 
kingdom to send two men-"Burgesses" as they were 
called-to attend the Great Council. There they sat 
side by side with the Greater Barons, the Bishops, 
and the Knights of the Shire. 

5. The Clergy. One class was still unrepresented 
-the clergy. For we must not suppose that the 
Bishops represented the clergy. They sat in the 
Council, not because they were clergymen, but be
cause they owned vast estates, and were therefore 
to be counted as Barons. But Edward was not going 
to let the clergy escape taxation ; he therefore Qade 
them choose representatives-called in this case 
"proctors"-to act for them as the Burgesses acted 
for the boroughs, and the Knights of the Shire for 
the county. This plan, however, was resolutely op
posed by the clergy themselves, who wished to keep 
themselves apart from the other classes. They were 
forced to come to the Council meetings, but they re
f used, when they did come, to "vote supplies"-that 
is, to grant the King's demand for money. They 
declared that they would grant these demands in 
their own separate council, called Convocation, but 
not in the Parliament of the Realm. If they would 
not grant money, the King could have no reason for 
wishing them to attend; accordingly we find that, by 
the end of the fifteenth century, their attendance had 
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entirely ceased, and the clergy have never since been 
repre:;entecl, as a separate class, in Parliament. 

G. The Three Estates. 'l'he completed Parliament 
uf Edwar(l T. cow-isled, then, of three different classes 
of men, the '1' hrcc Estates, ru; they were called. (a) 
The Lords (including Barons and Bishops, "Lords 
Temporal" and "Lords Spiritual.") ( b) The Com
mons (including Knights of the Shire, representing 
the country people, and Burgesses, representing the 
townspeople). ( c) 'l'he Clergy. 'l'hese last, as we 
saw, ::-oon dropped out, leaving the two great ele
ments, Lord and Commons. These two sat in sepa
rate rooms almost from the first. 

7. Unpopularity of Parliament. The King had 
now set in motion an admirable piece of machinery 
for wresting money from the people, and it probably 
never occurred to him that, by means of this machi
nery, the people would ultimately wrest the sovereign 
power from the Crown, and win back the liberty that 
had been lost. Yet such was destined to be the case. 
But no-one realised that at the time, and, though we 
now consider Parliament as the great safeguard of 
our freedom, at the outset it was decidedly unpopu
lar. Nowadays a man will make great efforts to get 
himself elected to a seat in Parliament, but in 
Edward's reign, a man would make great efforts to 
avoid being chosen. The country squire hated 
leaving his estate to go to Westminster in order to 
grant money to the King. The merchant hated 
leaving his business. And if the representatives 
were unwilling to go, the counties and towns were no 
less unwilling to send them. The old idea of a 
forcible seizure of hostages was still present in men's 
minds; and besides, the conn ties and towns had to 
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pay so much a day to defray the expenses of their 
representatives while Parliament was sitting. And, 
finally, the name of Parliament was universally de
tested, because the summoning of Parliament !-imply 
llleant fre:;h taxation. Ca11 we wonder, tlH•11, if aL 
first there was no competition for the po!-t, now so 
much sought after, of representative? 

8. Its Powers. For Parliament was not, at the 
commencement, a powerful or influential body. It 
met :;imply to grant money-not to a,lvi~e the King. 
The Lords were, in<leed, looked upon as the King's 
councillors or advisers; but the Commons could make 
no claim to be anything of the kind. They had no 
voice in the making of laws. But if they could not 
legic;late, they could petition the King; and it was 
soon perceived, that this power of petition really 
amounted to a power of legislation or law-rnaking. 
For a petition generally meant a declaration that a 
good custom had been violated, coupled with a re
quest that that custom should be confirmed. If the 
King granted such a petition, he really set the seal 
of his approval on the custom mentioned; -i.e., gave 
it the force of a law. Even to this day, nothing can 
become law without the King's consent, so that we 
may still regard laws as petitions presented to the 
King, and granted by him. 

9. The Chief Weapon of Parliament. Before 
Parliament could, in this way, have the power of 
making laws ( or of getting the King to inake laws, 
rather) one thing was necessary: it must have some 
way of compelling the King to listen to its petitions. 
Had the English Parliament any hold over the King, 
any means of forcing him to take notice of its re
quests? It had. When the King summoned repre-
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sentatives of the people to grant hi1n rnoney, he 
thereby ~ilently acknowledged that he could not take 
money from the people by force, and that, if the re
prcsen tatives refused to grant him money, he could 
not get it. If, then, the Parliament could refuse to 
give the King money whenever he refused to hear 
their petitions, we see at once what a strong hold 
they had over the King. If Parliament was to be
come really powerful it must firmly establish this 
principle,-that 1without its consent the King could 
have no money. And if the nation as a whole was 
to become the ruling power, it must see that the 
house that represented it,-namely the House of 
Commons,-shonld be the House that controlled the 
national purse. 'l'o establish this principle required 
centuries of bloodshed. 

10. A Twofold Struggle. The grand struggle 
for national liberty may be divided into two periods. 
In the first period, the object was to take away the 
power of the King and to give it to Parliament, and 
especially to the House of Commons as representing 
the people. To gain this object it was necessary to 
secure f1·eeclom of election-that is, that the people 
should be allowed to elect whom they pleased, and 
should not be dictated to by the King, who would 
naturally wish to put into Parliament those who 
would do his bidding. It was necessary, also, to 
secure f1·eedom of debate-that those who were 
elected should be allowed to say what they liked in 
Parliament, without any interference from the King. 
But, above all, it was necessary to secure to Parlia
ment complete control of the money. When once 
it was firmly established that the King could not get 
one penny from the nation if Parliament refused to 
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grant it, Parliament became the supreme power in 
the Kingdom. To attain this object, many patriots 
had to die; one King had to be put to ,lea th, and 
another to be driven from the throne and the coun
try: but in the end the nation won. 'l'ltis period of 
the struggle-the period of Parliament against 
Crown-ends with the Bill of Rights, in 1G89. 

11. '!'he second period of the struggle was marked 
by little bloodshed, but was none the le-:-:-long nnd 
bitter. In it the object sought was, that the Parlia
ment, which had thus become supreme, should really 
represent the people. In Edward's Parliament the 
whole nation was not represented; for the peasants, 
or serfs, had no voice in the election of the Knights 
of the Shire, nor bad the poorer people of the towns 
any voice in the election of the Burgesses. Now, it 
is plain that national self-govcrnmm~t,-the rule of 
the nation by itself,-was impossible until the poor 
as ,Yell as the rich were rcprescn ted in the governing 
body. l\Ioreover, we arc to remember that only the 
larger towns, or boroughs, were represented in 
Edward's Parliament. The smaller towns were un
represented; and many of them grew into large 
cities without being given the power of :;ending men 
to Parliament. To make Parliarncnt express the 
will of the whole nation, not merely of a certain sec
tion of the nntion,-that was the object of the second 
struggle. Though we can hardly say that this con
flic~the conflict between the Many an<l the Fcw,
ended at any definite <late, yet the Reform Bill of 
1832 practically closed the period; that great victory, 
if it was not the encl, brought thc: end in view. 
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CIIAP'l'ER YII. 

SocL\L CoNDITJOxs UNDER THE PLANTAGENETS. 

THE CRAl<T-GILDS. 

1. Two Revolutions. When the Plantagenet 
period opens, with the accession of Henry II., we 
find that one great social revolution has almost 
reached completion-the revolution which effected 
the amalgamation of the Norman and English races. 
There was no definite law to bring this about, and, 
of course, we can name no exact date at which the 
change became complete; but it seems certain that 
the distinction between the Norman and the Saxon 
had disappeared in the early years of Plantagenet 
rule. A more odious distinction still remained; it 
was during the reigns of the later Plantagenets that 
another silent revolution abolished the distinction 
between master and slave. This great social change 
was twofold. (a) In the country, we note the dis
appearance of villeinage and the rise of free labour
ers. ( b) In the towns, we note the victory of the 
poorer craftsmen over the wealthy merchants. vVe 
shall consider first the case of the towns. The two 
revolutions were going on simultaneously, but it was 
in the towns that the change was most rapidly com
pleted. 

2. The Town. We have already traced the pro
cess whereby the English towns won their freedom. 
The English town was originally a part of the 
domain of a Lord, and every town had to have a 
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Lord, by laws passed us early as the reign of Athel
stan (925-940). In many cases the Lord was the 
King himself; in man~· others the town fo1·111c<l part 
of the domain of a Baron. Verv often it aro:e,:e out 
of the need for protection whicl1 caused people to 
come and live near their lord's cu~tlc. .In any case, 
it was a mere collection of houses within the estate of 
a lord, and its inhabita11ts were trcntcd in the same 
way as the other tenants who <lid not live within this 
cluster of houses. That is to say, the townsmen held 
their land on the condition of rendering him mili
tary service, and of labouring on his private estate. 
The inhabitants of a town had, for example, to reap 
their lord's cornfield for him, and to grind his corn, 
besides giving him a part of their own produce. "' e 
find a similar state of things, but tenfold more op
pressive, in France at the end of the eighteenth 
century, just before the Great Revolution. "'e may 
put it simply: the townsmen, instead of paying rent 
in money to the King, or the great noble who might, 
happen to be their lord, paid it in laboi1r. 

3. External Freedom. But the towns were 
natural centres of trade, and their trade made them 
wealthy and important,-so "·ealthy that they 
were soon able to buy their freedom. Their 
first step was to bargain that they should 
pay for their land in money instead of 
personal services. They next secured that the 
amount the whole town was reqnirecl to pay 
should be a fixed sum, and that the townsmen should 
be allowed to raise that sum in any way they thought 
fit, without interference by the lord or the sheriff. 
Then they bought the right to their own justice
that is, the right of every townsman accused of crime 
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to be tried by bis fellow-townsmen. Finally, they 
purchased the right to choose their own magistrates, 
and to manage their own affairs. Having now the 
rights of self-taxation and self-government, they were 
practically free. This they were enabled to do 
through the fact that their lord, whether he ~ere 
King, baron, or abbot, was constantly in need of 
money for some enterprise or other, and was conse
quently willing to sell some one or other of his privi
leges for hard cash. 

4. Internal Tyranny. But while the town was 
thus securing its freedom from outside influence, the 
state of things within the town was far from satis
factory. Though the town itself was now freed 
from the tyranny of its lord, it was not free from an 
internal tyranny of class over class. The rights 
which the town had bought were enjoyed by one 
class only-the wealthier class. The town, we say, 
had secured the right of self-government; but it was 
not really governed by itself-that is, by representa
tives chosen by the whole town,-but by the wealthy 
merchants united in the "merchant-gild." The gild 
is so important a feature of this era that we had 
better examine it carefully. 

5. Origin of the Gild. In primitive society we 
have seen that the bond holding men together was 
the bond of kinship. In early England the men 
who lived near one another were members of the 
same family, and a man could look to his kinsmen 
for protection. But as civilisation advances, people 
begin to move about, to change their place of resi
dence; and the tie of kinship gradually disappears; 
The family of Billing originally, no doubt, inhabited 
Billingham ; but before many centuries had passed 

5 
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the family had scattered, so that there were Billings 
all over the country, and men of many different 
names in Billingham itself. And, as men could no 
longer look to their kinsmen for protection, they 
began to form voluntary associations, which they 
called gilds. '.I'his happcne<l not only in the towns 
but all over the country. The gil<l was simply the 
outcome of men's instinct to unite in self-defence. 

6. The Merchant Gild. But in the towns the 
gild took a peculiar character. At first the English 
town was made up of farmers as well as traders; but, 
as the state of the country became more settled and 
orderly, and it became safe to live at a little distance 
from others, the farmers naturally began to go out 
into the country to live, and the town became more 
and more the home of the traders only. And so the 
town-gild-the society to which all the free towns
men belonged-became known as the merchant-gild. 

7. Now, we saw that in early English society free
dom went hand in hand with the ownership of land. 
The man who owned no land, though not necesf:arily 
a slave, had almost none of the rights or privileges 
of the freeman. This principle was as firmly estab
lished within the towns as without; the "townsmen" 
were the men who owned land in the town. It was 
these alone who formed the "merchant-gild," and it 
was the merchant-gild that managed the affairs of 
the town. The men who owned no land had no 
voice in the matter. 

8. The Craftsmen. But as the towns grew in size, 
the inen who did not own land became far more 
numerous than the men who· did. We • shall 
presently read of a law whereby a serf became a free 
man 'o/hen he had lived for a year in a town ; this, 
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of course, attracted to the towns multitudes of 
escaped serfs, who formed a working-class with no 
land of their own. There were also many tradesmen 
who came to the towns to pursue their calling, but 
could not afford to buy a piece of land in it. Thus 
there came to be two classes in every town, a landed 
class and a landless. And there gradually arose a 
further distinction between the man whose business 
implied the handling of large sums of money,-the 
merchant,-and the man who worked with his hand, 
-the craftsman. The cloth-dealer, for instance, 
was a merchant; the tailor, a craftsman. And it was 
the wealthy land-owners-the merchants-who 
possessed the whole governing power of the town. 
The crafts men were almost slaves. 

9. The Craft-Gild. In self-defence, the craftsmen 
began to form. associations of their own: "craft-gilds" 
as they were called, or "trade-unions," as we should 
call them. Each craft, or trade, had its own gild, 
and the gild imposed rules on all its craftsmen-rules 
relating, for example, to the hours of labour, tho 
quality of work, and the prices to be charged for 
work. Every craftsman was compelled to belong to 
the gild of his craft, but no one was admitted to mem
bership who had not served an apprenticeship of 
seven years. Members paid a fixed sum annually to 
the common fund of their gild, a fund which was 
mainly devoted • to the protection of the trade. 

10. The Towns Secure Popular Government. A 
long struggle for supremacy now ensued between the 
craft-gilds and the merchant-gilds. Some blood was 
shed in the conflict, which raged fiercest in London, 
where the merchant class had attained to a wealth 
and influence unknown elsewhere. It is needless to 
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go into the details of the strife; when Edward I. came 
to the throne, it was practically over. The craftsmen 
had won, the merchant-gild was beaten. So com
plete was the victory that the wealthy merchants 
themselves began to join the gilds they had despised. 
Such was the power and dignity which the craft
gilds reached that King Edward I II. actually 
enrolled himself as a member of one of them, that 
of the Armourers. The towns had now reached a 
really popular form of government, real liberty. 
This liberty they were destined to lose again, but to 
regain after many days. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS UNDER THE PLANTAGENET$. 

THE PEASANTS. 

1. In the last chapter we discussed the social revo
lution by which, in the towns, the poorer craftsmen 
rose from a position akin to slavery, and won power 
from the wealthier merchants who had hitherto 
monopolised the assessment of taxes, the regulation 
of trade, the administration of justice, and the 
general government of the town. In this chapter 
we shall show how, by a similar revolution, there 
arose in the country a new class of tenant-farmers, 
and a new class of free labourers, and how the old 
institutions of villeinage and serfdom disappeared. 

2. The Villein or Serf. We have already seen 
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how, before the Norman Conquest, the class of 
"churls," or freemen, had sunk to a position of de
pendence. They did not, indeed, fall to the condi
tion of the slave-class-a class which had existed in 
England from the earliest time. 'l'here was at first 
a clear distinction between the "slave" and the 
"villein"*; but this distinction appears to have died 
away. The slave gained by the loss of the distinc
tion; the villein suffered. 'rhere were, no doubt, 
different ranks among the villeins, s~ome of whom 
enjoyed rights and privileges denied to the others. 
But, for general purposes, we may say that the vil
lein and the serf are the same, though the serf 
(Latin: servus, slave) had rights which we do not 
usually associate with our idea of slavery. 

3. The Manorial System. The whole of England 
( except the towns), when the Plantagenet Period 
opened, was divided into large feudal estates, known 
as rnanors; and the holder of one of these estates was 
known as the l01·d of the rnanor. One portion of 
the manor the lord kept for himself; the rest he dis
tributed among tenants. But he did not make his 
tenants pay a rent of so much money per 
year, as a modern landlord does. Instead, 
he made them work on the piece of land he 
had kept for himself-the home-farm, or "demesne," 
as it was called. It seems, at first sight, no great 
hardship to have to pay for your farm in labour in
stead of money; the hardship consisted in the fact 
that this was forced labou1·. If a modern tenant 
thinks he pays too much for his land or his house, 

*This spelling of the worrl is retained, because the modern 
associations which cling to the word "villain" might lead to 
confusion in the mind of the student. 
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he may stop paying it, and go away to a cheaper 
house or farm. But the villein coul<l not go away; 
if he tried to go away, he coul<l be pursued by his 
lord, brought back, and punished for the attempt i 
and the labour he had to render in return for his 
land was forced upon him; he had to do it, whether 
he would or not. The villein was born to the piece 
of land he tilled, and strict laws existed to prevent 
his leaving it; on the other bond, the laws prevented 
the lord from separating the villein from his lnnd. 

4. The Services of Villeinage. That the villein 
was really a slave is shown by the fact that he could 
be sold by his lord. On the other hand, if the lord 
wished to sell a villein, he must also sell the piece of 
land which the villein held. The villein went with 
the land. The exact services which he must render 
to his lord cannot now be ascertained ; from a his
torian of the time we learn that he "has to pay a 
quarter of seed-wheat at Michaelmas i a peck of 
wheat, four bushels of oats, and three hens on 
November 12th j and at Christmas a cock and two 
hens, and two pennyworth of bread. He is to 
plough, sow, and till half an acre of his lord's land, 
and give his services, as he is bidden by the bailiff, 
except on Sundays and feast-days. He is not to 
marry son or daughter, to sell ox: calf, or colt, to cut 
down oak or ash, without the lord's consent." Prac
tically he was compelled to render whatever services 
his lord demanded of him. On the other hand, the 
lord who killed a serf had to pay a fine to the King; 
and, by an extraordinary enactment, the serf who 
lost an eye or a tooth, by the violence of his lord, 
thereby won his liberty. In short, the serf was 
almost absolutely at the mercy of his lord, and we 
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know that there were many instances of gross 
tyranny and brutal inhumanity. 

5. Service Fixed by Custom. But, step by step, 
the condition of the villein improved. The first 
improvement which we must note was the fixing by 
custom of the amount of service to be rendered by 
the tenant to his lord. Custom, if it goes on long 
enough without interruption, gradually acquires the 
force of law. Gradually it became lawful, in this 
way, to claim certain services of the tenants; unlaw
ful to claim more. The amount of work that each 
villein must do on the home-farm became rigidly 
established, and was, indeed, written down in the 
"court-roll" kept by the lord. A copy of this was 
given to the tenant, and constituted the title-deed by 
which he held his land; for this reason, he came 
later to be known as a "copyholder." For the vil
lein this was a great step in advance. He was not 
yet free, for he was still forced to render certain ser
vices to his lord. But he was not forced to do ,what
ever was demanded by a tyrranous master: w4en he 
had once done what the law required of him, he was 
independent of his lord, and practically a free ,man., 

6. Gradual Emancipation. Meanwhile c.·other 
causes were steadily doing away with villeinage.' ·A 
law, already mentioned, gave freedom to the serl who 
had lived for a year and a day in a free town. 
Thousands thus gained their freedom. Moreover, 
the Church always used her great :influence for the 
emancipation of the serf; many great landowners 
were, on their death-beds, persuaded by the clergy to 
set free the bondsmen on their estates., A still more 
important factor in the abolition of villeinage was ·a 
circumstance which we have seen also· working 
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toward the freedom of the towns. This was the 
lord's need of money. In the reign of Edward III., 
we see this influence at work everywhere. The 
fashion of the time required knights un<l barons to 
live in great luxury, and the long wars were a con
stant drain on their purses. Under these conditions, 
the lords found it convenient to go to their tenants 
and sell to them, for so much hard cash, freedom 
from service. By this step the villein became com
pletely free; he was no longer tied to the land where 
he had been born; he could go whither he would, and 
take service with any master he liked-wherever, in 
fact, he could get the Lest wages. To the want of 
money on the part of the great land-owners we traced 
the rise of the free town. To the same cause we now 
trace the rise of the free labourer. The lord of the 
manor, instead of being a feudal master, cultivating 
his demesne by the forced labour of his tenant, was 
now in the position of a landlord of our own times, 
receiving from his tenant a rent in money, and cul
tivatili.g his own farm, if he had not let it also, by 
hired labour. ·we may be sure that the superiority 
of paid to forced labour gradually made itself felt, as 
it has in the Southern States of America. So long 
as there were enough free labourers to make compe
tition keen and keep wages down, the land-owner had 
no reason to complain of the changed state of things. 

7. The Black Death. The process of emancipa
tion was thus going steadily forward when an evenl 
occurred which brought it to an abrupt end. About 
the middle of Edward Ill.'s reign appeared, for the 
first time, the terrible scourge known as the Black 
Death. This pestilence-which is thought to have 
come to Europe from China, and to have been akin 
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to the bubonic plague so well known in Asia at the 
present time, and not unknown in Australia-visited 
.England in 1348, again in 1369, and again in 1407. 
It :i\\'ept ::may more than half of the population of 
England; agriculture came to a standstill; and, when 
the plague was over, the number of labourers was so 
reduced that those who survived could get almost any 
wages they liked to ask. The landowners were 
thrcaleucd ,Yith rnin by the sudden enormous rise in 
the price ·or labour, nnd they, of course, began to 
wish that they hnd never emancipated their serfs. 
Parliament endeavoured to help them by passing a 
law known as the Statute of Labourers, whereby 
every man who had no land was forced to serve any 
land-owner who might require him to do so, and at 
the same wages as were given two years before the 
plague. This law failed, as it was sure to do, for 
all the Parliaments in the world could not have kept 
wages down to the old rates. The Statute was re
enacLed with severer clauses. The labourer was once 
more tied to the soil ; he was not allowed to leave his 
own district and wander about in search of work; if 
he disobeyed, he might be put in prison. But men 
who have once known freedom will not be enslaved 
again without a struggle. The law had to be passed 
again and again, always in a sterner form. The 
employer who paid wages above the standard fixed 
by law was fined; and the runaway who was caught 
was branded on the forehead with a hot iron. 
Finally, the lawyers, by ingenious quibbling, man
aged to prove that the freeing of villeins had not 
been strictly legal, and thus many men, who had 
long been free, were brought back to absolute serf· 
dom. 
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8. Social Discontent. All this tyranny and 
injustice on the part of the land-owning class 
brought about a bad and dangerous state of things 
throughout the country; everywhere the poor were 
stung to a bitter spirit of resistance. The social dis
content of the time found a voice in the preaching 
of a Kenti..5h priest, John Ball, who went about the 
country expressing his belief that things would never 
go well in England so long as there were villeins and 
gentlemen. By what right, he asked, did one man 
hold another in bondage? Were not all men equal 
in the sight of God? 

"When Adam delved and Eve span, 
Who was then the gentleman?" 

This rhyme, which expressed in a nutshell all the 
preaching of John Ball, and all the vague social 
discontent that was in the air, was soon in every 
mouth. To return to the simplicity of the earliest 
times, of the days of Adam and Eve-that was the 
dream of the peasantry; and they thought to realise 
it by force, by exterminating the governing class. 
We cannot but sympathise with them in their bitter 
sense of the unjust inequalities of England as they 
knew it: but the way they dreamed of taking was 
a false way. Had they succeeded in exterminating 
the governing class, they would only have introduced 
anarchy, tenfold more intolerable than the tyranny 
under which they suffered. 

9. The Peasants' Revolt. In 1380 Parliament im
posed a poll-tax, the most unjust of all forms of 
taxation; for by it the poorest man in the kingdom 
had to pay as much as the wealthiest. This brought 
to a head all the discontent which had been gradu-
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ally increasing since the Black Death. The Peasant 
revolt broke out, the most dangerous social storm that 
has ever threatened England. Beginning in Kent, 
the revolt spread over all the southern and eastern 
counties, at that time by far the most populous part 
of England. The rapidity with which it spread 
shows how deep and real was the discontent which 
caused it. There ensued a few terrible days, to find 
a parallel for which we must look to the French 
Revolution four hundred years later. London, and 
England, was saved by the courage and tact of the 
young King, Richard II., who boldly placed himself 
at the head of the rebels, calling himself their cap
tain, and promising to grant all their demands, and 
to make them all free men. They dispersed to their 
homes, and the rebellion collapsed almost as sud
denly as it had arisen. 

10. Finding the revolt over, the governing classes, 
headed by the King, who had made so many fair 
promises, took terrible vengeance on the peasants. 
The King had promised them freedom, but Parlia
ment asserted that the King could not grant it with
out their consent, "and this consent we have never 
given, and never will give, were we all to die in one 
clay." The King himself marched through Essex 
with an army of 40,000 men, slaughtering and tor
turing the peasantry wherever he passed. The 
Peasants' Revolt seemed to have been a total failure. 

11. Results of the Revolt. A total failure, how
ever, it was not. The insurrection did not succeed, 
certainly, in resto.ring the state of society as it was 
"when Adam delved." But it was not without deep 
and lasting results, two of which we may notice:
( a) It did not succeed in abolishing villeinage all 
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at once, but a hundred years later there were prac
tically no bondsmen left in England. We may, 
therefore, set down as one of its results the total, 
though not immediate, abolition of villeinage. ( b) 
The great land-owners, as villeinage died mra)', and 
they could not get forced labour for their farms, 
and as wages remained at least double what they had 
been before the Black Death, began to give up till
ing their farms, and to throw their land into sheep
runs. One man could look after a large flock of 
sheep on a piece of land it would have needed fifty 
men to till. The land-owner, therefore, found it 
convenient to turn out all his smaller tenants, an<l 
to mass all his smaller holdings together a:; one 
large sheep-run. The tenants who were turned out 
joined the ranks of the free labourer; but there was 
now not nearly so much work for this class, since 
the sheep-run required so few men. Hence arose 
a large class of labourers who wandered over the 
country in search of employment, finding none and 
becoming merely lawless vagrants. 1-fod we such a 
class in Australia to-day, we should I ,rohably dignify 
them with the title of "the nnernployed"; under the 
Plan tagencts they were known as the "sturdy beg
gars." The presence of this lmvless element in the 
country was a grave social danger, of which we shall 
hear more. 

12. The Action of Parliament. We may notice, 
in conclusion, two rather significant things about 
the action of Parliament in connection with this 
peasant revolt. ( a) By passing the Statutes of 
Labourers, by its consistent severity in enforcing 
those statutes, and by refusing to give its consent to 
the King's grant of freedom to the rebels, it showed 
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plainly that it was the organ of the governing class
that it represented the wealthy and powerful, and 
that the poor were not represented in it at all. Its 
consi~tent effort to hurl the peasantry back into a 
state of slavery brings home to us the fact that the 
nation as a whole cannot be free till the whole nation 
is represented in Parliament. (b) Parliament was 
quite right in refusing, if it thought fit, its consent 
to what King Richard had promised. If it had 
allowed the King to grant what he pleased without 
seeking the consent of his Parliament, the peasants 
might have rejoiced at the time, but England in the 
end would not have rejoiced. Honour is due to 
those who, unjust to the poorer classes as they were, 
upheld the great principle, that without the consent 
of Parliament the King can make or alter no law 
whatsoever. 

CHAPTER IX. 

THE TUDOR PERIOD. 

1. An Age of •Change. The period of English His
tory which begins with t,he accession of Henry VII. 
and ends with the death of Elizabeth-a period in
cluding the whole of the sixteenth century-is a 
time of deep and momentous changes, which affect 
not England alone, but the whole of Europe. Dur
ing this period, it has been well said, men discovered 
a new Heaven and a new Earth. Great astronomers 
then laid bare, for the first time, the secret of the 
earth's place in the universe; and great adventurers 
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added a New ·world to that which was already 
known. To this age belong the g_reatest intellectual 
movement and the greatest religious movement of 
modern times. The invention of printing is one 
of the great events in the history of the human race. 
Less momentous, but still of profound importance, 
is the decay of Feudalism. Great social revolutions 
change the face of England; and it is from this age 
that we date the rise of that spirit of commercial 
enterprise which has made London the mercantile 
capital of the globe, and the rise of that colonising 
spirit which has given us the world-wide Empire of 
to-day. 

2. The End of Feudalism. The Feudal System 
had long been on the wane, and indeed its death
knell had been rung by the Battle of Crecy. For 
that great victory had shown the world that a force 
of humble peasants, armed with long bows and cloth
yard arrows, was too strong for the mailed knights 
of Feudalism. Feudalism as a system rested, be it 
remembered, wholly on military strength; and mili
tary strength now passed from the baronage to the 
peasantry. But the final extinction of Feudalism 
must be attributed to the Wars of the Roses, which 
ended with the Battle of Bosworth. In that thirty 
years' struggle for power, the great baronial houses 
dashed themselves to pieces. When the war ended, 
it was found that most of the great barons were 
killed, or at least ruined in fortunes and despoiled 
of power. The few great houses that remained were 
too weak by themselves to cope with the rising power 
of the Crown; and the kings, finding themselves at 
last in a position to control the barons, decided to 
deprive them, once for all, of that which made them 
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dangerous. Their power had always lain in the 
armies of retainers they had kept round their castles; 
Ed\\'ard IV. ordered that these household armies 
should be disbanded, and Henry VII. completed 
what Edward had begun. 'fhe Earl of Oxford was 
fined £10,000 for disobeying this order. By such 
stern measures Feudalism was swept away; and of 
the baronage, as a power for good or evil, we hear 
no more. No more castles are built in England: 
their place is taken by the peaceful manor-house 
with its many windows and its trim garden. 

3. The Revival of Learning. The great intellec
tual movement known as the "Renaissance" may be 
described as an awakening of men's minds. It is 
not possible to say precisely when this movement 
began; it was already in progress when, in 1453, 
Constantinople was taken by the Turks. But that 
event gav.e it impetus. In various Italian cities, and 
notably in Florence, Greek scholars who had fled 
from Constantinople found homes, and formed cen
tres of Greek learning, and introduced to western 
Europe the works of the great Greek writers of 
antiquity. The fame of the new learning soon passed 
to England, and young English students flocked to 
Italy to learn Greek. The literature of Greece and 
of Rome was studied with a passionate eagerness 
which showed how ready the world wns, at that 
moment, to receive new ideas. "I have given up 
my whole soul to Greek learning," writes the great 
Erasmus in his youth, "and, as soon as I get any 
money, I shall buy Greek books, and afterwards I 
shall buy some clothes." When these students car
ried the new ideas back to England, the result soon 
became visible. The effects of all this study of the 
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noble writings of antiquity were too for-reaching to 
be set down in a few words; perhaps we niay best 
describe the movement as, what we have already 
called it, a mental awakening. Men were no longer 
satisfied to have their thinking clone for them -by 
others; they began to think for themselves on all 
sorts of subjects--on government, on religion, on 
education, on everything of highest moment to the 
human race. It was no longer enough that a cer
tain belief had been accepted for centuries; men 
began to ask whether it was true. In other words, 
people began to use their reason-a faculty which 
the vast majority of men and women had, during 
the Dark Ages, allowed to slumber. 

4. Education. Those who directed the new move
ment in England-chief among whom were Colet, 
Erasmus, and Sir Thomas More-aimed at nothing 
less than the education of the whole people of Eng
land; and luckily they were aided in their efforts 
by Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, who were both 
scholars themselves. The outcome was the founda
tion of the modern educational system. Schools 
sprang up all over England: it has been said that 
"in the latter years of Henry more grammar-schools 
were founded than in the three centuries before;" 
and many were added during the reigns of Edward 
VI. and Elizabeth. Moreover, the great Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge, which had become dull 
and lifeless institutions, teaching badly what was 
not worth teaching at all, were entirely reformed, 
and became centres of learning where not only classi
cal literature, but ultimately mathematics and 
natural science, were studied with whole-hearted 
enthusiasm. • 
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5. Discovery. Side by side with this enormous 
increase of mental activity went an enormous in
crease in men's knowledge of the world they lived 
in. It was the age of daring seamen. In 1492, the 
caravels of Columbus reached the West Indies. In 
1407, the Italian, John Cabot, with a crew of English 
sailors, discovered the mainland of North America, 
landing in Labrador. In the same year the Portu
guese, Vasco du Gama, doubled the Cape of Good 
Hope, and reached India by sea. Next year John 
Cabot's son, Sebastian, explored the American coast 
from Maryland to Hudson's Bay. In 1498, 
Columbus discovered South America. Europe was 
filled with tho strange tales of returned mariners; 
and this sudden knowledge of new races stirred men's 
minds profoundly-awakened men to a new interest 
in life, a new curiosity about the world. 

6. Printing and Gunpowder. Two great inven
t.ions mark tho period-the invention of printing 
and the invention of gunpowder. The latter of 
course revolutionised warfare; we may note particu
larly that it shattered the last remnants of Feu
dalism. The feudal knight, no matter how heavy 
his mail might be, found himself defenceless against 
the bullet; the feudal baron, no matter bow large 
an army he could muster, was helpless before artil
lery, and the king possessed the only artillery in 
England. Caxton's introduction of the printing
press in to England took place before the Tudor 
Period opened, but it was in that period that its 
effects began to be felt. Without the press, with its 
enormous cheapening of books, the new learning 
itself would not have amounted to much. Hitherto 
all books had been copied by hand, and copies were 

(j 
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accessible only by the wealthy. Books now became 
cheap and plentiful, and the effect on civilisation 
cannot be over-estimated. These two µ;reat inven
tions fittingly mark the transition frolll 111c<limval 
to modern England. 

7. Social Dangers. These revolutions affocted, 
more or less deeply, the whole of western Europe; 
we must now turn to changes peculiar to England. 
We have seen how the rise in the price of labour, 
consequent on the Black Death, induced land-owners 
to turn their farms into sheep-runs, which required 
far fewer hired labourers; and how this policy 
created a dangerous class of "sturdy beggars," 
labourers who could find no employment, and who 
wandered over the country begging and stealing. 
The land-owners found that sheep paid handsomely, 
and England became the greatest wool-producing 
country in Europe. The steady rise in the price of 
wool made the land-owners more and more anxious 
to get rid of their smaller tenants, and to give all 
their land to sheep. The wealthy merchants of the 
cities began to invest in land, and these were the 
most merciless in turning the small tenant-farmers 
out of their farms. The process of "cnclosure"
the throwing together of smaller holdings into one· 
immense sheep-run-went on; the eviction of the 
tenant-farmer went on also. These farmers were 
turned out, too, by the most unjust means, "by 
fraud-or force," says More; and went away, with a 
bitter sense of wrong and injustice in their hearts, 
to join the ranks of the "sturdy beggars." The land 
was gradually cleared of people: where two hundred 
labourers used to be in regular employment, two or 
three herdsmen were found to be sufficient: houses 
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and even whole villages were pulled down to make 
room for the all-devouring sheep. "Your sheep," 
writes More with biting irony, "that were wont to be 
so mild and tame, and so small eaters-now, as I 
say, are become so great devourers, and so wild, that 
they eat up and swallow down the very men them
selves." The disbanding of the great military 
households of the barons sent cnwds of dangerous 
ruflians to swell the ranks of the unemployed; and 
the soldiers who returned from the French wars, 
finding nc, honest employment available, added per
haps the worst element of all. 

8. The Poor Laws. Here, then, we have a grave 
social danger; a vast army of men, with nothing to 
do, wandering at large over the country. The 
earlier Tudor Period is accordingly a period of great 
social disorder. These lawless vagabonds became 
thieves and murderers; they made all the roads un
safe for travelling, and they formed gangs of robbers 
which were the terror of the country-side. If a 
rebellion was organised, they flocked to join it; and 
thus they were a perpetual danger to the throne 
itself. ·wolsey, in Henry VIII.'s reign, saw the evil, 
but could not cure it. He devised a law against the 
further extension of sheep-runs, but it had no effect. 
He ordered more and more severe punishments for 
lawlessness, so that we hear of forty being hanged 
in one day; but all in vain. For, as More pointed 
out, the punishment of thieves must always be fruit
less unless we remedy the evils which produce 
thieves. Early in Elizabeth's reign the evil had 
grown to intolerable dimensions· and in 1562 a select 

' body of men, called a Royal Commission, was 
appointed to enquire into the whole matter. From 
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this Commission we date the beginning of a wiser 
and more humane mode of dealing with the diffi
culty. Various statute,; were made, providing in 
various way:, for the relief of the poor; and finally, 
near the end of the reign, ,rns passed the great Poor 
Law, which remained in force with few alterations 
till the reign of Yictoria. By this law every inhabi
tant of every parish was 1.axetl for the aid of the 
poor. rrhose who could not work were maintained 
at the expense of their parish, and tho:-:e who could 
were compelled to earn their living, work being pro
vided for them by means of "a convenient stock of 
flax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other necessary 
ware and stuff." 

9. Social Changes. No law, however, could have 
dealt successfully with this great social danger if the 
conditions which produced that danger had con
tinued to exist. The evil in great measure righted 
itself. ln the first place, people began to see that 
a greater number of sheep could be kept on an acre 
of land if that land were carefully cultivated; and 
a more thorough system of cultivation required more 
men to carry it out: hence the labourers who had 
been driven from the land when the sheep-breeding 
industry began, were now recalled. In the second 
place, a much more important outlet for surplus 
labour was found in the new manufacturing indus
tries, and especially in the woollen manufactures.* 
At first all the wool grown in England was sent 
abroad to be made into cloth; by the middle of 
Elizabeth's reign this had ceased; England wove its 
own cloth; and thousands of men found employment 

* More had suggested the woollen manufacture as a solution 
of this social problem a hundred years before. 
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in the new industry. We may note also that Eng
land began to grow a proper proportion of grain to 
wool; aud thi:; not only employed more hands, but 
it also lowered the price of bread, and so made the 
condition of the poor less intolerable. 

10. Commerce. Some of the "sturdy beggars," 
then, were recalled to work on the land; some found 
employment in manufacturing towns. A third 
~phere of labour remains to be noted, namely com
merce. Nothing in the history of this period is more 
striking than the sudden rise of England to a posi
tion of mercantile importance. ''It was under 
Elizabeth that English commerce began the rapid 
career of development which has made us the car
riers of the world," writes an English historian.t 
The daring of the Elizabethan sailors opened up 
new markets all over the world for the English 
merchant. The trading company, so well known in 
our times, now first made its appearance; such com
pani ,~s received a Royal Charter, i.e., the sovereign 
gave them, by written document, the exclusive right 
to a certain trade. The company known as the 
Merchant Adventurers received a charter of this 
kind, enabling them to trade with the Netherlands; 
the Russia Company and the Turkey Company were 
founded later; and in 1600 Elizabeth granted a 
charter to the East India Company, which thus 
began that wonderful and romantic career that was 
to encl only with the Indian Mutiny. Bristol became 
wealthy through its trade with Ireland, Southamp
ton through its trade with West Africa. The cod 
fisheries of Newfoundland and the whale fisheries of 
the far north employed an ever-increasing number 
of English seamen. 

t Green. ----------------
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11. All this new enterprise and activity, with its 
consequent enormous increase of wealth, could not 
but have its effect on the daily life of the people. 
The life of the wealthy became more luxurious, of 
the poor more comfortable. The trade with India 
and the Levant introduced many luxuries hitherto 
unknown. Even among the poorer classes feather 
pillows began to be used instead of logs of wood, and 
carpets were laid on the floors instead of rushes. 
Glass became cheap, and the houses built in Eliza
bethan times are notable for Che number and size 
of their windows-a change by which the general 
health of the people must have benefited greatly. 
Feudalism having disappeared, the builders no 
longer needed to think of defence, and were able to 
pay some attention to beauty: the beautiful mansions 
which took the place of gloomy battlement and 
tower, were carved and adorned within and with
out; and the art of gardening was introduced from 
Italy. Queen Elizabeth's three thousand robes serve 
to mark the new care bestowed on dress. 

12. Summary. The Tudor Period, we have said, 
was the period of transition from Medimval England 
to the England of to-day. Shakespeare's plays, 
written in Elizabeth's time, show us a life in which 
we are conscious of no very steep diff erencc from the 
life we ourselves lead; whereas, the verses of Lang
land, written in Richard Il.'s time, strike us almost 
as an account of a foreign nation, written in a foreign 
language: such changes, both in language and in 
life, bad taken place during the interval between the 
two writers. The most important social change we 
may summarise by saying that the country squire, 
his tenant farmers on their homesteads, and the 
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farm labourers in their cottages with the right to aid 
from their parish when old age should make them 
1111fit for lauour, together form the system which took 
the place of feudalism. 

CHAPTER X. 

Tlll!j S•rRUGGLE BE'l'WEEK PARLIAMENT AND CROWN. 

1. Principles of the British Constitution. We 
have seen that the first Parliament, in the reign of 
Edward I., was not an absolutely new institution; 
it was simply the old Council of the Realm with a 
new element added; an element, however, which 
wholly changed its character. It had formerly been 
an l1ereditary body of nobles: there was now added 
a 1·epresentative body of knights and burgesses. But 
the addition of this representative element gave to 
the assemblage no rights, no privileges, which had 
not belonged to it before. We may say briefly that 
Parliament inhei-ited certain rights that had be
longed to the Great Council of Barons which it 
superseded; that the Council had inherited these 
rights from the Witenagemote which it superseded; 
and that the Witenagemote had enjoyed these rights 
from a time earlier than any of which we have an 
exact knowledge. The great • principles of liberty 
had existed in the English constitution from time 
immemorial. We cannot say when they were first 
introduced. 

2. These great principles-which may be looked 
upon as the fundamental checks upon the power of 
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the sovereign-are three in nu m lier :-(a) The 
principle that the king cannot 111ake law:; without 
the consent of Parliament; ( /,) the p1·inciple that 
when such laws have Leen 111ade, the king must 
govern in accordance with them; ( c) the principle 
that the king cannot le,·y taxc;.:, that i;.:, take any of 
the nation's 111oney, without the consent of Parlia
ment. 

3. Evasions of These Principles. These principles 
were a part of tho English constitut,ion from the 
very first, but there were 1J1any king:; who were 
strong enough to lake no notice of the111. In the 
case of \Villiam L, for example, the Council of 
Barons dared not oppose the will of the sovereign; 
if he wished to levy a tax, the Council dared not 
refuse its consent. And for long after these prin
ciples appeared to Le finnly established, the Icings 
of England found ways of evading them. For in
stance, the king could not legislate without Parlia
ment; true, but he could pardon tl10>"e who broke 
the laws, and this practically a111011ntccl to dispens
ing with any law that Parliament might have made. 
He could not levy taxes without consent of Parlia
ment; true, but he could ask for money from private 
individuals; and when a powerful king asked for 
money, the private individual usually thought it 
prudent to comply, however reluctantly, with the re
q_uest. 'fhe king could not imprison people un
justly; trne, but he could appoint judges ,,·ho would 
utter whatever judgment the king wished, and he 
could put into jmies men who would do his bidding. 
So these great principles of liberty were agnin and 
again set at naught by English monarchs, and it was 
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in defence of them that the long battle between Par
liament and Crown was waged.* 

-!. Taxation. Of these three principles, the lnst 
-thut the king must· not levy taxes without the 
consent of Parliament--was by far the most im
port.mt, un1l indeed may be said to include the 
others; fur if the king could once be made to feel 
that he could get money only through Parliament, 
it would then be easy to force him to respect the 
other principles of the constitution. The power that 
controls the nation's money must ultimately become 
the supreme power in the nation; if the king could 
get money whenever and however he pleased, he 
could do anything else he pleased. So it was round 
this question-the control of the national purse
that the great struggle chiefly rngcd. And if the 
nation "·as to be really free-was to have real self
govcrn mcnt, ,Yhich we have seen to be the only form 
of government compatible with freedom-the control 
of the national pime 1nust be in the hands of the 
rcp1·escntcttives of the nation, that is, in the hands of 
the commons. The really vital question, then, over 
which Parliament struggled with the Crown for over 
six hundred years, was whether the king or the com
mons should have control of the nation's money. 
Let us keep that central issue in mind while we 
rapidly survey the course of the contest. 

5. Edward I. Edward I., as we have seen, 
created Parliament simply as a machine by which 
he might more rnpidly and easily get money from 
1.he nation; but ho does not appear to have under
stood the nature of his own machinery; for, to meet 

* Sec ::\Iacaulay, History of England, Chapter I. 
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the expenses of the wars at the close of his reign, he 
attempted to wring money from the nation without 
asking leave of Parliament. He was met by a storm 
of resistance so fierce that, strong as he was, he had 
to bend before it; and, with tears in his eyes, he con
fessed that he had taken his people's money "with
out warrant of law," and threw himself on the 
nation's loyalty. We should note that it was not the 
commons who resisted, but the barons. The com
mons were not yet strong enough; it was the barons 
who, at this period and for some time to come, were 
the defenders of liberty against the tyranny of the 
Crown. 

6. Edward II. In the next reign the weakness of 
the sovereign enabled the barons to assert their 
strength still more decisively. Parliament appears 
to be growing stronger under Edward II., but it is 
still the barons, not the commons, in whose hands 
the power of Parliament rests; and the barons find 
armed resistance more potent than parliamentary dis
cussion. They established the principle, that if the 
king did not govern in accordance with the laws of 
the land, his advisers, or "ministers," were respon
sible to the nation; and illustrated the principle by 
beheading one royal fayourite and hanging another. 
In the end they exercised the right, which had be
longed to the Saxon Witenagemote, of deposing a 
worthless monarch. The action of the leading barons 
in this reign was probably dictated by personal am
bitions and jealousies, rather than by patriotism; 
but tho hands of Parliament were strengthened none 
the less. 

7. Edward III. The reign of Edward III. marks 
an important stage in the growth of parliamentary 
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power. In this reign began the Hundred Years War 
with France, and the devouring expenses of that 
foolish and mischievous war put the king in constant 
need of money. Edward, like his predecessors, 
adopted all sorts of tricks for extorting money from 
the nation without Parliament's consent.· In 1362 a 
statute ( or law) was passed, declaring that "no im
position, tallage, nor charge whatsoever is to be made 
without the grant and consent of the Commons in 
Parliament." The king found that the Commons 
meant what they said, and that, to obtain money, 
he had to listen and yield to their demands, and 
thus, however unwillingly, to increase the power 
of the Commons. Thus the Commons asserted the 
principle of self-taxation. 

8. Some other events of this reign are to be care
fully noted. 

(a) Parliament was in this reign, for the first 
time, definitely divided into Lords and Commons, 
sitting in separate rooms or "Houses." The House 
of Commons had its "Speaker," to be its mouthpiece 
in addressing the king, and to. preside over all its 
meetings. 

( b) In this reign the Knights of the Shire de
finitely threw in their lot with the Burgesses, to form 
the united Commons. Hitherto the knights had 
been closely connected with the barons; but, at • the 
beginning of this reign we find them grouped with ' ,, the burgesses under the name of "the Commons. 
This union of the two classes of representative, as 
opposed to the he1·editary, members of Parliament is 
of immense importance; without this union Parlia
ment would never have risen to great power, but 
\Yould probably have sunk into insignificance like 
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the rest of the Parliaments of Emopc, iu which no 
such union took place. 

( c) Hitherto the Commons hall been mainly con
cerned with the grunting of money; they had not 
been considered a legislative ( or law-making) body. 
But in this reign they forced the king to agree that, 
when he eu11sented to their petitions, tho:::e petitions 
should, without allei'Ctlio;,, be cnrolh•cl among the 
laws of the Janel. 'l'hat i:-, "petition:-'' 1w,,· became 
statutes ot· laws. Thus the 1 [onse of Commons 
secured its legislative authority. 

(d) The "Good Parliament" of 1371i insisted on a 
reform ,,·hieh lay at the root of nil: frePdom of elec
tion. Hitherto the :::heriff had IJccu able to :-;ay who 
might and who might not be chosen as knights of 
the shire; and in this way the king had been able, 
through the sheriff, to "pack" Parliament: that is, 
to keep out of it men who woulcl l~e likely to oppose 
his will. The Good Parliament as:-;0rtecl thnt such 
elections must be ab:-olntely free, that neither the 
sheriff nor anyone else ,ms to dictate to the electors. 

It was one thing to get the king to agree to such 
reforms; it was another thing to secure that the 
king and his successors should abide by them. 

9. Richard II. and Henry IV. We may pass 
briefly over the varying fortunes of the struggle dur
ing the next few reigns. In Richard II.'s reign Par-
liament once more asserted its right to hold the 
king's advisers responsible for the king's misdeeds
the right of Impeachment. (Impeachment is a form 
of trial in which the House of Commons acts as pro
secutor, the House of Lords as juclgo and jury.) 
Richard's principal ministers were impeached. some 
of them unjustly put to death; and, in the end, Par-
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liamcut once more exercised its power of deposing 
the sovereign. Unckr his successor, whose sole title 
to the throne was thui Parliament had set him upon 
it, the two Houses rose to the highest position they 
were destined to reach in the Middle Ages. "The 
tone of Henry IV. is that of humble compliance with 
the prayers of the Parliament."* He acknowledged 
the power of the Commons, and allowed them to in
quire into the mismanagement of his household, and 
to <lisrni:-:-the queen's foreign atlendan ts. The Com
mons in:-:i:-tcd on their right to examine the king's 
account::;, to sec how the money they granted bad 
been spent. In this reign, also, the Commons suc
ceeded in gaining a momentous advantage over the 
Lords; thPy insisted that, as representatives of the 
nation, they had the sole right to dispose of the 
nation's money, and that all grants of money must 
therefore originate in the House of Commons. We 
have nlrca<ly noted the importance of this point. 

10. Decline of Parliament. But while under the 
Lancn4rian kiugs the House of Co1~1mons seemed to 
be gainin.~ in strength, it was really ceasing to be a 
nationnl body, nnd the renl power of Parliament was 
passing ngnin into the hands of the barons and 
wealthy laud-owners. The strength of the Lower 
J-T onsc depended on its being truly representative of 
the nation. and this it was gradually ceasing to be. 
During the reign of Henry VI. the right of choosing 
represen ta lives of the towns or boroughs passed into 
the hands of the wealthy citizens who formed the 
town councils; so that the burgesses who sat in 
Parlinmcnt were no longer representative of, because 

" Green; p. 258. 
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they were no longer chosen by, the great mass of the 
townspeople. During the same reign, a law was 
passed that only those who had land of their own of 
a certain value should have a vote for knights of the 
shire; by this measure the great bulk of the existing 
voters lost their votes, ancl so the knights, too, ceased 
to be representative of the mass of the people. Thus 
the House of Commons, ceasing to be representative, 
lost its strength; the real strength passed into the 
hands of the baronage; and, when the "\Vars of the 
Roses reduced the baronage to a handful, and made 
shipwreck of their power, the kings were left 
supreme. After the Wars of the Roses, in fact, there 
was a long period in which the sovereign was almost 
enabled to do without Parliament altogether. This 
period has been called by some a period of Absolute 
Monarchy. 

CHAPTER XI. 

CONTINUATION OF THE STRUGGLE. 

1. Edward IV. The first of the absolute monarch~ 
was Edward IV., and the secret of his enormouR 
power lies in the fact that he was able to do without 
Parliament because he was not in need of money. 
In the first place, many great houses had become 
extinct during the war, and their estates had fallen 
in to the king's hands; and he also stripped of their 
estates the chief barons who had fought against him. 
It is calculated that about one-fifth of the whole 
country passed into the king's possession, and, by the 
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sale of this vast property, he was able to accumulate 
immense wealth. In the second place, he had ships 
of his own, and engaged in trade on such a large 
scale that he became known as the Merchant-King. 
Thirdly, he got Parliament, early in his reign, to 
grant him money for a war with France, and, 
though the war never took place, he kept the money. 
Fourthly, though he could not tax the country with
out Parliament's consent, he managed to wring 
money from his people by summoning before him 
the wealthy merchants of the cities, and asking them 
for contributions, which were ironically called "bene
volences," though there was no good-will on the part 
of the givers. But they dared not refuse; for per
sonal liberty in this reign had well nigh disappeared. 
No one dared to speak a word against the king, for 
his spies were everywhere; and he had introduced a 
rack into the Tower of London, with which he could 
torture those who ventured to oppose him. In all 
these ways Edward made himself independent of 
Parliament, which, indeed, hardly ever niet during 
his reign. The work of governing the country was 
carried on by the King and the Royal Council, 
which was simply a small body of the king's minis
ters and advisers. 

2. Henry VIII. Henry VII. imitated the policy 
of Edward IV.; that is to say, he endeavoured to 
make himself so wealthy that he could afford to do 
without Parliament, and he succeeded· so well that 
Parliament met only once during the last thirteen 
years of his reign. But it is in the reign of his suc
cessor that the Monarchy reaches the climax of its 
power, and Parliament the lowest depth of degrada
tion. Henry VIII.'s first important Parliament did, 
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indeed, show some independence by refusing Wolsey 
a grant of money which he came in person to de
mand; but this only caused the :,;yslc111 of "lH'11eYo
lenccs" to be re-intro<lueed. All the stH'l'{'{'ding Par
liaments were mere tools of the king. Tlw "packing" 
of the House of Co111rnuns was carried on shame
lessly, that is to say, the House was made to consist 
simply of such members as the king desired. Under 
Henry's two powerful minister:-:, \\' olscy and Crom
well, parliamentary government was swept away in 
England. The form of it remained, but the reality 
was gone. One Parliament was so debased as to enact 
that the king's proclamations should be as binding 
on the nation as Acts of Parliament, thus deliber
ately selling its birthright, and the birthright of the 
nation. 

3. Elizabeth. In the reign of Elizabeth we note 
the first signs of a revival of parliamentary power. 
This sovereign was occasionally in need of money, 
and was therefore forced to have recourse to the 
House of Commons; and the House of Commons suc
ceeded in forcing its will on the sovereign in two 
points:-(a) Freedom of members from nrrest, and 
( b) Freedom of speech in the House. An important 
indication of the growing power of Parliament is 
afforded by a struggle at the end of the reign. The 
Queen had granted to many individuals the exclusive 
right to deal in certain articles: for instance, for a 
sum of money a man would buy from the Queen the 
sole right to sell salt; nobody else was allowed to sell 
it, and the man who had bought the right could fix 
what price he liked. This system of "monopolies" 
had raised the price of all sorts of articles, and had 
become an intolerable burden. Parliament de-
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mantled the abolition of monopolies, and the Queen 
felt that in this matter Parliament had the nation 
behind it; so, after a stormy debate, she tactfully 
gave way. Evidently the House of Commons was be
ginning to lift its head again. 

4. James I. In the reign of James I. the long 
contest began anew with lJitler intensity; the reign 
was indeed one long conte:;t between the King and 
the House of Commons. The theory of J a Illes was 
that a king was appointed by God, and was respon
sible not to his subjects but to God alone; the duty 
of a subject began and ended with obedience. 'l'hus 
he aimed at a 1nore absolute despotism than even the 
Tudors had dreamed of; and if the ancient rights 
and liberties of Englishmen were not to perish 
utterly, it was high time lo get ready to fight in their 
defence. Luckily James was in constant need of 
money, and Parliament thus possessed again its old 
weapon. The House of Commons now began to act 
on the great principle that no money should be 
granted to the King till he had redressed some griev
ance or other. Thwarted in this way, James had re
course to all the old illegal tricks for raising money, 
and some new ones. Like Edward IY., he extorted 
"benevolences" from wealthy men. He revived the 
"monopolies" which Elizabeth had done away with. 
He demanded that himself and his court should be 
maintained, without expense to themselves, when 
they travelled through the country. He increased 
the customs duties, an<l forbade the Commons to dis
cuss the lawfulness of his doing so. For seven years 
he ruled without a Parliament at all. But it was all 
in vain; and when he was forced at last in (1621) 
to summon the Houses again, he found that they 
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had met in a spirit bitterly hostile to himself. They 
at once swept away monopolies, and impeached the 
King·s chief ministers. They declared that 1'their 
liberties and privileges were the undoubted birth
right of the subj_ects of England," and were not to 
be given or withheld by the sovereign. James sent 
for the Journal of the House of Commons, and with 
his own hand tore out the pages on which this de
claration had been entered. The words had to be 
written in blood before the Stuarts could be made 
to ur1<.lcrsland . the depth and strength of their 
people's devotion to liberty. 

5. Charles I. Charles I., who inherited his father's 
theories of the divine right of kings, dismissed his 
first two Parliaments because they refused him 
money till he should dismiss his favourites; and he 
extorted money by the same illegal means as his 
father had used. His third Parliament, before it 
would grant him a penny, drew up the famous 
Petition of Right, which demanded that no man 
should be compelled to pay anything without Par
liament's consent, and that no subject should be 
imprisoned without a cause being shown. The King 
was forced to agree in order to get his money; but 
no sooner had he got it, than he began to bre~k 
through the terms of the Petition; and when Parlia
ment remonstrated it was at once dissolved, and 
several ]ending members of the Lower House thrown 
into the Tower. For the next eleven years the King, 
assisted by St.raff ord and Laud, did without Parlia
ment altogether; but the want of money was a con
stant difficulty, and all the old tricks proved insuf~ 
ficient. At last thev hit upon the expedient of re
viving an old tax known as Ship-money 1t was a 
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tax which had been imposed in the time of the 
Danish forays. It was intended for time of war, and 
this was a time of peace; it was intended to be levied 
on the maritime counties only, and Charles levied 
it on the whole country; it was intended to pay for 
ships, and Charles wanted it tu pay for a standing 
army with which to make himself all-powerful. Bnt 
the chief objection was that it was levied without 
consent of Parliament, and therefore violated n fun
damental principle of the constitution. lfompden's 
heroic refusal to submit to this illegal exaction set 
the whole country aflame; and when Charles was at 
length forced, by troubles with Scotland, to sum
mon a fourth Parliament, he found it so bitterly 
opposed to him that he dismissed it in three weeks. 
But the Scots became still more troublesome, and 
later in the same year (1640) he had to summon a 
Parliament which was destined to send him to the 
scaffold, and which is known to history as the Long 
Parliament. 

6. The Grand Remonstrance. The large majority 
of the members of this memorable Parliament were 
men who had personally tasted of the King's 
tyranny, and were bitterly opposed to him both in 
politics and religion; the most notable names being 
Pym, Hampden, and Cromwell. They at once de
clared that Ship-money was illegal; liberated those 
who had been imprisoned by Strafford; impeached 
and executed Strafford; and issued the "Grand Re
monstrance" against the tyranny and misgovern
ment of Charles. The King attempted to arrest five 
of the leading members of the House of Commons, 
but they escaped into the city. Charles thereupon 
left London, and both sides took arms to decide once 
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for all whether Britain was to be governed by an 
Absolute or a Constitutional Monarchy. 

7. Charles II. We need not go into the details of 
that fierce struggle which ended with the Battle of 
Naseby, and resulted in the execution of the King; 
nor need we delay over the years during which 
Britain was governed by the masterful will of one 
man, Oliver Cromwell. With the Restoration (1660) 
the struggle begins anew between Crown and Parlia
ment. At first, indeed, it seemed that the strife was 
over; for Charles II.'s first Parliament was extremely 
loyal, and the country at large had come to hate the 
rule of Cromwell, and was very glad to have a King 
again. Thirteen of those who had been responsible 
for the execution of Charles I. were put to death, and 
many of those who had suffered in the Royalist 
cause now had their estates restored to them. The 
body of Cromwell was dragged from its grave and 
hung on a gibbet. The work of the Long Parlia
ment seemed to be undone. 

8. All the while, however, hatred of tyranny was 
burning as fiercely as ever in men's hearts, and 
Charles II. soon managed to alienate the loyalty of 
his people. The confused history of this and the 
next reign may be very briefly summarised. Charles 
II. was too sagacious to think much of his grand
father's theory of the divine right of kings, and too 
indolent and good-natured to wish for an active 
tyranny; but, as he himself put it, "he did not think 
he was a king so long as a company of fellows were 
looking into his actions, and examining his Ministers 
as well as his accounts." But he recognised the 
strength of the "company of fellows," i.e., the House 
of Commons, and he never came into open opposi-
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tion with Parliament. What he sought was by secret 
ways to make himself independent of them. For 
this purpose he saw that military :;lrength was neces
sary; and though he dared not propose to keep a 
standing army-for Cromwell had made the nation 
hate the very idea of such a thing-be quietly and 
steadily increased the number of his guards till he 
bad ten thousand men at his disposal. But he saw, 
too, that such a force wns not in itself nearly suffi
cient to destroy British liberty; and to accomplish 
his aims, he turned to foreign aid. Fnmce was now 
the first nation in Europe; and from the French 
King_, Louis XIV., Chai'les accepted, by secret nego
tiations an:d on shameful terms, large grants of 
money. By so doing he degraded Britain to a 
humble position among the nations; and when his 
negotiations with Louis came to light, he had to face 
fierce opposition at home. But opposition was for
midable only when it came through Parliament; 
and of Parliament Charles was now, thanks to 
French aid, independent. During the last few years 
of his reign the Houses were never called together. 

9. James II. James II. had a despotic temper, of 
which we cannot accuse his brother; but happily for 
British freedom, he had little of his brother's 
shrewdness. Charles worked secretly and succeeded; 
James struck out boldly and failed. Like Charles, 
James became a pensioner on the bounty of France; 
and, like Charles, he aimed at the establishment of 
a large standing army. We may say thus much to 
hi:, credit, that he worked zealously for the cause of 
his religion, which was that of Rome. His chief 
aim was to break down British .Protestantism-· the 
religion of the great majority of the nation. In 
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order to put Roman Catholics in high places, he had 
to violate the Test Act, a law which had been passed 
in the preceding reign against not only Roman 
Catholics but also Nonconformists (Protestants who 
did not belong to the Church of England). · He 
claimed that he had a perfect right to do this-that 
the King is above the laws, and may do as he will 
with them. "He here openly set his foot upon all 
law. If by his fiat he could suspend one statute, he 
could suspend all."* It is plain, that, if the King 
were granted the right to dispense·"·ith any law that 
did not suit him, there wo_uld be no limit to the royal 
authority. • • • 

10. The Revolution. We know how James II.'s 
blundering attempts at tyranny at last broke down 
the patience of the people; how the Prince of Orange 
was invited to come over and "delive~ the nation"; 
and how, the moment the Prince landed, Jaines's 
power fell down like a castle of cards. B:ut amid the 
general joy which hailed the coming of William, 
there was a feeling that the liberties of the nation 
must be more securely safeguarded, and that no king 
must be accepted who did not clearly understand on 
what conditions he held the throne, and who did not 
frankly accept those conditions. Accordingly the 
Parliament which William summoned began its 
work by writing out a short summary of the British 
constitution, which it asked William to sign before it 
o:ff ered him the crown. This summary is known as 
the Declaration of Right. 

11. The Declaration of Right. There was nothing 
new in this Declaration ; it was simply a state~ent 
of the rights which belonged to the British nation, 

" Goldwin Smith. 
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the rights which had been constantly violated by 
British sovereigns. It simply "set forth, in the mo::;t 
distinct and solemn manner, the fundamental prin
ciples of the constitution."" It dcdare<l 011cc for all 
that the power, which James had assumed, of dis
pensing with the laws, was illegal. It declared that 
to maintain an army without consent of Parlian1ent, 
as James and Charles had <lone, was illegal. It 
declared that to raise money except through Parlia
ment was illegal ; this, as we have seen, was the most 
important point of all. It asserted the right uf the 
subjects to choose whom they pleased to represent 
them in Parliament; the right of those who were 
elected to say what they pleased in Parliament; the 
right of all British subjects to a fair and impartial 
administration of justice. This declaration is one of 
the most important documents in British history. 
When William and Mary had set their names to it
as they did without hesitation-the long struggle 
between Crown and Parliament was at an end. Par
liament had won. 

CHAPTER XII. 

COLONIES. 

1. What is a Colony? When, for any reason, a 
number of persons, belonging to a certain country, 
leave that country and settle in another country, thus 
forming a new and separate society of their own, 

* Macaulay. 
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they are said to have founded a colony. The word 
colony, however, is used vaguely, and in many differ
ent senses: it is important that we should clearly 
t11H.ler::;taud what we mean by it. The term has been 
defined as "a community politically dependent on 
the mutlwr-country to which the majority or the 
do111i11a11t portion of its members belong by birth 
and origin, such persons having no intention to re
l.um to the mother-country." This definition, though 
rat her long, may Le accepted as substantially correct. 
W c sec then that it <loe::s not mutter whether the ori
ginal settlers have come to the new country of their 
owu accord, as so many Australian settlers did, or 
have been sent out by the government of their own 
country, as many of the early American settlers were 
sent. Nor does it matter whether they settle in an 
tminhabited country, or expel the previous inhabi
lmits, or !"Cttle do,rn in the midst of the previous 
inhabitants. 

2. We notice in onr definition the words "politi
eully dependent on the mother-country," and it may 
be objected that, if that be the case, Australia is not 
a colony, because we have our own parliaments and 
govern ourselves. But we must remember that Aus
tralians are all subjects of King George-British 
subjects-and this is the only kind of political de
pendence necessary to form a colony. Apply the 
definition to the United States of America: this 
country is not a British colony, because, though the 
majority of its members are British in origin, they 
arc not British subjects-political dependence is 
wanting. India, again, is not a colony in the true 
sense, l>ccansc, though the British are the dominant 
or ruling race, they do not, as a rule, settle permun-
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en tly there; most of them "ha vc the intention of 
returning to the mother-country" before they die. 
India, moreover, was won, not by settlement, but by 
the sword. South Africa, on the other hand, is a 
true colony; for, though the native races arc in the 
majority there, they are not "the dominant portion 
of the members."* 

3. Causes of EnglaD.d's colonising greatness. If 
we ask why the British have become the greatest 
colonising race in the world, why the colonising 
spirit took hold. more powerfully of Britain than of 
any other nation, the answer will be found partly 
in our ancestry. The Angles, the Saxons, and the 
Jutes were colonists in spirit; though it would not be 
correct to describe England as a German colony, 
because these settlers did not preserve any political 
tie with the country they had left. The Normans, 
again, were colonists who did preserve such a tie; 
though here, again, it would not be correct to describe 
England as a Norman colony, because as we have 
seen, the conquering race was soon absorbed by the 
conquered. But the colonising spirit was at work in 
both cases; and the qualities of endurance and enter
prise, which have founded the colonies of Australia, 
Africa, and America, are the qualities which founded 
the kingdom of England. 

4. Partly, too, we must look at the geography of 
Britain, which <:Jperated powerfully in two ways. 
(a) The British Isles are too small to contain a 
great and growing nation. As the population 
swelled, it became impossible for such a small coun-

* Our definition does not apply with absolute strictness, how
ever, to United South Africa, which is at present ( 1911) , 
governed by a Dutch majority. 
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try to provide the means of livelihood to all. As 
steam must escape from the boiler, as the seed must 
burst from the shell or die, so the expanding popu
lation of Britain had to pass out of the narrow limits 
of the mother-land. To understand how necessary 
this "expansion of England" was, let us try to 
imagine what woul<l happen if all the people of 
British origin now scattered over the globe, including 
eighty millions from the United States, were by 
some means driven back into the British Isles I 

( b) Britain has an extremely long coast-line in 
proportion to its size, and its coasts have so many and 
so deep indentations, that it is said that no spot in 
England or Scotland is more than fifty-miles from 
the sea. It is this fact, as well as the fact that our 
early ancestors were sea-rovers and pirates, that has 
made the British a sea-faring nation. British sailors, 
moreover, have had to do business, not in the quiet 
waters of the Mediterranean, but in the fiercest gales 
of the Atlantic and the North Sea. Trained in such 
a stern school, English sailors could not but be bold 
and venturesome beyond all others; and it is thus 
to her shape and position, no less than to the char
acter of her people, that we must attribute Britain's 
maritime supremacy. Now it is the sea-faring race 
that will discover new lands; it is by sea settlers 
must proceed to those lands, and it is by sea that 
trade is carried on between colony and mother-land. 
Hence the greatest sea-faring nation may be expected 
to be the greatest colonising nation also. If we con
sult our geography, we shall easily perceive how· it 
was that Spain was England's most formidable rival 
in the early days of colonisation. 

' 5. Origin of Colonies. Let us examine very 
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briefly the beginnings of English colonisation, and 
we shall quickly perceive the connection between the 
first colonies and various events which have been 
already dwelt on in this book. 

(a) Love of Adventure. There can be little doubt 
that sheer love of adventure, for adventure's sake, 
had great influence with the hardy and reckless "sea
dogs" of Elizabeth's time. We have seen how men's 
minds were stirred by the great burst of discovery 
in the earlier part of the Tudor Period; and the mar
vellous tales, which flew from lip to lip,. of the 
strange new lands beyond the sea soon set all the 
young men of England longing to go out and see for 
themselves. But adventure, though it may be loved 
for itself, loses half its charm if there be no object 
to be sought, no prize to be won: and we must, there
fore, connect the mere desire for strange adventures 
in strange places with two other motives. 

( b) Patriotisrn. Love of England meant, in 
Elizabeth's reign, hatred of Spain. The enmity of 
the two countries neither began nor ended when 
Spain tried to strike a death-blow at England with 
the Great Armada; all through the reign English
men thought of the King of Spain as the deadly 
enemy of their Queen, continually hatching con
spiracies against her, continually trying to stir up 
civil war in her kingdom. A later day was to see 
Englishmen and Spaniards standing shoulder to 
shoulder in defence of the liberties of Europe; but 
that day was not yet; and, on the whole, it need not 
surprise us that the subjects of Queen Elizabeth 
spoke and thought of these enemies of their country 
as if they were the enemies also of God. Many Eng
lishmen of good family became simply pirates, 
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attacking Spanish ships whenever they fell in with 
them. As English seamen became more daring, they 
ventured to attack Spain through her American 
colonies, nnd the Carribean Sea-or Spanish Main, 
as it was called-became the scene of many deadly 
fights. This drew the attention of England to the 
colonies of Spain, and suggested that she should 
found similar colonies for herself. Gilbert's at
tempted settlement in 1576 was intended simply as 
an outpost from which to attack the Spanish fleets. 

(c) Greed of Gold. We must not suppose, how
ever, that mnny men turned buccaneers simply from 
hatred of Spain, and from that alone. The desire 
to "singe the beard of the king of Spain" was com
bined with the desire to lighten the king of Spain's 
purse, by taking possession of the Spanish galleons 
as they returned home laden with gold and silver 
from Mexico and Peru. Captured • galleons were 
brought home to English ports to fire the imagina
tions and excite the avarice of the younger and 
bolder spirits. And when Englishmen turned from 
atfacking the Spanish colonies to found colonies of 
their own, the same greed of gold was, doubtless, the 
motive: not the legitimate desire to earn money and 
become rich by trade, but the delusive dream of 
making a fortune in a day, by gold, or silver, or pre
cious stones. Men falsely thought that these were 
the greatest wealth a country could possess, and they 
believed that America was a country teeming with 
these. '\Ve know how Raleigh closed his career with 
an expedition in search of El Dorado, an imaginary 
city of gold. Doubtless the tales of Spanish wealth 
were much exaggerated, but it is knmrn that, at the 
end of Elizabeth's reign, Spain was drawing over 
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£60,000 a year from her American colonies-a vast 
sum, as it seemed in those times. 

G. Francis Bacon, one of the wjscst and lllost far
seeing of men, wrote in James l.'s reign an c:-::;ay on 
Plantations, as colonies were then calle<l; an <l, in this 
essay, he gave the colonists a piece of excellent 
advice: "Moil not too much underground, for the 
hope of mines is very uncertain, and usclh to make 
the planters ( i.e., colonists) lazy in other things." 
It was this hope of mines that wrecked the first at
tempts at English colonisation. Haleigh, indeed, 
was wise enough to sec that success dcpcndctl on in
dustry, and, in fotmding Virginia, he took care to 
plant his colony where it might 111nintain itself by 
agriculture. But he could not induce his settlers 
to give up. their dream of sudden wealth; m1cl his two 
attempts to form permanent settlements in Virginia 
failed in consequence. In fact Englishmen clid not 
succeed, during Elizabeth's reign, in establishing a 
single lasting settlement in America. Nothing last
ing could be fou,nded on the ignohlc de;:irc to become 
rich without working for it: and it was only when 
men put that desire behin<l them, and turned to 
honest labour as the key to the conquest of the world, 
that successful colonisation became possible. 

7. Commerce. "\Ve have seen the remarkable ex
pansion of English trade under Elizabeth. In her 
reign England rose to a position of commercial 
supremacy; and, as commerce developed, English 
merchants began to look about for new countries to 
trade with, new markets for their goods, new and 
shorter routes to the markets they already had. 
They wished for a short cut to India, and English 
sailors began to roam the seas in search of it. The 
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idea of a passage by the north of Europe sent Wil
loughby to perish in Lapland, and founded the Rus
sian trade. The idea of a north-west passage to India 
sent Frobisher to Labrador. It was by two companies 
of merchants that Virginia was first successfully 
settled, and it was by a company of merchants that 
our empire of India was founded. Commercial en
terprise supplied the cavital without which our 
curliest colonies could not have been founded. 

8. Social Distress. We have already watched the 
rise in England of a class of "sturdy beggars," men 
who, from various causes, had been thrown out of 
work, and who wandered about the country in bands 
of robbers. We saw that, in Elizabeth's reign, the 
difficulty partly righted itself. Not wholly, however; 
for population was increasing rapidly, and England 
became less and less able to provide work-and wages 
for all; and there was, at the accession of James I., 
a great deal of poverty and a great deal of idleness
the two great incentives to crime. Confronted with 
this grave social danger, men began to think of the 
rich and empty lands beyond the sea as offering a 
home for those who could find none in England. 
It was this class that provided, to a great extent, the 
settlers whom the merchant companies sent out to 
cultivate the new lands. 'rlrns the true "expansion" 
of Englaucl began ; the departure from England of 
her surplus population. 

9. Love of Freedom. But while the poor were 
thus turning their eyes to a country in which they 
would be able to earn their bread by honest toil, 
others were beginning to look to it as a refuge from 
tyranny. We have seen the nature of the Stuart rule 
and the life-and-death struggle for freedom during 
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the Stuart Period. All through that period there 
was a steady stream of' emigration to A111crica, and 
it was nothing but the love of' frcedolll thnt ~ct it 
flowing. But it was not so much from political 
tyranny that men were fleeing as from tyranny in 
religious matters: the freedom tlll'y sought mi:; free
dom to wor:-:hip God in their own way. Tlw Church 
of Englund had been firmly establi~hed by Elizabeth; 
but the Church of Englancl was by no means the 
only Church in England. There were the Homan 
Catholics, who would not gi,·c up their old faith, and 
were ready to die for it. .. \nd llwre were the Puri
tans, who wished to go eYen farther from the Church 
of' Horne than the English Church hacl gone; they, 
too, were ready to die for their faith. Both Catholics 
and Puritans turned to America as a refuge from 
persecution. ::\forylallfl ·was founded (in Hi3-I-) b~' 
Lord "Baltimore, a Ro111an Catholic; and though most 
of his fellow-colonists were Roman Catholics, Mary
land read England a noble lesson in religious tolem
tion, for one of its first laws enacted that "no person 
within this province profc:c;sing to believe in J esns 
Christ shall be in any way troubled or molested for 
his or her religion, or in the free exercise thereof." 
It is. however, round the Puritans that our interest 
chiefly centres. In Elizabeth's reign :;;everal severe 
measures were passed agnimt them, forbidding them 
to hold religious meetings. In .fames L's reign still 
harsher measures were enacted. The resn lt was to 
drive them in large numbers to Holland, where they 
found religious freedom. But they "·ere never satis
fied in Holland; they hail to live in cities, and they 
longed for a country life; the customs and language 
of tha Dutch were strange to them, and they longed 
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for a home where they would hear nothing but Eng
lish spokm, a home (hat would be like England in 
evel'ythi11.e: lmt religion. They determined to found 
such a home in America; and in 1620 the little 
com1)n11v of "PiloTim Fathers" disembarked from • 0 

the ,llayflower on the coast of Massachusetts. The 
Puritans in Eng
land watched the 
progress of the 
colony with eager 
interest; and ten 
years later John 
Winthrop with a 
thousand followers 
founded Boston. 
Hundreds follow
ed. Such was the 
origin of New Eng
land. 

10. Loss of the 
Colonies. We need 

not follow in detail the history of these earliest off
shoots from England, nor the mistakes by which 
she lost America. There is one point, however, that 
we rnnst not fail to note. In watching the struggle 
between Parliament and Crown we have noticed 

' 

Tho Mayflowr1·. 

again and again how intimately the freedom of a 
nation i:-; eonnected with control of the nation's 
money. This is shown still more clearly by the his
tory of the American colonies. The British nation 
had taught .their kings, by many stern lessons, that 
a free people rnu::::t be free to tax itself, must have 
no taxes imposed on it without its own consent. But 
the nation itself, strangely enough, forgot to applr 

8 
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its own teachings to its colonies, and endeavoured 
to impose taxes on the colonists without asking for 
their consent. Britain herself ha<l to be taught the 
same lesson, an<l she learned it Ly the loss of her 
most precious possession. But she learned it 
thoroughly, and all her important colonies to-day 
have complete control over their own trade and their 
own money. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

THE 8'rRUGGLE 1~0R EMPIRE. 

CLIVE. 

1. The Need of Expansion. History is full of 
struggles. We have traced the struggle of the 
British people for liberty-for freedom to govern 
therpselves; we now turn to their struggle for empire 
-for freedom to expand beyond their island boun
daries. All through the history of Britain's foreign 
possessions, we must bear in mind that she was not 
sending her armies out to subjugate weaker races, 
and take forcible possession of their land from the 
mere lust of power; rather we must regard the 
struggle for empire as an effort, forced on her by 
the ::;mallness of her own territory, to find in other 
parts of the world secure homes for her overflowing 
population, or to find new outlets for the trade by 
which her home-population is fed. Our possession 
of India has provided a livelihood not only for thou
sands of Englishmen employed in India itself, but 
for millions in England who live by the trade with 
India. 
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2. America. We have already noted the begin
nings of this expansion in the American colonies. 
In America, long after the colonies were firmly estab
lished, two great contests awaited Britain. In the 
first, she had to face the determined effort of France 
to expel her from the continent; but the strife was 
short, and the fate of it was practically decided by 
the taking of Quebec-rm event consecrated to all 
our hearts by the heroic death of Wolfe in the 
moment of victory. In the second contest, which 
was much longer and much more deadly, Britain's 
object was not to win but to retain an empire. Here 
she had to face the consequences of her own injus
tice; and here she suffered the greatest humiliation 
in her history. It is some consolation to Britain, 
that this humiliation was inflicted on her, not by 
foreigners, but by Britons fighting against tyranny 
as she had taught them to fight. To-day Britons 
and Americans join in revering the ~emory of 
W asbington, in whom we all recognise another 
Hampden. 

3. India. But if we find little satisfaction in re
calling the story of our dealings with the American 
colonists, in the whole history of our struggle for 
empire no episode is so glorious as the conquest of 
India. Napoleon taunted the English with being "a 
nation of shopkeepers"; the wonderful and romantic 
history of the East India Company-a mere associa
tion of traders, one of those commercial companies 
which we have seen springing up during the reign 
of Elizabeth-is a sufficient reply to the taunt. For 
this company of traders drove France from India, and 
laid the foundations of Britain's empire in the East. 
The man by whose genius this was, in the first in-
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stance, brought nbout wns n poor clerk in the ::cn·ice 
of the Company, by name Hobert CliYe, who "!ands 
for all time as the e111bnrli111<•nt of the qualitic;-; that 

hnvc o·iyen Britain 
lwr ·:111pirc atlll 

fittc<l her tu re
tain il. 
4. The Company. 

The Enst India 
Company ha cl 
three ''factories" 
or tra<li ng ccn tres 
in ln<lia-onc at 
~Ia<lrrn-, 011e at 
Bo111hay, one at 
Calcutta. Each 

cli,e. focton· consisted 
of a number of warehouses, a fort to ·guard them, 
and a number of houses in which the Company's 
clerks and soldiers lived. Some of the soldiers were 
Englishmen, but the majority "·ere paid native 
troops, known as "Sepoys." Clive was a clerk at 
Madras. 

5. Dupleix, The Company did an enormous trade 
with the nath·es, but it had a keen competitor in the 
French India Compnny, whose principal station wns 
at Pondichcrry, and at whose head was a brilliant 
soldier and far-seeing statesman, Francois Dnpleix. 
To understand Dnplcix's plans, we must remclllbcr 
that India was a continent rather than a nation. For 
a. time, indeed, it had all been controlled by one 
empire, that of the Mughals; hut that empire had 
broken up, and India had become simply a collection 
of states rulecl over by independent princes, in many 
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ca;;c:; ho:;lilc lo one another. Dupleix was the first 
European to sec that in this disunion lay the oppor
tunity for a European nation to gain the mastery of 
tho whole country, and he determined that the 
French should be that uation. His plan was to 
weaken the native princes by continually setting one 
against the other. He also devised the plan, which 
the British soon copied, of drilling native troops in 
the European way; and he suw that with compara
tively t-mall arrnies, so trained, he would be able to 
defeat the huge but undisciplined hosts of tlie native 
rulers. His plan, in ::hort, was to conquer India by 
means of Indian money nnd Indian soldiers. 'rhe 
French government told him that his scheme was 
imprncticnble, but the British showed how sound his 
ideas were by following them out to the letter. 

6. Beginning of the Struggle. 'I'he presence of 
the English Company was of course an obstacle in 
the way of the French conquest of India; and Dup
leix rnade up his mind to expel them. In 1746, the 
French took Madras, seized the contents of the Com
pany's warehouses, levelled the buildings with the 
ground, and carried many of the merchants and 
clerk::; as prisoners to Pondicherry. Clive was among 
the prisoners; but he soon managed, in the disguise 
of a native, to escape to Fort St. David, a small Eng
lish settlement near Madras. Here he found the 
Company busily organising a force for self-defence; 
and he at once threw up his clerkship and became 
an officer in that force. By his skill and courage 
he soon attracted the notice of his superior officers. 

7. Arkat. Hitherto the successes had all been 
with the French; and the natives had come to look 
upon that nation with dread and reverence while 

' 
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they despised the English as mere traders who could 
not fight. Clive now came forward with a bold 
scheme for attacking in his own capital, Arkat, a 
native prince, the Nawab of the Carnatic, who had 
been set upon the throne by the influence of Dup
leix, and was a mere puppet in his hands. The 
authorities approved of the plan, and put Clive at the 
head of an expedition against Arkat. He was given a 
force of two hundred British and three hundred 
native soldiers, and with this little army he ap
proached Arkat amid a violent thunderstorm. The 
garrison, astonished at his boldness in facing a 
storm, ran away at his approach, and the fort was 
taken without a blow. 

8. Shortly, however, a force of about ten thousand 
men, including some French soldiers sent by Dup
leix, laid siege to the fort. Clive's garrison was now 
reduced to about three hundred men; and for fifty 
days this mere handful held the fort against an army 
of ten thousand. During this siege an incident 
occurred which shows how a leader who knows how 
to deal with them can win the devotion of another 
race. When the garrison was all but starving, the 
Sepoys came to Clive and asked that the small por
tion of rice that remained might all be used by the 
Englishmen; they themselves, they said, could live 
on the water in which the rice was boiled, as they 
did not need so much nourishment as Europeans. 

9. For fifty days the siege lasted. At last Rajah 
Sahib, the commander of the besieging force, deter
mined to make a desperate .and sustained assault on 
the fort. The enemy advanced in full force, in front 
came elephants with iron plates bound on .their fore
heads, to batter down the gates. But "the huge 
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beasts no sooner felt the English musket-balls than 
they turned round and rushed furiously away, 
trampling on the multitude which had urged them 
forward."* After an hour's struggle the enemy re
tired; and when the morrow dawned, the besieging 
army had disappeared. So ended the first of the two 
most glorious even ts in Clive's life. After this he 
won triumph after triumph; and when, in 1754, he 
returned with broken health to England, he had 
established British supremacy throughout the south 
of India. • 

10. The Black Hole. In 1756 he came out again 
as governor of Fort St. David. When he arrived, he 
heard bad news from Bengal, the great state in the 
north of India. Suraja Daula, the Nawab of Bengal, 
had long hated the British, and had long coveted 
the wealth of the British merchants at Calcutta. In 
1756, instigated by the French, he had marched 
against the settlement and seized the Company's 
possessions. Many of the servants of the Company 
made their escape: those who did not were made 
prisoners by the Nawab, and treated by him in a 
way which has given his name a terrible immortality 
in the memories of Englishmen. We are all familiar 
with the story of the Black Hole of Calcutta: how 
one hundred and forty-six prisoners were thrust into 
a cell twenty feet square, and that, too, in one of the 
hottest regions in the world, at its hottest season. 
It was little wonder that the prisoners went mad with 
thirst and suffocation, and trampled one another 
down in their struggles to reach the window of the 
cell. Only twenty-three were able to stagger out 
when the guards opened the door in the mornmg; 

* Macaulay: Essay on Clive. 
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the rest were dead. \Vhen the tidings reached 
Madras, it was instantly determined to send an expe
dition under Clive to take vengeance on the per
petrator of this hideous crime. 

11. Olive's Tactics. When Clive reached Bengal, 
the first months were spent in negotiations, Ly which 
he finally induced Snraja Daula's comman<ler-in
chief, Mir J afar, to promise to desert his master. 
We need not go into the details of Clive's negotia
tions. They are the one stain upon the honour of 
his name; for, skilfully as he conducted them, we 
cannot excuse him for stooping to fight Hindu chiefs 
with their own favourite weapons, lying and 
treachery. 

12. Plassy, At last, on June 23rd, 1757, the 
armies met at Plassy. Clive had only 3,000 men, of 
whom 2,100 were natives. Opposed to him was an 
army of 55,000 men I It had been arranged that 
Mir Jafar should desert the Nawab, and bring over 
to Clive his division of the army: but he failed to 
keep his promise. The day before the battle, Clive 
held a council of his officers, and the majority de
cided that, with such tremendous odds against them, 
they ought not to risk a battle. Clive retired to a 
grove of trees near by, and spent an hour in thought. 
When he returned, he gave orders to make ready for 
an advance. 

13. The battle itself was decided with almost 
comical rapidity. The first fire of the British can
non threw the enemy into confusion; and some of 
th·e traitors, of whom Suraja Daula's camp was full, 
at once advised him to fall back. His terrors in
clined to the same point; he gave the word to retire, 
and, at that moment, Clive ordered an advance. In 
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a few lllinutes the huge army of the Nawab was being 
driven in headlong rout by a force of one-twentieth 
its size. The whole engagement lasted only an hour; 
of Suraja Daula's men only 500 men were killed, 
Clive lost only twenty-two. Never, surely, was a 
battle so decisive won with so little bloodshed. With 
the victory of Plassy begins the British supremacy 
in India. 

14. Misgovernment by the Company. The Com
pany's servants were now practically the rulers of 
Bengal, and they used their power in a dishonest 
way. They were all in haste lo become rich and 
retum to England; und they \\Ttmg money from the 
natives by all sorts of tyranny and fraud. The Com
pany was shortsighted enough to pay its servants 
badly, on the understanding that they might in
crease their incomes by private trading. But private 
trading, in their hands, became private swindling; 
they accumulated fortunes rapidly, and returned to 
England to purchase estates, and live as country 
gentlemen on the plunder they had brought from 
India. rrhe increasing number of these wealthy 
"nabobs," as they were nick-named, drew public 
attention to the misgovernment of Bengal, and in 
1764 Clive-Lord Clive, as he now was-was sent 
out to correct the evil. This was his third visit to 
India, and it lasted for two years, during which he 
did as memorable service to Britain as in either of 
his former visits. This time it was his own country
men he had to struggle with. He put down the 
private trade of the Company's servants, and he for
bade them to receive anything, even as a present, 
from a native. The men who saw the source of 
their wealth taken away from them resisted fiercely; 
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the army mutinied; but, in the teeth of all opposi
tion, Clive persisted in his reforms; and he suc
ceeded at lm;t in putting our government of India 
on an honourable footing. 

15. In 1767 he left India for the last time. When 
he reached England, he found that his reforms had 
raised up many enemies. The House of Common~ 
set on foot an inquiry into Indian affairs; Clive's 
whole career was passed in review, and those dis
honourable transactions, in which he engaged just 
before Plassy, were severely censured, though it was 
also declared "that Robert, Lord Clive, did at the 
same time render great and meritorious services to 
his country." Broken in health by the Indian 
climate, broken in temper by the attacks of his 
enemies, Clive put an end to his own life in Novem
ber, 1774. 

16. Nothing in the history of warfare is more 
striking than the achievements of the British armies 
in India. Plassy was won by 3,000 against 55,000. 
Assaye was won by 4,500 against 50,000 in a strong 
position. 'l'he enemy'::i troops had, in many cases, 
been trained by European officers on European 
methods; their arms were as good as ours; and our 
men had to make long marches,, under the broiling 
Indian sun to which they were not accustomed, 
loaded with the heavy accoutrements of those times. 
Clive's men were partly "recruits who ran away at 
the first sound of a gun," partly "sepoys who hid 
themselves as soon as the cannon opened fire." But 
the fact, of which perhaps we should be most proud, 
ji:; that Britain's greatest victory in India was won 
by a general who had had no training as a soldier, 
whose youth had been spent at a desk in the office of 
a trading company. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

'I'1rn STRCGGLE FOR E~rPmE. 

\VAHREX J-L\sTIJ'.\GS. 

1. Robert Clive was the man who way be said to 
have won India for Britain. Warren Hastings was 
the man who was the means of saving for us the 
empire Clive had won, and who laid the foundations 
of a just and beneficent government in the new pos
session. Hastings was the first and, in many re
spects, the greatest British ruler of India. Like 
Clive, he began as a clerk in the service of the East 
India Company. Clive left his office desk to show 
himself one of the greatest generals of his time; 
Hastings left his desk to become one of the greatc~t 
statesmen who have ever served Britain in distant 
parts of the world. He made mistakes, no doubt; 
though it is now agreed, by those who have most 
carefully studied the story of his Indian career, that 
he was innocent of the crimes which the malice of 
his enemies laid to his charge. But had his errors 
been as grave as his enemies declared they were, we 
should still think with gratitude of his splendid 
services to Britain at a time when her fortunes were 
at their lowest ebb; and we should still admire the 
firmness which bore down all opposition, the justice 
which won the respect of those over whom he ruled, 
the sagacity which found a resource in every ex
tremity, and, above all, the serene courage which 
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never failed him, and which shone ever the clearer 
as danger bec::pne more appalling.* 

2. Hastings m1s a prisoner in the hands of Suraja 
Dau la at the time of the Black Hole of Calcutta, and 
after that crime he was one of the Company's agents 
engaged in hatching conspiracies against the Nawab 
amongst. the Nawab's own followers. "When Hastings 
arrived in Bengal, he enlisted in Clive's force, and 
for some time served in the ranks; but Clive, who 
had a keen eye for talent, saw that the young man 
might be more useful in another way than as a sol
dier. When l\Iir Jafar was made Nawab of Bengal, 
Hastings was appointed Resident at his Court: that 
is, he was agent of the Company, to watch the 
Nawab's doings and look after the Company's in
terests. During the terrible period of cruel oppres
sion and shameless greed which followed Clive's 
second departure to England, Hastings kept his 
hands clean. He rose step by step to a high posi
tion; and, in 1765, with a small fortune and a high 
reputation for ability, he returned to England. Here 
his money was soon spent, and he once more offered 
his services to the Company. In 1769 he was sent 
out to Madras. When he had been there for two 
years, the Directors of the Company showed their 
appreciation of his services by making him Gover
nor of Bengal. (The Company's territory was at 

* Tho~e who wish to rend the story of \Varren Hast
ings in detail shou_ld ?onsult the hiogra.phy 0 by Sir Alfred Lyall, 
or that by Captnm Trotter. Macaulay's well-known essay is 
eloquent and picturesque, but. it has been shown to be entirely 
misleading. Sir .lohn Strnch~y•s "Hastings and the Rohilla 
\Var" n.n<l Sir ,1nm<'s Stephen's ''Nuncomar and Impey" have 
,Jone mm·h to S<'t the reputation of Hastings riaht with pos
terity. "Some dirt," says Cardinal Newman, '"'stirks lono-er 
than other dirt; but no dirt is immortal." "' 
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that time under three independent rnlers, the gover
nors of :Madras, Bombay, and Bengal; each assisted 
by a Council.) 

3. II a s t i n g s 
founcl the work of 
gov0m i ng :-erious
{y ha111pered by 
tlw !:wk of money, 
and t.o obtain 
money he ha,l re
course to methods, 
1-;011H• of which 
gave a.n opening 
to his enemies in 
after year:c:. 'l'he 
blame, however, 
shoul<l 11ot have 

Warren Hastinss. been put upon 
Hastings, but upon the Company whose servant he 
was. The Directors of the Company, living in Lon
don, had very little idea of the real condition of 
India; and they seem to have been determined that, 
whether it were governed well or ill, it must furnish 
them with wealth. India was thought of as a coun
try overflowing with gold and diamonds; whereas 
in truth the people of India were incomparably 
poorer than the people of England, in spite of the 
magnificence with which the native princes sur
rounded themselves. The Directors continued to 
press Hastings for money, while exhorting him to 
establish a just and good government. He found 
that to govern justly and well was an expensive 
affair; but he managed to raise enough money, not 
only for the purposes of government, but also to 
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meet the demands of the Directors. He sent home 
half a million every year; and yet he laid no addi
tional bmdens on the mass of the people. It is plain 
that, to do this, he must have raised vast sums by 
other means than taxation. 

4. The Rohillas. One such means was this. Ben
gal, though really under the rule of the Company, 
was still nominally ruled by native princes, to whom 
the Company paid a great sum yearly by way of 
tribute. Hustings at one stroke did away with this, 
and abolished the government of the native princes, 
in this way saving many hundred thousands of 
pounds yearly. But the step was a wise one apart 
altogether from the money question ; for Hastings 
saw that these princes stood in the way of all his 
plans for good government, and that if the British 
wished to preserve their influence in Bengal, they 
must boldly take the whole work of governing into 
their own hands. 

5. Two districts which he considered could be of 
no use to the Company he sold to the Nawab of 
Oudh for £500,000. His next dealings with this 
same Nawab were the source of endless trouble to 
himself in later years. For £400,000 he lent a 
British army to the Nawab,. for the purpose of in
vading the country of Rohilkhand and driving out 
the tribe which ruled it, the Rohillas. The Rohillas 
were beaten; and the Nawab's people, who had left 
most of the fighting to their new allies, followed up 
the victory with a cruelty which has always been 
common in Oriental warfare. The enemies of Hast
ings in England afterwards declared that he had 
lent a British force for the extermination of a brave, 
innocent, and poetic people who had done nothing 
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to deserve anything but the friendliest treatment. 
The truth is that the Rohillas were a race of treacher
ous au<l turbulent Afghan rob!Jer:,:; that they were 
not exter111iuated, but merely dri,·e11 out of n lu11d 
which they had the1w;elves conquered a few years 
before; nnd that they deserved pu11ishnH·nt for re
fusing to fulfil their promises to the .Nawab of Oudh. 
Hastings wns bound to help this pri11e0, because he 
regarded him ns the great bulwark ngai11:-t the at
tacks of the wnrlike ~larathas, i11 who111 he :-:aw the 
greatc:ct danger to British security in Irnlia. But 
he should undoubtedly have seen to it that hi:-: ally 
carried out the conquest without the enwlties which 
followed. 

G. In the meantime the British Parliament hnd 
been giving some attention to Indian affnirs, and the 
result of long discussions in the House of Commons 
was a law, passed in 1773, known as the Regulating 
Act. By this law the governor of Bengal was made 
chief ruler of the British possessions in India, the 
governors of Madras and Bombay to act under his 
orders. '!'his was a wise measure, for a divided 
government cannot be a strong government, nnd it 
is recognised that every organisation should have 
one head, not three. Hasting,:, being governor of 
Bengal "·hen the Act "·as passed, became in this way 
the first Governor-General of India, a position which 
he held for twelve years. During those twelve years 
Britain was engaged in a deadly struggle, not for 
supremacy, but for her very existence, with the 
greatest nations of Europe. France, Spain, and Hol
land all attacked her at the moment when all her 
strength was needed for her grapple with America. 
She maintained her maritime supremacy through 
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the most terrible crisis in her history, but she lost 
some possessions in every qunrter of the world save 
one. In India she not only did not lose ground dur
ing those twelve years, she actually extended her in
fluence and made her empire secure. That she did 
not lose India was due most of all to the energy and 
courage of Warren Hastings. 

7. Hastings was, probably, the first statesman to 
conceive the idea that India might be made, not 
merely a base for British trade, but a British posses
sion from Ceylon to the Himalayas. His schemes 
were to be carried out by later rulers, but he was the 
first clearly to foresee the Indian Empire of to-day. 
And he adhered to his plans in spite of the most 
determined opposition in a quarter where it might 
have been least expected-among his fellow-rulers. 
For, unfortunately, the Regulating Act, which made 
him Governor-General, limited his power by appoint
ing a Council, whose advice he was to take on all 
measures; and three of the members of this Council, 
forming a majority in it, were men newly arrived 
from England, with no knowledge of Indian life, or 
of what kind of government was needed in such a 
country, and, indeed, with the fixed belief that 
Hastings was a tyrant and a robber. For some years, 
this Council thwarted all his wishes, and upset all his 
plans; but gradually he bore down all opposition, 
and became supreme. He then threw himself with 
boundless energy into the work of strengthening the 
position of the English. 

8. The Marathas. His first struggle was with the 
Marathas, a warlike clan of Hindoo blood, who had 
established themselves in Central India. They were 
divided into several small chieftaincies, but their 

9 
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chiefs were always ready to join forces for the sake 
of plunder; and their strength was a constant menace 
to the Company, and also to the natives whom the 
Company felt bound to protect. 'l'hc struggle was 
renewed from time to time, and Hastings suffered 
many reverses; but he held on with wonderful resolu
tion, and was at last within sight of success, when 
a new and much more formidable danger arose in 
Southern India. 

9. Haidar Ali. Here a great native soldier, 
Haidar Ali, had made himself master in :Mysore. The 
Governor of Madras, who could never bring himself 
to obey the orders of Hastings, by blunder after 
blunder succeeded in provoking this ruler to war. 
Haidar swept through the Company's possessions in 
the Carnatic, burning and pillaging, and the miser
able inhabitants were slaughtered or enslaved by 
thousands. Assisted by the French, he at length 
appeared with a vast army before Madras. Hastings 
was al this moment on the eve of triumph over the 
Marathas; but, when he heard that Madras was in 
danger, he hastily patched up a peace with the 
Maratbas, and sent the army, under Sir Eyre Coote, 
to meet the new enemy. Coote won a great victory 
at Porto Novo, and the greatest danger that ever 
threatened Britain's power in India, since that power 
was established by Clive, was thus averted. 

10. Hastings's Reforms. But Hastings is chiefly 
to be remembered for the system of law and govern
ment which he gave to India; a system rough and 
incomplete, indeed, when compared with the system 
of to-day, but, as the work of one man, a marvellous 

. achievement. He found the Company's territory in 
a state of miserable anarchy; he removed the native 
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rulers who misgoverned it; and then, with little 
skilled m:sistance, and in spite of strong opposition, 
he orgm1i::;ccl a government which gave to the natives 
the blcssiugs of order and justice. He showed all 
future rulers of India the way to deal with native 
races. He learned many of the languages of India, 
and, by so doing, was enabled to understand and to 
sympathise with the Hindoo mind better than any 
man of his time. He put clown corruption among 
the Company's servants as firmly as Clive had done, 
and yet he won their respect and love. The British 
soldi('rs in India believed in him thoroughly, and 
the natives felt for him an affection which they have 
felt for no other ruler of India. 

11. His Reward. In 1785 Hastings returned to 
England, justly expecting that his great services 
would be recognised and honoured by the nation. 
But his enemies had long been busy, and his acts 
were now made the subject of a parliamentary in
quiry, as Clive's had been. The inquiry ended by 
an impeachment: that is, he was accused by the 
House of Commons before the House of Lords as 
judges. The trial lasted for eight years, and some of 
the greatest speakers of the day-notably Burke, Fox, 
and Sheridan-spoke against him. His various 
methods of extorting money from native princes 
were brought to light, and his mistakes were mag
nified in to the blackest crimes. We can still read 
Burke's eloquent speeches; and, if we believed all 
that Burke said, we could not fail to regard Hastings 
as a monster of cruelty. The long trial ended, how
ever, with his acquittal. He was a ruined man, but 
the Company he had served so well helped him liber
ally, and gave him £4,000 a year for the rest of his 
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life. He complained bitterly that he, who had saved 
Britain's empire in ln<lia, wu:; poorly rmrnnlcd by 
au impeachment. He certainly deserved a better 
reward; but we can hardly look upon the impeach
ment ru; a blot on the honour of Britain. Hather 
it showed the nation's firm detcr111inatiu11, which bas 
never altered, that British rule should be a bene
ficent rule; that Britain was not going to treat the 
natives of India as Spain had treated the unfortunate 
natives of South America; that tyranny and injus
tice were not to be tolerated un<lcr the British flag, 
The mistake lay in supp:)sing that Hastings hacl 
been guilty of tyranny and injustice. The impeach
ment was a cruel injustice, but it did great good by 
showing people that the government of India ought 
to be in the hands of Parliament, not of a trading 
company. 

CHAPTER XV. 

LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS OF 

GOVERNMENT. 

1. We have seen that the Declaration of Right 
settled once for all the question who was to make 
the laws of Britain. The problem that remained was, 
how the laws made by Parliament were to be car
ried 0ut, and this problem was solved, during Wil
liam III.'s reign, by the political device known as 
the Cabinet. But before we trace the history of the 
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Cabinet, we must make sure that we understand what 
a Cabinet means. 

2. Legislation and Administration. In our Intro
ductory Chapter we saw that government consists, 
first, of making laws, and, second, of getting them 
obeyed. The making of laws is called the legislative 
function of the government; the administering or 
carrying out of those laws is its executive function. 
Now, it is evidently impossible for the whole Par
liament to perform the executive work of govern
ment. In order to get its will carried into effect, 
Parliament finds it necessary to appoint a few of its 
members to do the actual work of governing. To 
understand this clearly, let us consider the govern
ment of a society much smaller and simpler than a 
state-say, of a cricket-club. In most cricket-clubs, 
the members choose a few of their number to form 
a comniittee of management to regulate the affairs 
of the whole club, or in other words, to govern the 
club. But this committee in its turn chooses from 
its number certain officers-a secretary, for in
stance, and a treasurer. The members of the com
mittee make rules for the club, and decide what 
fines are to be paid by those who break the rules; 
these fwes are collected, not by the whole committee, 
but by the treasurer. Again, the committee decides 
that all members of the club shall pay a certain 
yearly subscription: it is part of the treasurer's work 
to collect those subscriptions. Or again, the com
mittee decides to challenge another club to a match; 
obviously the whole committee could not have a hand 
in the writing of the challenge; the committee de
cides that it is to be written, and the actual writing 
of it is left to the secretary. The committee is a 
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legislative body : the secretary and treasurer executive 
oflicers. 

3. The Cabinet. Now this is something like the 
way m which gover11111cnt 1s carried on in 
Britain and in all the countries which have 
imitated the Briti;;h way of governing; for instance, 
in Australia. Parliament, like the cricket-club 
committee, makes laws, arnl a few specially able men 
from among its ow11 nm11ber are appointed, in a 
way which we shall explain later on, to sec that those 
laws are carried out. 'rhese rnen form the execu
tive body; they arc sometimes callcll "the Cabinet," 
a name given them in England, long ago, from the 
small room or cabinet in which they met; sometimes 
they arc called "the .Ministry," because they arc 
really the servants, or m,inisters, of the country.* 
and ·$ometimes they are called "the Government," 
because the actual work of governrnent is done by 
them.t 

4. Ministers of State. Each of these ministers 
has his own special work to do, his own "department" 
to manage; and each has a great number of men at 
work under his command. In Victoria, for instance, 
the Minister of Railways has a whole army of men 
under him-porters, guards, engine-drivers, station
masters, clerks, navvies, and so on-each doing his 
own work, each obeying the orders of a superior 
officer, and all under the control of the Minister 

* There is, strictly speaking, a difference between the Cabinet 
and the :\fini!!try, the former being nn "inner ring" of the 
latter. In the British Ministry in offi<"e in 1003, for example, 
there were about fifty Ministers, of whom only eighteen were in 
the Cabinet. 

t In actual practice the Cabinet is far more than an executive 
1,0Jy. With few exceptions, all importnnt legislation is pro• 
posed by the Cabinet. 
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appointed by Parliament. When we drop a letter in 
a pillar-box, with complete confidence that it will, 
in a few weeks, be handed to a friend in London, 
eleven thousand miles away, we do not, perhaps, 
realise how much thought and management have 
been necessary to bring this about, what a triumph 
of organi::;ation the Post Office is. Here is another 
great department of government, and the minister 
who manages it is called the Postmaster-General. 

5. The Treasury. The most important department 
in every State is the Treasury, for on the proper 
manage Ill en t of it the prosperity of the country 
largely depends. In Britain there is a minister, 
called the Chancellor of the Exchequer, whose busi
ness it is to deal with the nation's money: he has 
to consider the best way of spending the money 
voted by Parliament for the expenses of government; 
and he has to inform Parliament how taxes may best 
be levied, and what amount of taxation will be neces
sary each year. In the Commonwealth of Australia, 
and in each of the Australian States, there is a Minis
ter, called the Treasurer, in charge of the finances. 
The Treasurer of Victoria has, like the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in Britain, to consider what taxes 
the people of Victoria should pay, how much the 
country can afford to spend on the various depart
ments, whether the country will need to borrow 
money, and, if so, how much-and so on. Each 
year he has to make a statement to Parliament show
ing how much money has been received during the 
year, and how it has been spent; he has also to say 
how much money is likely to be needed during the 
followin~ year, suggest how Parliament is to get it, 
and obtam the consent of Parliament to raise it in 
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the way he suggests. We know that a large business 
firm employs hundreds of clerks constantly at work 
keeping the books of the firm, and from that we can 
get some idea of the number of clerks and the 
amount of bookkeeping necessary to the successful 
management of the busine:;s side of a great State. 

6.- rrhen there is, in Victoria, the :l\linister of 
Education, whose business it is to see that the money 
voted by Parliament for the keeping up of the State 
schools is properly spent. There is the Chief Secre
tary, who controls the great public institutions such 
as prisons, lunatic asylums, etc.; the police force is 
under his control. There is the :Minister of Lands, 
who manages the land that belongs to the State, not 
to private individuals. 'l'here is the Minister of 
Mines, the Minister of Agriculture, the Minister of 
Public Works, and so forth: each of them appointed 
to see that the laws relating to his special department 
of governing are properly carried out. 

7. Federal Ministers. In the Commonwealth of 
Australia there are some ministers not found in the 
Cabinet of each State, for reasons which we shall pre
sently consider. For example: the Minister of De
fence, who directs the management of our forts and 
our Defence Force, including our Cadet Corps; the 
Minister of Customs, who sees that the amounts 
ordered by Parliament to be paid by those who bring 
goods into the count.ry are duly collected; and the 
Minister of External Affairs, who decides on all 
questions affecting our relations with foreign coun
tries. 

8. The Prime Minister. The Cabinet, then, is a 
body of men who are appointed to sec that the laws 
mad0 by Parliament are properly carried out. At 
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the head of the Cabinet is the Prime Minister ( or 
Premier), who appoints all the other ministers, and 
who really controls the policy of the country. And 
as the Cabinet doe:; the real work of governing, and 
as the Prime :Minister directs an<l controls the 
Cabinet, it may be thought that the Prime Minister 
is pretty much in the position of one of the Tudor 
king:;-that is, an absolute monarch. A moment's 
thought shows us, howevel', that this is the opposite 
of the truth. 'l'he Cabinet governs the country, it 
is true; and the Prime Minister controls the Cabinet 
But who controls the Prime Minister? The Parlia
ment of which he is a member. An<l who controls 
that Parliament? The people who elect the members 
of Parliament:-the whole country in short. So that 
it is literally true that Cabinet government is self
government. How the country controls the Cabinet 
we shall sec in the following chapter. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

THE PARTY SYSTEM. 

1. Government by Majority. We have spoken 
lllUCh about self-government, and of Parliament as 
a machine for governing according to the will of the . 

. people. But this needs some modification, for self
governmen t, in the sense of governing according to 
the wishes of the whole people, is and always will be 
impossible. Take, as an example, any war in which 
Britain may engage: there are always some people 
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in Britain who wish that she should engage in that 
war, and also some people who think she ought not 
to do so. No machine, however perfect, will enable a 
country both to go to war and not to go to war at the 
same time: therefore, whatever the governing body 
rnay decide to do, it must act against the wishes of a 
large part of the nation. In all such disputes, the 
rnle, in Britain and in every free country, is that 
the will of the greater number shall prevail. The 
only kind of self-government we can imagine is 
government by the will of the majority. For this 
reason our British system 1s sometimes called 
"majority government." 

2. Origin of Majorities. How does it come about 
that Parliament represents the majority of the 
nation? From the fact that every member of that 
Parliament represents the majority in his electorate, 
as we call the body of people who elect him. The 
majority principle is at the root of parliamentary 
government, because in every place which sends a 
representative to Parliament, it is the majority that 
decides who shall be chosen. If we look for the 
origin of this system, we shall find it in a very simple 
fact. "In the Middle Ages the contested election 
ended in a fight."* That is to say, the people who 
wished to choose A fought with the people who 
wished to choose B, and, if victorious, carried A to 
the sheriff, who declared him duly elec~ed. This 
absurd way of deciding did not of course last long; 
it must very soon h~we occurred to people to settle 
the dispute "by counting heads, instead of breaking 
them." The rule, however, that the will of the 
majority ought to prevail,_ really res!s on this very 

.. Jenks. 
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simple principle-that if it came to a fight, the will 
of the majority u·ould prevail. 

3. Political Equality. Of course this leanis out 
of account the qualities of the combatant:-: in an 
actual battle the larger army by no lllea11s nhrnys 
prevails; in the Battle of Ph1:-sy fom t houi'and 
trained soldiers put to flight an arrny of fifty thou
sand men who were untrained. But in any battle, 
if the quality of all the soldiers an<l of the genernls 
on both 1-;iclcs was exaetly the sallle, 1he larg1•r army 
would necessarily win. Now, in politics we a.~s1tmc 

this e.cact eqllality; the 111ajority priu eiple rests on 
the assumption that all men who Yote arc politically 
equal,-that is, have an equal rigbL to <lircct the 
government of the country. 

4. Majorities in Parliament. Now, when Parlia
ment comes to debate a proposed law, the same 
principle is adhered to: the rnajo1'ity carrirs the dny. 
If, out of one hundred members, sixty arc in favour 
of that law being pa1-;sed, it is passed; an<l rightly so, 
because the majority in Parliament is taken as re
presenting a majority of the nation. As those who 
care to read the note at the end of this chapter will 
see, it is not always true that the greater number in 
Parliament represents the greater number of voters; 
but in most cases it is so. 'fhercfore, to hnvc self
government, it is necessary that the will of the 
majority in Parliament, as representing the majority 
of the nation, shall prevail. 

5. In the matter of le,qi8lation, indeed, that prin
ciple has been a<lmitted 8ince Parliaments began; 
but legislation, as we have seen, is only one side of 
government: there is not much use in arranging that 
a certain thing shall be done, unless we have the 
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power to see that it is done. It was of little use for 
the Parliament to pass lmvs, if the ministers, who 
had the carrying out of those laws in their hands, 
could please themselves as to whether they obeyed 
Parliament or not. And for centuries that was the 
case: the ministers were appointed by the king, 
quite independently of Parliament, and, as we have 
seen, they very often did the opposite of what Par
liament wished. Self-government,-government by 
the majority of the nation,-was pluinly impossible 
until Parliament got the executive power, as well as 
the legislative, into its own hands. 

6. That is now the case. The ministers are now 
appointed, not really by the king (though nominally 
he still appoints them), but by the Prime Minister 
from among the majority in Parliament. But the 
majority in Parliament, it may be said, must con
stantly change; men who vote with the majority 
on one question will vote with the minority on 
another; how, then, can one man continue through 
all these changes to represent the majority? or are 
ministers to be changed every day? The answer 
to this question is to be found in another fundamen
tal principle in the British way of governing-the 
pa1·ty system. 

7. The Party System. Pa1·ty government may be 
said to be a British invention, but party itself has 
been found in every nation of which we know the 
hiRtory, and, indeed, it rests on a deep-seated 
difference in hhman nature. There will always be 
-there always have been-people dissatisfied with 
the existing state of thingR, people who desire change, 
who want to see things managed better than they 
have been hitherto. And there always have been, 
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and always will be, people who respect the past, and 
who dislike the idea of change. 'l'he distinction 
between Liberals and Conservatives-though the 
names are not a century old-is really as ancient as 
mankind. Roughly speaking, wc may say that the 
Conservative is the man who is deeply impressed 
with what has been done in the past, and fully alive 
to the danger of violent change; the Liberal is the 
man whose mind dwells on the evils of the present, 
and the necessity of reform. The danger of 
Liberalism is in its tendency to make rash changes 
which may turn out ill; the danger of Conservatism 
is in its tendency to resist all change, even change 
for the better. 

8. Now the party system takes advantage of this 
difference among men, and supposes the whole 
country divided into two opposing camps or parties. 
At most elections in Britain there are two candidates 
-a Liberal and a Conservative. Suppose, then, that 
the Liberals win the day-that is, send a majority to 
Parliament: it is then considered that the Liberals 
form a majority in the nation, and that, therefore, 
the country ought to be governed by Liberals. The 
king therefore "sends for" the leader of the Liberal 
party in Parliament, and asks him to form a Cabi
net; that leader becomes Prime Minister, and he 
chooses from among the Liberal members men whom 
he thinks suitable, and asks them to become Minis
ters. In that way is formed what we call a Liberal 
Government; a Cabinet, that is, which represents the 
majority of the members when it happens to be a 
Liberal majority. 

9. Responsible Government. Meanwhile we must 
remember that the Liberals have not won in every 
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electorate; the Conservatives have also sent some 
men to Parliament, though not so many as the 
Liberals. This minority is called the Opposition; 
its business is to criticise the action of the new minis
try. The criticism by the Opposition may often 
be very unjust, but it is one of the great benefits of 
the party system that there always is an Opposition; 
the ministers will not be likely to act rashly, or 
foolishly, or carelessly, when they know that there is 
a body of men in Parliament always ready to point 
out their mistakes. And for every mistake that 
ministers make • they will lose some supporters in 
Parliament; members will continually leave their 
party and join the Opposition; until at last it is 
noticed that the Opposition-in this case the Con
servatives-are more numerous than the Liberals. 
Then the ministers will have to resign their offices, 
and Conservative ministers will be put in their place. 
When ministers cease to represent the majority in 
Parliament, they are turned out. That is why party 
government is sometimes called "responsible govern
ment"; the ministers are responsible to Parliament, 
have to answer for their acts to Parliament, and, if 
Parliament disapprove of their acts, they cease to be 
ministers. In the same sense, Parliament is respon
sible to the nation, and, if the nation disapproves 
of its acts, it will show its disapproval at the next 
elections by not choosing again the men who acted in 
a manner it thinks wrong or unwise. Thus the 
ministers-the men who govern the nation-are 
really responsible to the nation they govern ; and so 
we come to a full understanding of what we mean 
when we speak of self-government. 
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NoTE I. Majorities. Suppose n. smn.ll Sln.tc with 500 voters in 
it, divided into ten c>lectoratc.s with 50 vol<•r., in c>:u·h, each 
electorate sending one mnn to Parliament, which thus consists 
of ten men. Suppose the country divided into two parties, the 
Blues and the Reds. Twenty-six votes will -be n majority in an 
electorate. In six of the electorntes Blues win by 26 to 24. In 
the four other electorates the Reds win by 30 to 20. If we work 
this out, we find that 204 of the voters were Reds, and only 236 
Blues. But in Parliament there will be six Blues and only four 
Reds. Thus n. majority Jn Parliament will 11ot, in this case, 
represent u. majority of the people. Readers of this book nre 
recommended to see if they en.n think of any way out of this 
difficulty, which is one of the puzzles of modern politics. 

NOTE 2. Parties. For many years the two parties in 
Auslrnlin. were, not Liberals and • Conservatives, but Free
traders and Protectionists. That is, the question which 
divided the country wn.s whether people should be a.Bowed to 
bring goods into Australia from other countries free of customs 
dutie.~, or not. But to the working of p:irty gon•rnment it 
docs not matter what the nation is dh•iclc:\ ahont, so long as 
there i;i some great principle at stake on which people think 
differently. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

THE HISTORY OF THE CABINET. 

1. We have now arrived at a clear idea of what the 
word Cabinet means; let us inquire next how the 
thing itself arose. We have traced the long struggle 
between Parliament and Crown for LEGISLATIVE 

supremacy-the power of making all the laws of 
England. That supremacy was definitely resigned 
to Parliament by the Declaration of Right. But it 
was not at first seen that legislative supremacy wa~ 
scarcely worth fighting for if EXECUTIVE supremacy 
did not accompany it-the power of administering 
or carrying out the laws. When the one power was 
gained, however, the other soon followed: we shall 
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see how. The question at issue was: by whom were 
the ministers-the men who did the actual work of 
governing-to be appointed: by the king, or by the 
Parliament? 

2. If we wish to find the origin of the Cabinet, 
we shall have to look far buck; indeed, to the origin 
of the kingship; for we may be sure that no king 
ever tried to govern England without helpers, and 
in the body of these helpers and advisers lay the 
germ of the modern Cabinet. Let us go back no 
farther, however, than to the Norman Conquest. 

3. Norman Period. Under the Norman kings, 
besides the Great Council of the Barons ( out of 
which sprang our Parliament), we have noticed the 
existence of a smaller council, which was simply an 
assembly of the great officers of the king's house
hold, his personal advisers, men in whom he con
fided. This council first took definite shape under 
Henry I., in whose reign it became at once a minis
try of finance and a court of justice. AP, a court of 
justice it formed the supreme court of appeal; that 
is, men could appeal to it from the verdict of any 
other court of law, and it could upset the decision 
of any other court. As a ministry of finance, it took 
the name of Court of Exchequer from the table, 
chequered like a chess-board, at which its members 
sat when they were going over the accounts). The 
Barons of the Exchequer, as they were called, re
ceived all the taxes collected for the king by the 
sheriffs, and kept the king's accounts; and, in order 
to settle all cases in dispute, a number of these barons 
travelled over the country from shire to shire. Out 
of this originated the custom of judges going "on 
circuit," as it is called; a custom which prevails to 

10 
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this day, though the judges have now nothing to 
do with the King's Council, nor indeed with Par
liament. At the head of the Exchequer was the 
Chancellor; at the head of the whole court was the 
Justiciar, who was the most powerful minister in 
the kingdom, and acted as Regent when the king 
was away in another country. 

4. Plantagenet Period. When Edward I. estab
lished Parliament as we know it, he did not, of 
course, do away with this council. It ·remained as 
the executive body, the body whose business it was 
to carry out the king's will. Its members were 
appointed by the King, and could, with few excep
tions, be dismissed by him; so that it was entirely
dependent on the will of the king. It was simply 
the instrument by means of which the king 
governed; so that we may say the king held the 
executive power in his own hands. 

5. Privy Council. It is not necessnry to trace in 
detail the history of this council, which in Henry 
V.'s time began to be called the Privy Council. Wlrnt 
is important to note is that this council was too large 
for the king to take all its members into his con
fidence, and so it gradually came to be the custom 
for a few powerful members to form, as it were, an 
inner circle within the council, holding the highest 
offices and forming a ring of confidential advisers 
around the king. When this happened. the govern
ing power of the king was committed to a ministry. 
a ministry in the modern sense, except for the fact 
that the ministers held office at the king's pleasure. 
This custom became most firmly established in the 
reign of Charles II., because that king, as we saw, 
bad many secret dealings with France, which it 
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would not have been safe to confide to more than • 
one ot two men whom he thoroughly trusted. 

6. Control of Ministers. But though the king 
Mu1d appoint his own ministers, he could not always 
,keep them in office. From early times the barons , 
claimed the right to drive from the king's side any
one who, in their opinion, was giving him bad 

. advice: we recall how they banished Piers Gaveston, 
the favourite minister of Edward II.; and how, when 
the king re-appointed him, the barons put him to 
death. This power of getting rid of bad ministers 
·passed from the barons to Parliament; and Henry 
IV., as we have noticed, even went so far as to allow 
Parliament to decide who his ministers should be; 
but his example was not followed by his successors, : 
and the Tudor monarchs were too strong to allow ' 

• any interference with any appointments they might 
·make. 

7. Impeachments. With the coming of the 
Stuarts, however, Parliament re-asserted its right to 
dismiss objectionable minir-:ters hy impeaching them. 
ln James L's reign, for example, the Lord Chan
cellor, Francis Bacon, was impeached and. driven 
from office. Charles I. forbade the House of Com
mons to impeach his favourite adviser, the _Duke of' 
Buckingham ; his doing so was one of the violations 
of the constitution, for which he paid with his 1ife. • 
In Charles 11.'s reign impeachment followed im
peachment, the king never denying Pariiament's 
right to attack ministers. But he retained his owil 
right to appoint the new minister when an old one 
had been attacked and dismissed; and in that way 
he retained the full executive power. How com
pletely the governing power remained in the king's 
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hands, we may understand by the fact that though 
probably every single member of Parliament hated 
France, yet England entered into an alliance with 
France simply because the king desired it. 

8. The Revolution. When William III. came to 
the throne, then, the position was this: the House 
of Commous had now the sole right to tax the 
nation, and it was therefore only from the House of 
Commons that money could be got wherewith to 
carry on the work of government; but the House of 
Commons, though its will was now law, had no 
means of securing that its will should be carried 
out; for though the House could remove a minister 
who refused to do its will, it had no power to appoint 
in his stead a minister who would do its will. The 
result was that the Commons, conscious of their 
power, continually grumbled at the acts of the minis
ters, continually thwarted them, and threw obstacles 
in their way, and thus made government difficult 
and well-nigh impossible. And though the House 
was always grumbling, it was hard for the king to 
find out what it really wanted; its mood, he said, 
changed from day to day; one day most of the 
Whigs* might be absent, and the Tory majority 
would want a certain course followed; next day the 
Tories might stay away, and there would be a Whig 
majority, in favour of an opposite course. There 
was no pleasing a Parliament which changed its 
opinions daily; and there was no governing in op
position to it. 

9. 1Sunderland's Plan. In the midst of this con
fusion, when the king was in despair, the Earl of 
Sunderland-a man whose life was a tissue of lying, 

*Whigs and Tories = Liberals and Conservatives. 
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treachery, and cowardice, but who showed that he 
had the intellect of a great statesman,-suggested 
to William that he should choose his ministers from 
among the members themselves, and that they 
should all belong to that party which had a majority 
in Parliament. This advice the king took, and, as 
the majority of members of Parliament were Whigs, 
he dismissed those of his ministers who were Tories, 
and put Whigs in their places; and he gradually 
made his ministry consist wholly of members of 
Parliament. "What William hoped by this change 
was that, by having ministers who were of one mind, 
he would be able to have a House of Commons of 
one mind. Whig members would think it worth 
while to attend the House steadily, at personal in
convenience to themselves, not only because they 
wished to keep their friends in office, but because 
those friends, as long as they remained in office, 
would dispose of plenty of well-paid posts and re
wards of various kinds, and were mor.e likely to give 
them to men who voted steadily for them than to 
those who did not.11* Is the Cabinet, then, based 
on bribery? Not now; but in its origin bribery cer
tainly had a great deal to do with it. 

10. What is the ,Cabinet? Thus we may date the 
modern Cabinet from William III.'s reign; and we 
are now in a position to say exactly what the Cabinet 
is. The Oabinet is an Executive Oommittee of Par
liament, chosen, by the leader of the party which 
has a majority in the Lower House, from among the 
members of that party in both Houses; and its object 
is to govem in acc01·dance with the will of that 
majority. 

* Gardiner. 
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11. Parliament controls the Cabinet. What Wil
liain did not see was that, by making the Cabinet 
representative of the majority in the House of Com
mons, he was really giving away to that House the 
power of appointing ministers. This was only 
gradually recognised. George Ill. came to . ~e 
throne with a firm resolve to appoint his own mmIS
ters; over and over again he chose men :"h?m ~e 
personally liked, but who had not a maJority m 
Parliament behind them; and in every case he found 
that it was impossible for such men to govern 
Britain. Over and over again he had to admit to 
power men whom he hated, simply because the 
majority in the House of Commons wanted them. 
William IV. was the last British sovereign to dis
miss a ministry at his own pleasure, and he did it 
only once. It is now clearly recognised that the 
leader of the party which is in the majority in the 
House of Commons names the ministers, and that 
the sovereign has really no voice in the matter; and 
so the whole government of Britain has passed from 
Crown to Parliament. This does not mean the same 
thing as if we said that it passed into the hands of 
the nation; how that was brought about must be 
reserved for a chapter on Parliamentary Reform. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

CHATHAM. 
"Among the eminent men whose bones lie near bis, scarcely 

one has left n. more stainless, and none a more splendid name." 
-MACAULAY, 

1. Transition. The Revolution which set Wil
liam III. upon the throne of England gave, as we 
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have seen, the supreme legislative power to the. 
House of Commons; and the in tro<luction of the 
Cabinet system gave the executive power also to that 
House. 'l'he governing power had passed from the 
hauds of the king to the hands of Parliament; but 
the change <lid not at first seem to do much for Eng
lish liberty. 'rhe tyranny of kings harl simply given 
place to the tyranny of Parliament; and the nation 
as a whole seemed as far as ever from self-govern
ment. For Parliament did not as yet represent the 
mass of the people. 'l'he power of electing members 
of Parliament was given to very few, and those few 
were in the habit of selling their votes to anyone 
rich enough to buy them. '!'he whole power of Par
liament passed into the hands of a few wealthy and 
powerful familie:;. Almost every member owed his 
seat in Parliament to bribery. The cause of this 
evil, and its cure, will be discussed in a later chapter. 

2. Political Corruption. It was impossible that a 
House of Commons, owing its election to money, 
should be a very respectable body. On the contrary, 
that House became an assembly of men with few 
convictions, no conscience, and a devouring thirst for 
money. Members were ready to support any govern
ment that would pay them well for their support. 
When Robert Walpole-who has been called the 
first Prime Minister-came to power in George L's 
reign, he found it necessary to practise bribery of 
members on a large scale. He is not to be blamed 
for this, because there was really no other way to 
govern the country. As we have seen, a ministry 
requires to be steadily backed by a majority in Par
liament. How was ,valpole to secure this hacking? 
Parliament was no longer to be controlled by fear 
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of the king's displeasure, for the power of the king 
was broken ; and it was not yet controlled by the 
opinion of ihe nation, for the nation had as yet little 
voice in elections. There was only one power by 
which it could be controlled-the power of the 
purse. Walpole spent large sums of money in secur
ing the votes of members, and he was forced to the 
belief that everyone could be brought to support him 
if he made the bribe large enough. "All these men," 
he said, scornfully pointing to those who were oppos
ing him in the House, "have their price." 

3. It is not to be wondered at that men turned in 
disgust from a political struggle which had de
generated into a mere shameless scramble for 
money : or that men reflected bitterly that Hampden 
and Pym and Cromwell had lived in vain if the 
power for which they fought was to be inherited by 
a set of corrupt and greedy self-seekers. But for the 
time there seemed no remedy, and the ministries 
that followed Wal pole continued his system even 
more openly and shamelessly. 

4. The Evils of the System. Now it is obvious 
that such a system was not likely to put the best men 
in power. ·walpole, indeed, was a great and wise 
statesman, though he retained power, not through 
his greatness or wisdom, but through his adroit use 
of money. But the eYils of _the system are fully 
shown by the fact that, soon after Walpole's retire
ment, the Prime i\finistership fell into the hands of 
the Duke of Newcastle, a man of no abilily 11ncl of 
extraordinary ignorance. Laughed at by every abl~ 
man of the time for his incompetence and childish
ness, Newcastle was yet a powerful minister for 
nearly forty years, simply because he had an im-
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mense fortune, and spent it in bribing members of 
Parliament I And the worst feature of the whole 
system was that it was not his own fortune only Lhat 
the Prime Minister spent, for no private fm tune 
could have stood the drain: it was also the public 
money, the money paid by the nation for the carry
ing on of government. 

5. So long as the country remained at peace, the 
great danger of having an ignorant and in capable 
minister at the head of affairs was not fully realised. 
It is war that tries the strength of government : the 
conduct of a great war is a balance in which many 
ministers have been weighed and found wanting. 
Unfortunately for Newcastle, one of the greatest 
contests in which Britain has ever been engaged 
broke out while he was in power: and his utter in
capacity was at once revealed. The Seven Years' 
War found the government quite unprepared, and 
Newcastle added blunder to blunder. And so this 
struggle, in which Britain was destined to win some 
of her most brilliant triumphs, opened with a series 
of disasters which drove the nation to despair. An 
expedition against the li'rench in America ended in 
signal failure; a British army was defeated at Has
tenbeck, in Hanover; and, worst of all, Minorca, a 
much-valued British possession in the Mediterra
nean, was taken by the French, Byng, who was sent 
to relieve it, retreating without striking a blow be
cause he found the French fleet larger than his own. 
This event awoke the nation to a sense of its degra
dation; the universal storm of indignation fright
ened Newcastle into resigning; and the country, with 
one voice, called for William Pitt to take his place. 

6. Pitt was disliked by the king, and not much 
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liked by the House of Commons, but the voice of 
the nation was so loud and so unanimous that he 
had to be admitted to power. He soon found, how
ever, that he could not command a majority in Par
liament; Newcastle's money alone could do that. 
Accordingly Pitt, though he was now by far the 
most popular man in England, had to resign; and 
for eleven weeks Britain was without a government. 
At last a good arrangement was made: Newcastle and 
Pitt combined; Newcastle was called Prime Minister, 
while Pitt was the real head of the government. This 
was a. most fortunate combination, for Newcastle's 
bribes continued to keep a parliamentary majority 
at the back of the ministry, while Pitt, who turned 
with contempt from the task of bribing members, 
was thus enabled to throw his whole energies into 
the conduct of the war. 

7. Pitt as War-Minister. He was firmly con
vinced that Britain was equal to the emergency, if 
only the war were properly managed; and to the 
task of managing it he set himself with serene self
confidence. "I am sure that I can save this coun-

" Th' try," he said, "and that nobody else can. lS 

confidence he instilled into the whole nation, and the 
general despondency passed away as soon as he took 
office. The army was largely officered by old and 
incompetent men; Pitt at once removed such men 
from command, and put younger officers, whose 
ability he detected, in their places. His sure eye for 
merit was shown in all his appointments, especially 
in the case of Wolfe, a young man of whom no one 
but Pitt thought very much. Into the officers thus 
selected he breathed his own spirit of courage and 
patriotism. It was said that no one ever entered 
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Pitt's room who did not come out of it a braver 
man. His vigorous management of the war soon 
put a new aspect on the face of affairs.. Defeat 
was turned to triumph; at :Minden, at Lagos, at 
Quibcron, at Quebec, the thoroughness of Pitt's 
measures and the wisdom of his selection of gene
rals were gloriously proved. When the war ended, 
Canada had been won, the foundations of our em

pire in India had been 
laid, and the power of 
France had been broken 
by land and sea. "We are 
forced to ask every morn
ing what victory there is," 
~ays a writer of tho time, 
"for fear of missing one." 

8. A. Popular States
man. Pitt had kept his 
word; he had saved the 
country. But it is not 
merely his greatness as a 

William Pitt, Earl of Chatham. war-minister that gives 
him his importance in history; it is rather the fact 
that he was the first statesman to rise to power simply 
because the nation believed in him. The title of 
"the great commoner," affectionately bestowed on 
him, marks the fact that he was the first minister 
forced mto power by public opinion. The great 
middle claf::s-the merchants and shopkeepers of the 
great towns-stood by hi111 through good and evil 
report, and, though this class was almost entirely 
unrepresented in Parliament, it succeeded in mak
ing itself felt. The king personally disliked Pitt, 
but he had to accept him as a minister. The ma-
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jority in Parliament, headed by Newcastle, was 
against him, but it had to accept him as its leader. 
"It is the people who have sent me here," he said 
proudly to his fellow-ministers; and he was right. 
He was the first statesman who represented th.e will 
of the people, and as such he marks an important 
stage in the progress of the nation towards self
governmen t. 

9. If we ask for the cause of his boundless popu
larity, we shall find it in two facts equally honour
able to Pitt. He was one of the first to protest against 
the corruption of Walpole's government and of the 
govern men ts that succeeded Walpole's; and his pro
test was not a matter of words only. He kept his 
hands clean when all around him were taking bribes. 
Almost at the beginning of bis career, he was made 
Paymaster of the Forces, a position in which it was 
possible to reap an enormous fortune, by means 
which were not thought grossly dishonest; but Pitt 
refused to accept a farthing beyond his salary, and 
that although he was a poor man. The nation at 
orice perceived that amid the almost universal cor
ruption, here was one honest man; and they re
spected and trusted him accordingly. 

10. In the second place, when all other statesmen 
seemed to be animated by the love of money or the 
love of power, Pitt was seen to be inspired by a 
nobler feeling-love of his country. He was a true 
patriot when patriotism seemed to be unknown to 
politicians. "He loved England with an intense and 
personal love. He believed in her power, her glory, 
her public virtue, till England learned to believe in 
Herself."* It was little wonder that Englishmen 

* Green. 
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loved the man who had awakened them from the 
apathy of despair, and who rose above all selfish con
siderations in his desire for the public good. 

11. His love of his country was the patriotism not 
only of a soldier but of a statesman. i\luch as he 
thought of Britain's glory among the nations, he 
thought yet more of the liberty of the whole people: 
and his struggles on behalf of freedom give him a 
better claim to our remembrance than all the vic
tories of the Seven Years' War. He was the first 
statesman who endeavoured to bring about parlia
mentary reform, to make the House of Commons 
more truly representative of the people. When the 
Middlesex electors chose John Wilkes as their mem
ber, and the House of Commons refused to allow him 
to sit among them, and gave the seat to the opponent 
whom he had defeated, Pitt raised his voice in noble 
protest against this interference with freedom of elec
tion. And finally, when the House of Commons re
solved to tax the American colonies against their will, 
Pitt, in spite of his love of England, supported the 
Americans, and declared that they were right to re
sist such tyranny. In one of his latest utterances be 
declared-"If I were an American, as I am an Eng
lishman, I would never lay down my arms-never, 
never, never I" 

12. When George III. came to the throne, it was 
with the fixed determination to be a king after the 
fashion of the Tudors, and to appoint what minis
ters he chose: and Ptit was almost immediately dis
missed. The king was taught, by many bitter 
lessons, that he could not appoint what ministers he 
chose; and before many years had passed, be was 
glad to call Pitt to office once more. The country 
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was wild with joy at the news of his return to power; 
but the joy vanished, and most of l'itt':s popularity 
went with it, when it was leurneu that he was re
turning not as "the great commoner," but as the 
Earl of Chatham. It was said on all sides that he 
had sold himself to the king and betrayed the cause 
of the people. The truth was that he was now bowed 
with age and disease; and though he felt himself 
still capable of taking the lead in governing the 
country, he no longer felt fit to take part in the fiery 
and violent debates of the House of Commons, and 
therefore chose to become a peer, and sit in the 
quieter and smaller House of Lords. This considera
tion was not taken into account at the time; but his 
death a few years later restored him to his old place 
in the nation's heart; and there is probably no mnn 
whose name to-day is held in more affectionate re
membrance by Englishmen than the name of Chat
ham. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

PARLIAMENTARY REFORM. 

1. Transition. We have now to study the second 
stage in the progress of the British people to self
government. We have traced in earlier chapters the 
long struggle of Parliament against Crown. With 
the Revolution of 1688 that struggle ended. Parlia
ment had won the supreme legislative power, and 
with the introduction of the Cabinet system, it won 
the supreme executive power also. But, as we have 
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already noted, this great change did not at first seem 
to have done much for the liberties of the nation as a 
whole, because the House of Commons did not 
represent the will of the nation as a whole. All that 
the great Revolution seemed to have brought about 
was that the country was no longer governed by one 
man, but by a small body of wealthy aristocrats. 
The great mass of the people had no voice in the 
government of the country, because they had no votes 
in the election of members of Parliament. "\Ve have 
seen the result in the corruption and selfishness of 
the House of Commons. For more than a een tury 
after the Revolution, it was still possible for England 
to be governed by men whom the majority of the 
nation detested. And so long as the people bad no 
voice in the election of the Home of Commons, they 
could not hope to reform that House. The only hope 
of reform lay in a thorough alteration of the whole 
system by which the House was elected. Such 
alterations are called Parliamentary Reform. 

2. Unrepresentative Parliaments. We need not 
trace again the steps by which the House of Commons 
ceased to be representative of the nation, and had 
degenerated into a body representing one class only, 
the wealthy landowners. The process of degeneration 
began in the reigns of the Lancastrian kings, and 
especially of Henry VI. Formerly the burgesses 
had been chosen by the votes of practically all the 
townspeople, but in his reign the voting power had 
passed into the hands of the wealthier merchants. 
So in the shires, the voting had formerly been in the 
hands of all the inhabitants, yeoman and squire 
alike; but by an Act in Henry VI.'s reign only those 
who possessed land of a certain value were allowed to 
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vote, and the great bulk of the voters were thus 
deprived of their "franchise," or freedom to vote. 

3. Pocket Boroughs. Moreover, from the very 
foundation of the House of Commons, it had lain 
with the king to say what boroughs should have the 
right to elect members. Later kings used this power 
when they wished for a "packed" Parliament-that 
is, one made up of men who would do their bidding. 
With this object, a great many insignificant little 
places had been named boroughs, and allowed to 
return two members each-places so small that it was 
easy to frighten or to bribe all the electors. In this 
way one man, if he were wealthy, could control an 
election, and send two members to Parliament. The 
king's power of giving the franchise to new boroughs 
was taken away by an Act in the reign of Charles II., 
and so the system became petrified at that point. 
New towns might rise, but they would have no votes; 
the old ones might grow smaller and smaller, but 
they would still have the power of sending two mem
bers each to the House of Commons. 

4. Movement of Population. By the end of the 
eighteenth century there had come into existence a 
third reason why Parliament could not be considered 
representative of the nation. England had become a 
great manufacturing country.* By a long line of 
inventors the cotton, woollen, iron, and pottery 
manufactures had been developed, and in all these 
industries machinery had taken the place of hands, 
and steam had become the motive power. 'l'he great 
coal-fields were in the north; the steam-engine had 
gone where coal was to be had; and the result was a 
vast transference of population from the southern to 

* See Chap. XXII. 
11 
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the northern counties. Till now the south-east had 
been the only thickly populated part of England, but 
now the once lonely wolds of Yorkshire and Lanca
shire were the abode of an immense manufacturing 
population. 'l'he factory system, with its great body 
of intelligent workmen, added a new clement to the 
national life-an element entirely unrepresented in 
Parliament. Large cities had sprung into existence, 
but they could send not a single member to represent 
their interests in the House of Commons, simply be
cause they had not existed, or had not been boroughs, 
when the system of boroughs had been fixed in the 
reign of Charles II. 

5. Earlier Efforts. Even before Parliament bad 
made itself supreme, men had been thinking of 
Parliamentary reform. Perhaps the first reformer 
was Oliver Cromwell. The Long Parliament gave 
representatives to Halifax, Manchester, and Leeds, 
which were becoming important cities, and took away 
members from places which had fallen into decay: 
London was given a greater number of members; and 
in the counties all who owned land, no matter how 
little, were given votes. Cromwell, in summoning 
the Protectorate Parliament, went even further in the 
way of reform, but his projects were not carried out 
by the-parliaments which followed the Restoration. 

6. Chatham. After the Revolution, the first 
statesman to speak of parliamentary reform was 
Chatham. He, in one of his speeches on the 
American vVar, uttered an eloquent protest ngainst 
a system that left many thousands of people unrepre
sented, while boroughs remained which represented 
no one but their owners. Speaking of these boroughs, 
he said: "This is what is called the rotten pnrt of the 
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constitution. It cannot continue a century. If it 
does not drop, it must be amputated." He was right: 
the amputation took place within a century from 
the time he spoke. 

7. Pitt's Reform Bill. Chatham's son, William 
Pitt the Younger, adopted his fathers' views, and 
endeavoured to have a committee appointed to in
quire into the need for reform, but he was defeated. 
In 1785, when he was Prime Minister, he again 
appeared as a reformer, with a proposal to spend a 
million pounds in buying up 72 seats which were 
practically in private hands, and to give these seats 
to the large towns. The idea of buying seats in 
Parliament seems extraordinary to us, but Pitt per
ceived that it was the only way of getting his plan 
of reform carried out; and, when this proposal was 
rejected, he saw that he could not pass any Reform 
Bill at all: so t.he matter was dropped. Pitt after
wards became hostile to reform. 

8. In 1789 the French Revolution began. That 
great event,-the greatest in modern history,-filled 
the governing classes with hatred of "the rabble," as 
they called the mass of the people, and with fear of 
what the rabble might do if power passed into their 
hands; but it also filled the mass of the people with 
hopes of winning power by persistent effort, and 
above all by uniting. A powerful society, known as 
" Friends of the People," was formed for the pur
pose of bringing about Parliamentary reform. In 
1793 this society presented a petition to the House 
of Commons, showing the great injustice of the 
existing system, and the urgent need of a change. 
But it was impossible to get the House to pass a 
measure which would deprive many of its members 
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of their seats; and the matter was put by. It was 
brought up again and again, and again and again it 
was put by. 

9. Famine. Then events occurred which made the 
nation demand reform with such a voice that the 
matter could be put by no longer. Napoleon Bona
parte once said that hunger was at the root of most 
political revolutions; and, though that may not be 
wholly true, it was certainly hunger which forced 
reform on the Parliament of Britain. l\lcn who are 
prosperous and well-governed will not greatly care 
how the governing body is elected : deprer::sion and 
misgovernment are the things that excite men to 
political revolt. After 1815-the year of Waterloo
there was great and widespread distress in England, 
in spite of a great increase in wealth. There came a 
terrible crisis of misery, during which many people 
died of actual starvation, after having tried to live on 
boiled grass and nettles. Many were out of work; 
many were working twelve hours a <lay for three
pence a day. How did this crisis arrive? 

10. Some minor causes were the heavy taxation to 
pay the enormous expenses of the war; the selfish 
greed of employers, especially in mines and factories; 
and the general neglect of the poor by the rich. But 
the great cause was the dearness of food. During the 
war the English farmers had had a monopoly of the 
food-supply, as no grain was available from foreign 
countries. The farmers had thus been able to raise 
the price of wheat to famine-rates; and by getting 
high prices, they had been enabled to pay high rents 
to their landlords. The land-owners and the farmers 
thus became rich through the war; and Parliament, 
as we have seen, principally represented the land-
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owners. When the war was over, rents began t-0 fall, 
as foreign wheat came in and brought down the 
prices. Parliament then passed a Gorn-law (1815) 
forbidding the importation of foreign corn unless the 
price of wheat rose to 80s. a quarter. In passing this 
measure, Parliament acted entirely in the interests of 
land-owners and formers, and paid no heed to the 
distress that was bound to follow among the poorer 
classes. The law was exceedingly hurtful in another 
way: England now stood alone as a manufact~ring 
country, and might have given her manufactures in 
exchange for foreign food-stuffs, thereby developing 
her own industries and giving employment to 
thousands of men, if the Corn-law had not interfered. 

11. In their distress people saw that they would 
never be treated fairly till the governing body ceased 
to represent land-owners alone, and became repre
sentative of the whole nation. The cry for reform 
became louder and deeper. A body of poor men, 
called Blanketeers, because they carried their blankets 
strapped to their shoulders, marched from Manches
ter to lay their grievances before Parliament. Riots 
occurred here and there; the governing classes, their 
minds still full of the French Revolution, grew 
frightened, and thought only of putting down dis
turbances by force. A great meeting at St. Peter's 
Fields, near Manchester, afterwards known as 
Peterloo. in Manchester, was charged and ridden 
down by a body of soldiers: eleven persons were 
killed and many were hurt. This stupid and cruel 
blunder brought much sympathy to the reform 
party. Many people hitherto opposed to reform 
began to ask themselves if this was the proper way 
to deal with public discontents-to ride men down 
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and kill them in order to- make the rest more con
tented I The demand for reform became more 
general. 

12. At last, in 1830, Earl Grey, the lea<ler of the 
Whigs, became Prime Minister. His ministry was 
made up of men favourable to reform; and on 
March 1st, 1831, Lord John Russell brought in the 
great Reform Bill. He had an easy task in showing 
where the old system was at fault. Its faults were 
glaring. There were many great and important 
cities-Birmingham and Manchester among th~ 
number-which sent no members to Parliament, 
while many insignificant villages sent two members 

. apiece. Sometimes, indeed, there were no villages to 
vote, but the right of returning two members still 
remained with the place where the village had once 
been,-that is, with the gentleman who owned the 
place. For instance, Old Sarum was but a green 
mound, without a single house upon it; yet two mem
bers went to Parliament to represent that mound. 
Gatton was only a ruined wall: the owner of that 
wall had two seats in the House of Commons to give 
away to friends. These strange electorates were 
known as rotten boroughs, because the life had de
parted from them, and they were corrupt. Many of 
them had not more than a dozen inhabitants, all 
tenants of one man, and therefore voting as he 
pleased. Such boroughs were openly bought and 
sold for hard cash. Macaulay describes the "nabobs," 
who brought home fortunes acquired in India, as 
frequently buying seats in Parliament by this means. 
"They raised the price of everything in their neigh
bourhood, from fresh eggs to rotten boroughs." 

13. The case of the counties was equally bad, for 
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the numbers of their representatives were quite out of 
proportion to their relative populations. Rutland, 
for in::;tancc, the smallest county in England, sent as 
many 1nembers as Yorkshire, the largest. Cornwall, 
which was full of rotten boroughs, sent more mem
bers than Yorkshire, Rutland, and Middlesex put 
together. Moreover, the county vote was in the 
hands of landowners only. In the county of Bute; in 
Scotland, there were only twenty-one electors. At 
one election only one of these appeared. He voted 
for himself, and so became one of Scotland's represen
tatives. No more striking proof of the absurdity of 
the system could be found than that. And yet, 
absurd as the system was, many real patriots, among 
them the Duke of Wellington, were opposed to all re
form, because they thought that, if a great number 
of people were given a vote, they would use their 
power to seize the property of the rich. 

14. The case may be put in a nutshell by the 
statement that a majority of the House of Commons, 
supposed to be representative of a nation numbering 
22,000,000 was really elected by less than 15,000 
persons. Russell's Reform Bill proposed to sweep 
away sixty small boroughs, and to give one member 
apiece, instead of two, to forty-seven other boroughs 
which were a little larger than the first sixty. This 
would deprive one hundred and sixty-eight members 
of their seats, and these seats were to be given to the 
large towns and the large counties. The right of 
voting was no longer to be in the hands of the 
richer classes only ; in the towns, all householders 
who paid at least £10 a year in rent were given votes; 
and in the counties all who paid at least £50 a yel;tl' 
for their land. Thus, though the Bill did not give 
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the voting power to the whole nation, it gave votes 
to a large number of people who had never had them 
before. Though it did not give much power to the 
working classes, it gave a great deal to t.he middle 
class in towns, and was thus a step in the direction of 
making the House of Commons representative of the 
whole nation. 

15. The Bill was carried in the Commons, but 
only by a majority of one vote. Not. satisfied with 
this majority, the ministry dissolved Parliament, and 
new elections took place. Even with the bad system 
of election already described, the general feeling of 
the country in favour of "the Bill, the whole Bill, 
and nothing but the Bill," made itself felt. The 
Reformers in the new House of Commons had an 
enormous majority, and the Bill was passed. But 
the House of Lords had still to be met. Many of the 
lords were owners of rotten boroughs, and this, of 
course, gave the Upper House a great influence over 
the Lower. This influence the Lords were unwilling 
to give up; so they threw out the Bill. 'l'he House of 
Commons was, however, in earnest; it passed the Bill 
once more, and the ministers persuaded the kirig 
(William IV.) to let it be known that he would, if 
necessary, create enough new peers to carry the Bill. 
The Lords, not wishing to see their House swamped 
with ilew peers, thereupon allowed the Bill to pass, 
and it became law in 1832. This contest between the 
Lords and Commons is important, because it shows 
that if the Lower House sets its heart upon any 
measure it must, in the end, get its way. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

LEGISLATION CoNSEQUEN'l' UPON THE REFOR~r AcT. 

1. The rrories, who had opposed the Reform Bill, 
<lcscribecl its passing as a revolution, and a revolution 
indeed it was. Its immediate results may be shortly 
set down, but its indirect results are of incalculable 
importance; it may be said to have paved the way for 
all f urthcr reforms. At first its effects seemed to be 
limited to the taking of power from the land-owning 
ari::;tocracy, who had governed Britain since the 
Revolution of 1688, and the giving of that power to 
the middle classes; under the new system we may 
say, roughly, that the country members of the House 
of Commons were elected by the farmers, and the 
borough members by the shop-keepers, and in some 
cases by the manufacturers. The working classes, 
both in town and country, were still left without a 
vote. But the later reforms, which gave political 
power to the working-men, would not have been 
possible in a House of Commons composed of wealthy 
land-owners. We owe them to the Reform Act of 
1832. In this chapter, however, we shall consider 
only some of the inirnediate results of that great 
measure. 

2. The Reformed House. Before the end of 1832 
there was a general election, at which the new 
electors voted. The new House of Commons, there
fore, more truly represented the nation than any 
previous Parliament. Of course the Whigs - the 
party which had carried the Reform Act--were in an 
immense majority ; Lord Grey was still Prime 
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.Minister; ancl the whole party wu:; detenniued to 
make use of it,; victory by introduciug practical 
reforms. Unfortunately the parly was not united; a 
section of it, called the Radicab, wished to make 
radical and sweeping changes, far beyond anything 
that the rest of the Whigs thought desirable. To 
cover up this split in their ranks, the Whigs and 
Radicals together adopted the name of Liberals; 
while at the same time their opponents dropped the 
unpopular name of Tories, and began to call them
selves Conservatives. 

3. Slavery. One of the first reforms 11w.<le by the 
new Parliament was the abolition of slavery through
out British dominions. In Britain itself slavery had 
long been extinct. In 1775, one of the greatest of 
English judges, Lord Mansfield, had solemnly 
declared that, by the law of England, every man was 
free the moment he set foot on England's shores. 
The slave-trade-the carrying of negroes from 
Africa to the West Indies, and other places where 
slaves were employed by British traders, was forever 
put down by an Act of Parliament passed in 1807. 
But in various British colonies-chiefly \Vest Indian 
islands-slavery was still allowed. Some members 
of Parliament had long been trying to get it done 
away with; and the conscience of Britain was at last 
set on fire by the brutal cruelty practised on helpless 
men and women in her own colonies. The planters 
kept their slaves in order by a constant use of the 
whip and the branding-iron; and the horrors of the 
slave-colonies were, in Parliament, pictured forcibly, 
but without exaggeration, for exaggeration was impos
sible. In 1833, Stanley, Colonial Secretary in Grey's 
ministry, carried a Bill for the complete abolition of 
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slavery throughout the British Empire. It is now a 
recognised principle that the moment a slave can 
place himself uuder the protection of the British flag 
he is free, and no man can claim him. All civilised 
nations have now given up the slave-trade, and most 
of the great powers of Europe have agreed to put it 
down wherever they can, but Britain is, of course, 
with her great navy, able to do more than any other 
nation. The .Arabs are now the principal traders, 
and it is one of the duties of British naval officers, 
cruising, in African waters, to keep a sharp look-out 
for Arab "dhows," or slave-ships, to capture them 
and set free the slaves who are aboard, and to hand 
over the traders for punishment. It is honourable to 
the British people that they have demanded, next to 
their own liberty, the emancipation of the slave. 

4. Factory Legislation. The next great measure 
of the new Parliament was an effort to help a class 
quite as helpless as the negroes,-the children 
employed in factories. These childi·en were kept at 
work, in bad air, for as many as thirteen hours a day. 
In 1833, Ashley, afterwards better known as Lord 
Shaftesbury, carried a Bill which made it illegal to 
keep children under thirteen at work longer than 
eight hours a day. This seems but a small reform, 
but it led the way to further measures. In 1842, a 
committee was appointed to enquire into the working 
of mines, and it was found that women and even 
young children were forced to work underground, 
dragging heavy trucks, for ten and sometimes twelve 
hours a day. Ashley appeared again as the champion 
of the helpless, and carried a Bill enacting that no 
woman, and no child under ten, should be employed 
underground. In 1847, after a long struggle, Ashley 
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succeeded in carrying another Bill forbidding the 
employment of women and children for more than 
ten hours a day. In these beneficent laws we find 
the beginning of what is callecl Factory Legislation. 

5. Poor Laws. The next great reform was carried 
in 1834. The Poor Law already in existence had a 
great many imperfections. By it paupers were given 
relief by their parish ,vhether they were earning 
wages or not; and many employers were selfish 
enough to take aclvantage of this and employ paupers, 
paying them low wages because they would receive 
something from the parish rates. 'l'he more children 
a pauper had, the more he received from his parish; 
so that if a man had a large family, it was a distinct 
advantage to be a pauper. Many men were thus 
brought to believe that it was better to be dependent 
on the parish than to save money and work hard and 
make a bold push for independence. The number of 
paupers was increasing rapidly, and the poor-rates 
( the money a parish had to pay to support its poor) 
were becoming a crushing burden; so that a law 
which was meant to relieve had ended by degrading 
the poor. The Act of 1834 put an end to much of 
the evil. This new Poor Law tried to enforce the 
distinction between the really destitute and the 
merely lazy, by establishing workhouses, and enact
ing that no one was to receive relief who would not 
live in them. Only the really destitute would con
sent to go into a workhouse. In these houses every
one was required to work; and outdoor relief was 
allowed only in cases where a man was too old or too 
ill to work. The smaller parishes were grouped 
together in unions, with one workhouse, big enough 
to be well managed, between them: this helped to 
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bring down the poor rates. From this date pauperism 
began to decrease. 

6. Education. It was perhaps as well that the 
"·orking dass had as yet no share in the government 
of the country, for the majority of that class could 
neither read nor write. It is obviously dangerous to 
give power to people too ignorant to know what to 
do with it; and in every country a national system 
of education must precede a national system of 
government. ,vhen the Reform Act was passed, 
education in England was at a very low ebb. Few 
children of the lower classes in England were receiv
ing any instruction. (Scotland was more advanced: 
every parish hml had its school for over a century; 
and, ever siuce the time of John Knox, Scotland had 
led Europe in matters of education.) The reformed 
Honse of Commo11s at once took the question in hand, 
and 1833 is notable as the first year in which public 
money ,ms applied by Parliament to educational 
purposes, £20,000 per year being voted· for the build
ing of school-houses and their rnnintenance. In 
1839, the yearly grant was increased to £30,000, and 
a body, similar to the Education Department in an 
Australian State, was established under the name of 
"the Committee of the Privy Council on Education." 
This body gave place, in 1899, to the "Board of 
Education," whose President and parliamentary 
Secretary are always members of the ministry. The 
Committee was established to see that the public 
money thus granted was properly employed. 

7. These reforms, and others like them, were the 
immediate results of the Reform Act. 'fhat Act, as 
we have seen, brought into power the middle class in 
town and country, and the legislation which followed 
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was such as suited that class. The working man was 
not yet represented in Parliament, and Parliament 
did little to alleviate his miseries. The years 
following the Reform Act were a succession of bad 
seasons, and the price of bread rose while wages fell. 
Even without this misfortune the lot of the poor was 
wretched enough. Bad as the "slums" of London 
and other great cities in England still arc, one gets 
from them no idea of the conditions prevailing in 
1832. "In Manchester one-tenth of the population 
lived in cellars . . . . The cellar itself was dark, 
filled with a horrible stench. Here a whole family 
lived in a single room, the children lying on the 
damp-nay, wet-brick floor, through which the 
stagnant moisture oozed up. Overcrowding added to 
the horrors of such a life. One small cellar, measur
ing four yards by five, contained two rooms and 
eight persons. . . . In some parts of the country 
similar evils prevailed. In one parish in Dorset 
thirty-six persons dwelt, on an average, in each, house. 

People living in such a way were sure to be 
ignorant and vicious. They were badly paid, and 
even for their low wages were very much at the 
mercy of their employers. In spite of the law 
against 'truck,' as it was called, employers often per
sisted in paying their men in goods charged above 
their real prices instead of in money. In one in
stance a man was obliged to take a piece of cloth 
worth only lls. in payment of his wages of 35s."* 
Although no remedy could for the time be found for 
such evils, the Reform Act, as we shall see, paved the 
way for further Reform Acts, which gave the work
men political power, and improved their condition in 
a thousand ways. 
• Gardiner. See Kingsley's novels, "Yeast" and "Alton Locke." 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

LA'l'ER EFFORTS A'r REFORM. 

1. '!'he Reform Act of 1832 was carried in response 
to the demand of the whole nation, but the working 
classes found that they bad not done much for 
themselves; though they had taken away power from 
the upper class, it was only to give it to the middle 
class; and the lower class, after the struggle was over, 
found themselves little better off than before. They 
found that a Parliament of country gentlemen, 
manufacturers, merchants, and successful profes
sional men was as little in sympathy with their needs 
as a Parliament of wealthy landlords. The im
portance of the first Reform Act lies mainly in the 
fact that it pointed the way to a further extension of 
the voting-power. "It is the first step that costs," says 
n French proverb. The first step had now been taken; 
the rest was onlv a matter of time. The terrible state 
of things described at the close of the last chapter 
could not continue, and immediately after the passing 
of the Reform Act people began to clamour for 
further reforms. 

2. Chartism. In 1838, a conference was held 
between some Liberal members of Parliament and 
some leaders of the working men; and a programme 
was drawn up. in which certain reforms were set 
forth as desirable and necessary. This programme, 
which soon became immensely popular, was known 
as "The People's Charter," and those who tried to 
carry it into effect were called "Chartists." The Char
ter contained six principal "points" or propo&als; 
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and though they were looked upon at the time as dan
gerous and revolutionary, most of them have since 
been made part of the British constitution. The 
Charter, therefore, though it seemed to foil ludi
crously, is really one of the most important historical 
documents. The six points were:-

(1) Manhood Suffmge: every rnan in the king
dom, over 21 years of age, to have a vote: Parliament 
thus to become thoroughly representative of the 
whole nation. This was rightly set in the front of 
the Charter; for the people felt that their grievances 
would never be redressed till they could send their 
own representatives to Parliament. This reform was 
afterwards carried, as we shall see. 

(2) Annual Parliaments: an election to the House 
of Commons to take place every year. Only in this 
way, it was thought, could Parliament be kept in 
touch with the nation, and members who turned out 
unsatisfactory be got rid of before they had time to 
do any harm. This proposal has never been 
favoured; an election every year would be an 
intolerable nuisance, and a needless expense. In 
Britain, elections take place every seven years; in 
Australasia, every three. 

(3) Vote by Ballot: an arrangement by which 
voting should be secret: necessary, it was thought, to 
secure perfect freedom of election. This was after
wards adopted, as we shall see, and is now the rule in 
Britain and Australasia. 

( 4) Abolition of the Property Qualification for 
members of Parliament. Then, and for many years 
after, a man had to possess some property to become 
a member of Parliament, and it was thus impossible 
for .the working class to be represented by a member 
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of their own class. This point bas been adopted; 
indee<l, the law was constantly evaded long before the 
Chartists proposed to do away with it. 

(5) Payment of Mernbers: another measure 
thought necessary to enable poor men to sit in 
Parliament; for no working man could be expected 
to leave his work, and give bis time and energy to 
parliamentary duties, unless he were paid for it. 
This is the rule in Australasia, and will probably be 
the rule in Brit.ain before long. 

(G) Equal Electoral Districts: the country to be 
divided into "electorates," each containing an equal 
number of voters, each returning one member to 
Parliament. This, as a moment's thought will show, 
was necessary if Parliament was to represent the will 
of a majority of the electors. '!'bis principle, or 
something as near it as possible, has been carried into 
effect both in Great Britain and Australasia. 

3. All of these proposals were perfectly reasonabl~, 
and in Britain four out of the six, in Australasia 
five out of the six, have since been adopted, 
and have produced none of the bad results 
predicted by the opponents of the Charter. But, for 
the time being, they were dismissed as violent and 
dangerous. The Britain of that day was sharply 
divided into two classes, the rich and the poor. The 
working men believed that the country was governed 
by rich men who were absolutely indifferent to the 
sufferings of the poor; while the ruling class 
believed that the poor were fierce and violent savages, 
who would make shipwreck of society if they got 
power into their hands. With so little sympathy 
between the two classes, there was little chance 
for the People's Charter. The government took stern 

12 
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measures to repress Chartism. The leading Chartists 
all over the country were prosecuted and imprisoned 
by hundreds. The imprisonment of one of these, 
Henry Vincent, led to an attack on Newport by a 
body of 10,000 men, armed with guns, pikes, swords, 
pickaxes, an<l any other weapons they could lay 
hands on. But this armed rebellion was badly 
managed, and was easily put down; the ring-leaders 
were arrested and condemned to death, though the 
sentence was not carried out; and Chartism seemed 
for the time to be crushed. The Chartists made a 
great mistake in trying to carry their reforms by 
violence; and they were mistaken in wishing to 
attain their objects in such haste, for the working 
classes were not yet sufficiently educated to know how 
to use political power if they could have got it. 

4. In 1848, a year in which political revolutions 
occurred in almost every country in Europe except 
Britain, the Chartists made a last attempt to carry 
their measures; not this time by armed rebellion, 
but by holding great meetings, and presenting 
petitions to Parliament. But the result was again 
failure; and, after 1848, the increasing prosperity 
of the country did away with much of the discontent 
which had given birth to Chartism. All later reforms 
have been slowly and peaceably. 

5. But, though Chartism may be said to have died 
in 1848, the desire for political power on the part of 
the working classes was by no means dead, and many 
British statesmen clearly saw that reform of some 
kind could not be put off much longer. Accordingly, 
in 1854, Lord John Russell brought in a Reform 
Bill; but the outbreak of the Crimean \Var carried a 11 
minds in another direction, and the subject wa:: 
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dropped. In 1859, Disraeli took up the question, but 
his Bill vrns rejected. In 1860, Russell tried again, 
with as little :mccess. These failures were chiefly due 
to the opposition of Lord Palmerston, then the most 
popular man in Parliament. In 1865, Palmerston 
died; Russell became Prime Minister, and Gladstone 
once more brought in a Reform Bill; but the opposi
tion to it was so determined that the ministry re
signed. They were followed by a Conservative 
ministry, but even the Conservatives had now made 
up their minds that reform was no longer to be 
shelved; and, in 1867, Disraeli brought in and 
,~arried a !'<weeping measure known as The Second 
Reform Act. 

6. This Act gave the vote, in boroughs, to every 
man who paid rates; that is, to every howeholder, 
rich and poor alike. Even lodgers were allowed to 
vote, provided they paid not less than £10 a year for 
their lodgings, and had lived in the same lodgings for 
a year. In the counties the voting power was given 
to all who paid not less than £12 a year rent. This 
meant that the working-men got a voice in the 
government of the nation, if they lived in towns large 
enough to have separate members; in small towns 
and villages, which had votes only for the county 
member, the £12 rental was too high to give the 
lower orders any power. Still, it may be said that by 
this Act votes were given to millions of men who had 
been formerly unrepresented. It was plain that the 
working men in counties would soon get their votes 
now that the working men in boroughs had got them. 
We may say, then, that the Act of 1832 had placed 
political power in the hands of the middle class; the 
Act of 1867 placed it in the hands of the working 
class. 
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7. Gladstone's Third Reform Act, in 1884, com
pleted what the Act of 18G7 had begun. It conferred 
votes on all householders in counties, as the Second 
Reform Act had conferred votes on all householders 
in boroughs. It al~o cut up the whole country into 
electorates, each containing about 50,000 voters, and 
each (with a few exception;.) returning one member 
only to Parliament. By this great Act Britain be
came a democracy,-a country governed by the mass 
of its inhabitants,-founded on hou:'!ehold suffrage, 
with almost equal electoral districts. 'fhe long pro
cess, which it has been our principal business in this 
book to trace, was now complete; self-government was 
won. 

8. Bes1des the Reform Acts, dealing with parlin
mentary representation, two other grent measures of 
reform must be noted. The first is the great 
Education Act of 1870, which we associate with the 
name of W. E. Forster, one of the minister,; at that 
time. 'fhe Second Reform Act had given power to 
the working classes; and it was at once seen that if 
the working classes were to use their power wisely 
they must be educated. Forster's Act "·as the first 
sign that Parliament recognised the duty of a State to 
educate its own citizens. Hitherto schools had been 
supported by fees and voluntary contributions, 
assisted by parliamentary grants of money. The 
new Act allowed districts to elect School Boards, to 
levy a rate, and to compel all children to· attend 
school. Thus a really national system of education 
was introduced; and though many changes have 
since been made, we may look upon Forster as the 
founder of national education in England. 
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9. 'l'he otlier reform to be noticed is tlie Ballot Act 
of 1872; this, also, was introduced by Forster. Vote 
by Ballot, it will be remembered, bad been one of the 
"six points" of the People's Charter; but for thirty
five years it hall remained an idea only. In this year 
it became u fact. It established the secrecy of votiug 
for members of Parliament; it was lienceforth 
impossible for nuyouc lo know liow anyone else had 
voted. Under the old system an employer might 
order all his employees to vote for a certain candidate, 
and threaten them with dismissal if they voted for 
anyone else; working men were thus "intimidated" 
into voting against their consciences or inclinations. 
But with secret voting it was no use to threaten a 
man with dismissal if he voted against your wishes, 
because vou could neYer find out how he had voted: 
thus the.ballot system, though it $eems at first sight 
an underhand way of doing things, secured freedom 
of election. It was thought that it would also check 
bribery at elections, because it would be no use paying 
a 1mm to vote for you if you could never find out 
whether he kept his word or not. But as a. matter 
of fact, bribery was uot much diminished, and in 
1883 a new law was passed "for the better prevention 
of corrupt and illegal practices at parliamentary 
elections." "Thenceforward, without running grave 
risks which no prudent man would readily en
counter, corruption on a large scale became almost 
impossible."* 'rhe Ballot Act and this Act of 1883 
have the same purpose as the Reform Acts: to make 
the House of Commons really and truly represent the 
nation. 

* Spencer \\'a.lpole: Hlef'lora/c am/ l,eyi.s/a/11rc, p. 8\1. 
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SUMMABY OF THE THREE REFORM ACTS. 
I. ( 1832) All boroughs with less than 2,000 inhabitants 

disfranchised. All boroughs with between 2,000 and 4,000 in
habitants cut down to one member: 143 seats, thus made 
vacant, given to the larger counties and the large manufactur
ing cities. Votes given in the counties to £50 leaseholders, aud 
in the boroughs to £10 householders. (Grey's ministry.) 

II. ( 1867) County vote given to £12 leaseholders. Dorough 
vote given to all male householders, and to lodgers pa.ying £10 a 
year. Household suffrage thus brougl1t in in the boroughs. 
(Disraeli's ministry.) . 

III. ( 1884) Made the franchise in counties the same as m 
boroughs. lJisfranchiscd all boroughs with under 15,000 in
habitants, and reduced all under 50,000 to one member. Cut 
up the whole country into sinrrlc-mcmbor electorntcs, each 
having about 50,000 inhabitants; exceptions being old 
boroughs with between 50,000 and 165,000 inhabitants re· 
turning two members apiece. ( Gladstone's ministry.) 

CHAPTER XXII. 

ENGLISH INDUSTRY UNDER GEORGE III. 

1. This book is an attempt to trace the steps by 
which the British people rose from a condition of 
servitude to a condition of liberty and self-govern
ment. With this progress the invention of the spin
ning-jenny and the construction of the Bridgewater 
Canal may seem, at first sight, to have no connection. 
In reality the connection is so close and vitnl, that we 
may say that the political revolution at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century cannot be understood until 
we have considered the longer industrial revolution 
of the eighteenth. The Reform Act of 1832,-which 
settled once for all the question whether Parliament 
should owe its origin to the people at large or to a 
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small ring of wealthy land-owners,-could not have 
been passed if a new and populous manufacturing 
England hml not been called for reform. It was the 
steam-engine and the power loom that carried the 
Heform Act. 

2. It is, of course, impossible for us even to allude 
to all the inventions and discoveries by which this 
revolution was brought about. We can but glance at 
some of the leading facts. Let us take the year 1815 
-the year of Waterloo-and consider briefly the 
state of English industry at that time. British vic
tories had cleared the sea of enemies, and brought 
comparative safety to British shipping. Britain had 
now possessions in all parts of the world, and so her 
merchants had markets for their goods in the most 
distant quarters; and all nations, civilised and 
uncivilised, were buying the products of her factories. 
And, as the traders were continually finding new out
lets for trade, the manufacturers were continually 
stimulated to produce more goods, and inventive 
minds were everywhere at work to find cheaper and 
speedier methods of producing those goods. 

3. Wool. The woollen trade was, of all English 
manufactures, the most ancient and the most 
important, and many allusions have already been 
·made to it. \Ve have seen how English sovereigns, 
from vVilliam I. onwards, encouraged the industry: 
how the establishment of large sheep-runs, throwing 
many labourers out of employment, had caused a 
grave social danger; and how the rise of the woollen 
manufacture had done much to remove that danger. 
At first, English fleeces had been for the most part 
carried over to Flanders, there to be worked up into 
cloth; but many Flemish weavers were induced to 
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settle in England, and finally the decay of Flanders 
left England the first wool-manufacturing country in 
Europe. At the time of which we are speaking, 
however, wool grown in England had begun to 
deteriorate in quality, and the manufacturers were 
forced to mix foreign wool with the home-grown 
article. Ignorant statesmen had put a heavy duty on 
all foreign wool entering the country, and so the 
woollen manufacture was at this time crippled, and 
another industry was gaining upon it by great strides. 

4. Cotton. Cotton had been used in India and 
America from the earliest times of which we have 
any knowledge. A very ancient Greek historian,* 
writing about India 2000 years ago, said-"there are 
trees which. grow wild there, the fruit whereof is a 
wool exceeding in beauty and goodness that of sheep. 
The natives made their clothes of this tree-wool." 
And, when the Spaniards discovered America, they 
found the Mexicans dressed in the same material. It 
was long, however, before cotton goods were imported 
into Europe; and, when they first began to be used in 
England, Parliament tried to defend the woollen 
manufacturers by forbidding the importation of 
calicoes into England. But the taste for Indian 
calicoes grew, in spite of Acts of Parliament; and the 
demand for cotton cloth gradually introduced the 
manufacture of it into thousands of English homes. 
For it was not in factories with hundreds of work
men, but in the homes of the peasants, that this great 
industry began in England. The head of the family 
wove into cloth, at a hand-loom, cotton thread spun 
by his wife and daughters. Spinning became the 
universal occupation of girls of the peasant class; to 

* Herodotus. 
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this day an unmarried woman is known as a 
''spim;lcr." 

u. ln the middle of the eighteenth century, the 
cotton-manufacture was in a primitive state. The 
English ~pinners had not yet found out a way of 
rnaking eotton thread which was both thin and 
strong; aceordingly no cloth made entirely of cotton 
had yet been woven in England. It was found that 
eotton thread was not strong enough to form both the 
longilmlinal thread~ and the cross threads-the warp 
and the weft. 'l'hc warp was, therefore, always either 
of wool or of linen. 'l'he superior skill of the Indians 
enabled them to use cotton both for warp and weft; 
and the English weaver was at a further disadvantage 
from the fact that he could we.ave much more rapidly 
than his wives and daughters could spin, so that he 
had great difficulty in obtaining sufficient yarn. In 
1738, John Kay invented the "flying shuttle," and a 
further improvement, made by Kay's son, some years 
later, enabled the weaver to weave twice as rapidly as 
before; and the spinners found it still more difficult 
to supply the weavers with thread. The spinning 
machine:; then in use _l'only admitted of one thread 
being spun at one time by one pair of hands, and the 
slowness of the operation, and consequent expensive
ness of the yarn, formed a great obstacle to the 
establishment of a new ma.nufacture."* Now began 
a series of astonishing inventions. 

6. In 1767, a poor weaver named Hargreaves 
noticed that one day, when his wife, Jenny, upset her 
spinning-machine, the spindle, now in an upright 
position, continued to revolve, nncl the thread to spin 
in her hand. The idea at once occurred to him of 
-·--·----

*Baines's Hist~;;-;,T th~--Cotton Manufacture. • • 
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connecting a number of upright spindles with one 
wheel, and thus making one machine do the work of 
many. He succeeded in constructing a machine, 
which was called, in honour of his wife, the spinning
jenny; it enabled one spinner to produce more than 
a hundred threads at the same time. Hitherto the 
spinners had not been able to keep up with the 
weavers, but this invention turned the tables; more 
thread was now produced than the weavers could use. 
But the jenny could not spin thread fit to be used as 
warp, and so cotton continued to be mixed with wool 
or linen. 

7. This disadvantage was removed by Arkwright, 
who, in 1769, patented a machine for spinning by 
rollers. This invention, which worked on a very 
simple principle, produced thread fine enough and 
hard enough to be employed as warp, so that we may 
take this year as the date of the manufacture of the 
first real cotton goods in England. The mill which 
Arkwright used to drive his machine was worked by 
a water-wheel, and his machine was in consequence 
known as the "water-frame." 

8. This machine spun thread strong enough for 
warps, but not fine enough for the finest kinds of 
stuff. The most delicate cotton cloths had still to 
be brought from India. But, in 1779, Crompton 
perfected an astonishingly ingenious contrivance 
known as the "mule," which produced a thread finer 
than had ever been spun in India. The Indians 
conld spin a pound of cotton into a thread 119 miles 
long, but Crompton's machine succeeded in spinning 
the same quantity into a thread 160 miles long. 

9. By means of the inventions of Hargreaves, 
Arkwright, and Crompton, the spinners had hope-
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lessly distanced the weavers. The weaver had now 
more yarn at his disposal than he could possibly 
use, even with Kay's improved fly-shuttle j and it 
seemed likely that most of the spinners would be 
thrown out of employment, and most of the spin
ning-machines stund idle, because so much cotton 
would soon be spun that hands could not be found 
to weave it. This disaster was averted by Edmund 
Cartwright, a clergyman, who, in 1785, patented a 
weaving-mill, known as the "power-loom," which 
wove with such rapidity as to keep all the spinners 
iu the country hard at work to supply sufficient yarn. 

10. It is not necessary to go into all the other 
inventions in this one industry - machines for 
bleaching, machines for printing, and so on-which 
made the cotton-manufacture the foren10st industry 
in England, and England the foremost manufactur
ing country in the world. "When we undertook the 
cotton manufacture we had comparatively few 
facilities for its prosecution, and had to struggle with 
the greatest difficulties. The· raw material was 
produced at an immense distance from our shores, 
and in Hindustan and China the inhabitants had 
arrived at such perfection in the arts of spinning and 
weaving, that the lightness and delicacy of their 
finest cloths emulated the web of the gossamer, and 
seemed to set competition at defiance. Such, how
ever has been the influence of the inventions of 
Hargreaves, Arkwright, Crompton, Cartwright, and 
others, that we have overcome all these difficulties
that neither the extreme cheapness of labour in 
Hindustan, nor the exrellence to which the natives 
had attained, has enabled them to withstand the 
competition of those who buy their cotton, and who, 
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after carrying it 5000 miles to be manufactured, carry 
back the gooJs to them."* 

11. It would take us too lu11g tu lrncc tlw lti:-tory of 
all the othct· 111anufacturl's, out let us remember that, 
tho·ugh we have dwelt unly 011 the cotlon-manufac
lurc, ru; the most important, the others ha<l developed 
at the same time, though not with the :-amc astonish
ing rapidity. At the peri,,<l of which we arc speak
ing, ingenious men ha<l iuvcuted labour-saving 
machinery in every Lranch of industl'y known to 
Englishmen. But machinery is of no use without a 
motive power to drive it; and, before George IIl.'s 
time, the only motive powers applied were air and 
water; machines were driven by wind-rnills or water
wheels. Neither force is very satisfactory. The 
machine driven by wind is at the mercy of the 
weather: if the wind di'ops, the mill stops; and, if 
the wind rises too high, the machinery is apt to be 
thrown out of order. The water-wheel lies idle in 
the drought, and is often wrecked in time of flood. In 
1769, James Watt introduced a new power, which 
was Lo rcvolutioui:;c the world. Steam-engines had, 
in<leed, Leen used before his time, chiefly for pump
ing water out of mines; but they had consumed so 
much fuel as to be practically useless. ,v att's first 
invention saved three-fourths of the fuel, and in
creased the power by one-fourth, so that a pound of 
coal now did five times the amount of work formerly 
obtained from it. He added improvement after im~ 
provement to bis original invention; and, by the year 
1815, steam had been thoroughly established as the 
force to drive manufacturing machinery, while 
George Stephenson was just beginning to apply it to 

*McCulloch: Cummercial Dictionary. 
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locomotion. I-Us first locomotive, constructed in 
1814, was not, however, n surcess. 

] 2. Tilt> ,lt•\·p]opment of mnchincry driwn by 
steam implies a development of the production of 
coal. For the steam-engine requires fuel, both to 
smelt the iron of which it is made, and to drive it 
when it is made. For iron-smelting wood alone was 
for many centuries employed; but the forests would 
not have supplied enough fuel to drive the machinery 
of the factories, in 1815, for a single year, especially 
when so much wood was required for ship-building. 
In the seventeenth century coal had begun to be used 
for smelting; but right up to the end of the 
eighteenth century, conl-mining was handicapped in 
two ways. In the first place, the roof of the mine 
had to be propped, and no one had thought of using 
timber for that purpose; coal itself was used, so that 
only two-thirds of the coal actually mined was ever 
brought to the surface. In the ~econd place, explo
sions of fire-damp were constantly taking place, and 
many miners every year met their deaths from this 
cause. The first defect \\·as got rid of at the begin
ning of the nineteenth century, when props of timber 
were substituted for pillars of coal, so that all the coal 
dug by the miner could now be brought out of the 
mine. The second defect wns removed, in the very 
year of which we arc speaking, by Davy's invention 
of the safety lamp. By this contrivance the most 
dangerous mines were made safe, and the supply of 
coal available was thus incrcnsed enormously. 

13. The spinning-jenny, the power-loom, and the 
other machines of which we have spoken, as well as 
the hundreds of machines of which we have not 
spoken, would have been almost useless bnt for the 
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invention of the steam-engine, steam-engines would 
have been useless without an abundant supply of 
coal; and this supply could not have been obtained, 
without terrible loss of life, but for Davy's safety
lamp. Coal was the thing that changed the face of 
England, and made her the wealthiest nation in the 
world; coal, indeed, revolutionised the industry of the 
whole world. "\Ve are accustomed to speak of 1815 as 
the year of Waterloo: would it not be more intelli
gent to speak of it as the year of the safety-lamp? 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

TnE Imsn UNION AND Ro~IAN CATHOLIC 

E~fANCIPATION. 

1. The Parliament which passed the Reform Act 
of 1832 was a very different body from the Parlia
ment which set William of Orange on the British 
throne in 1689. In the interval two great events, 
which we have not yet mentioned, had materially 
changed the constitution of both Houses. The House 
of Commons had received 145 additional members, 
45 representing the Scots, and 100 the Irish. In like 
manner, Scotland had sent 16 peers, Ireland 32 
bishops and peers, to the House of Lords. In 1689, 
three Parliaments were sitting within the British 
Isles--one at Westminster, one at Edinburgh, and 
one at Dublin; in 1832, there was one united 
Parliament for the United Kingdom. Scotland had 
been united to England in 1707, Ireland in 1800. 
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,v e are now to consider the latter union, and the 
events leading up to it. 

2. The Conquest of Ireland. It would take us 
too long to trace the history of the connection 
between the two nations since the annexation of 
Ireland by Henry IL-one of the saddest histories in 
the world, and one about which neither nation can 
affor<l to feel much pride. If Henry II. had only 
been able to make his conquest of Ireland as complete 
as William I. had made his conquest of England, a 
complete blending of the conquering with the con
quered race would doubtless have taken place in 
Ireland as it took place in England, with the same 
happy result. But Henry was called away by trouble 
elsewhere before his work in Ireland was well begun; 
the country was left with a fatal division of races, 
neither race strong enough to subdue the other; and 
the result was seven centuries of bloodshed and dis
order, unexampled poverty throughout the island, 
and a hatred and disgust of England so deep and 
lasting that it has not yet died out. So long as 
Ireland remained half-conquered, so long did the 
Irish remain a danger to their English rulers; so 
long as they were dangerous, they ~·ere feared and 
hated; so long as they were feared and hated, they 
were unjustly and tyrannically governed; and, so 
long as they were thus governed, they had good cause 
to hate their rulers. There, in a few words, is a 
summary of Irish history. 

3. Condition of Ireland at the Revolution. When 
"Wil1iam III. came to the throne, he found Ireland 
torn by a division of races and a division of religions. 
Three-fourths of the population con::isterl of the Irish 
descendants of those Celtic and other clansmen who 
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had possessed Ireland before Henrv II. annexed it. 
The remainder consisted of men· of English and 
Scottish descent, who were in possession of all the 
best land in the north of the islan<l. All through 
the Tudor period the English goVPrn men t had pur
sued the policy of "confiscution"-taki11g land from 
the Irish clans and giving it to English ~ettlers; and 
in .Tames I.'s reign more than two-thirds of Ulster 
had passed into the hands of EnglishmC"n and Scots. 
From the days of Henry II., the native clans hnd 
remained apart from the English settleirwnt, cc~se
lessly warring with the intruders, ccm;clcssly wurrmg 
with one another; and the two races fell into o. 
settled habit, of hatred. After the Reformation, in 
Henry VIII.'s reign, there was a religious division, 
which exactly coincided with the racial division; the 
native· Irish remained Catholic almost to a man: 
the English settlers, almost to a man, were Pro
testant. • Thus the Irish population hntcrl the English 
settlers, first because they were of a different race, 
secondly because they were of u different religion, 
and thirdly because they considered themselves the 
rightful owners of the land, and looke<l upon those 
who had dispossessed them as tyrnnts and robbers. 
Acts of lawlessness and ferocity on both sides every 
year deepened the intensity of hate with which each 
race looked upon the other. 

4. The Catholic Parliament. In Ireland .Tames IL 
made his last desperate attempt to save his Crown; 
and the Catholic Irish rose as one man to support 
him. They cared not a farthing for the political 
principles which had driven .Tames from England, 
nor had they any affectionate feeling for Jam<'s him
self. But they looked upon him as the champion of 
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their religion ; they knew that he would be supported 
by Fronce, then the most powerful country in 
Europe; and they perceived an opportunity of ex
pelling the hated intruders, and making their coun
try independent of England. They assembled a 
Parliament at Dublin, and this Parliament passed an 
Act which, had it been carried out, would have re
confiscated the lands of the English settlers, and 
given them back to the native Irish. An Act of 
Altai nder followed; "embracing between two and 
three thousand names, and including, with half the 
peerage of Ireland, baronets, clergymen, squires, 
mcrchan t!", yeomen, artisans, women and children."* 
Everyone whose name was on the list was required 
to come, before a fixed day, to Dublin, and there 
hanrl himself over to the tender mercies of his 
enemies: nnyone failing to appear in time was to be 
hanged without trial, and his lands taken from his 
family. This Act has been described as "a law 
without a parallel in the history of civilised coun
tries. "t Protestants everywhere fled in panic from 
their homes, and a general massacre was expected. 

5. Protestant Victory. In Ulster the Protestant 
minority turned to bay, and at Newtown Butler, and 
at Londonderry, gave memorable proof of its courage 
and endurance. In 1690, William himself came 
over, and, at the Battle of the Boyne, overthrew the 
army of James. James, who had shown neither 
courage nor skill in the field, fled to France, never to 
return; but the struggle was not yet over. The Irish 
army was again defeated at Athlone and Aughrim, 

•Goldwin Smith. 

Ma.ca.ul1ty's History of England, Vol. 1, p. 781. 
13 
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but redeemed its reputation by its last gallant stand, 
under Sarsfield, behind the weak mud walls of 
Lime1ick, which "looked as if they could be knocked 
down with roasted apples." In the end Limerick sur
rendered, and the flower of the Irish soldiery went 
over to France, where many of them rose to high 
command in the armies of King Louis. 

6. Protestant Retaliation. The Protestants were 
now established as rulers of the country: and pro
ceeded to take terrible vengeance. William III. was 
the steady friend of religious toleration, but coul<l 
not restrain the lately panic-stricken and now 
triumphant Protestant party in Ireland. A Penal 
Code was drawn up-a series of laws which appears 
to have been designed to make life intolerable for 
Roman Catholics in Ireland. (It is only fair to 
remember that these laws were modelled on the laws 
by which the Protestants in France had been perse
cuted by Louis XIV.) Catholics were shut out. 
from Parliament and all public offices. No Catholic 
could vote ·in any election. Catholics were barred 
from all the higher branches of trade. No Catholic 
could have any arms in his possession, nor a horse 
worth more than £5. A Catholic could send his sons 
to no school but such as taught the Protestant faith; 
and, if one of his sons turned Protestant, that son 
became the possessor of his father's lands. Catholic 
priests were ordered to take an oath which no 
conscientious man could consent to take; and those 
who refused were liable to death. Thus the best of 
the priests and bishops of the Roman Catholic 
Church were forced to lurk, like felons, in hiding
places on the mountains or among the marshes, and 
priest-hunting became a trade. The property-clauses 
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in this Code ended by leaving only one-tenth of 
Ireland in Catholic hands. The best and bravest of 
the Catholics went abroad, and in Continental armies 
gave signal proofs of a fighting-quality that Britain 
could ill afford to lose. The majority, however, lived 
on at home a miserable and hopeless existence; but, 
through all extremities, clung to their religion, and 
supportc<l in secret the priests of their church. 

7. Church Establishment. To fill the cup of bitter-
11 ess to oYcrfiowing, the English Church was "estab
lished" in Ireland-that is, it was made the national 
chnrch, und every man, whether he belonged to it 
or not, had to contribute to its support. The Church 
of England, as it worked in Ireland in the eighteenth 
century, is not a pleasant spectacle. The clergyman 
would, in some cases, not visit his church for years, 
but he drew an income from it all the time. One 
clergyman would sometimes be the incumbent of five 
or six ilifferen t parishes, and, though the parish 
church might have fallen into ruin, the 
parishioners had to go on paying tithes to a 
clergyman whom they never saw, and who 
very likely lived at his ease in Dublin or 
even in London. Some of the clergymen who did 
live in their parishes set by no means a good example 
to their flocks; they were, for the most part, in
different to everything but the punctual payment of 
their tithes. "Excellent and moral men," wrote 
Dean Swift with polite irony, "have been selected on 
every vacancy; but it unfortunately has uniformly 
happened that, as these worthy divines crossed 
Hounslow Heath to take possession of their 
bishoprics, they have been regularly robbed and 
murdered b_y the highwaymen frequenting that com-
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mon, who seize upon their robes an,1 patents, come 
over to Ireland, and are consecrated bishops in their 
stead." Had the English clergymen, however, been 
the best of men, ( as some of them were,) the estab
lishment in Ireland of a church which was hateful to 
five-sixths of the population would have been none 
the less a crime. It was also a blunder, for it was as 
hard upon the Presbyterians of the north as it was 
upon the Catholics of the south, and tended to make 
those two sections join forces against a church which 
they both had to support, and which was of no nse to 
either. 

8. Suppression of Commerce. The British govern
ment, hated by the Catholics, took, in the reign of 
Anne, a step which made it hateful to the Protestant 
Irish also. Poynings Law, passed in the reign of 
Henry VII., enacted that no law should be proposed 
in the Irish Parliament which hacl not first been 
approved by the English Privy Council; and ·gave 
to the English Parliament power to pass laws bind
ing on the Irish. The British government made the 
most of the power thus given to it. In Anne's reign 
it forbade the export of woollen goods to any other 
country than England, and, as it was no use sending 
such goods to England because of the heavy customs 
duties which were imposed, this practically killed the 
Trish woollen trade. In Charles II.'s time the im
portation of cattle and sheep from Ireland hail 
been forbidden by Act of Parliament. Ireland is, 
for the most part, too wet for agriculture, but is 
admirably suited for the raising of stock; so that 
these two laws barred the only natural pathway to 
prosperity for the Irish, and crushed their commerce: 
and the people who felt this most were the Protestant 
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luudownen;. The Protestants, however, were de
pendeu t 011 English support to maintain their posi
tiou agaiust the Catholic majority, and therefore 
eould not resist these enactments i but the seeds of 
bitterness thus :;own were to bear fruit for many a 
year to come. 'l'he reason of these enaetments was, 
of cour:;e, the eommercial jealousy of the English 
laud-owner:; and manufaeturers, who feared that 
Irish eompetition would bring down their profits. 

9. Grattan's Parliament. In 1778, the Irish Par
liamcu t ::;ho wed its desire. to conciliate the Catholics 
by pus8iug a Relief Bill, which stopped the worst of 
the perseeutions to which the Catholics had been 
subjected. A young Irish orator, Henry Grattan, 
saw that "Irish Protestants could never be free till 
Irish Catholics had ceased to be slaves." He also 
saw that, if Ireland was ever to be prosperous, it must 
be free to carry its products wherever it pleased, aud 
that, to bring this about, the Irish Parliament must 
become independent of the British, and Poyning:i 
Law must be repealed. The example of the 
Americans roused the Irish to strike for indepen
dence, and, when Britain became engaged in war 
with France, Ireland's opportunity came. On the 
pretext of warding off French invasion, 'a force of 
volunteers was raised. By the end of 1781, there 
were 80,000 men in arms; nnd the Irish Parliament, 
with this force behind it, asked for independence. The 
British government bad just been taught a severe 
les:;on by the Americans, and gave in at once. All 
Acts binding Irishmen to obey laws made in England 
were repealed, and Ireland wns now tied to England 
by no other bond than allegiance to a common 
sovereign. But the new Irish Parliament-Grattan\; 
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Parliament, as it was called-had two sources of 
weakness. In the first place, it represented only the 
Protestants, as no Catholic had as yet a vote; and, 
in the second place, the executive power was not in 
its hands, for there was no Cabinet responsible to 
Parliament, but only a Lord-Lieutenant, who was 
appointed by the British Cabinet. .\ml, though 
England nominally gave up all authority over 
Ireland, yet the British government, through the 
Lord-Lieutenant, exercised great influence on the 
elections; for in Ireland there was even greater need 
of Parliamntary reform than in England; there 
were a greater number of rotten boroughs; and no 

~,.,,__ • fewer than 200 
r1-,: .,.; ....... 
\r: :. ' ·•. out of the 300 seats 
• • in Parliament 

were in the hands 
of 100 persons. 

1 0. Commercial 
Union proposed. 
In 1785, William 
P i t t, Chatham's 
son, who was then 
Prime Minister of 
Britain, and who 
was the first Brit
ish statesman to 
believe in the 
principle of free 

William Pitt 0759-tao6l. trade, proposed :l 

commercial union with Ireland. There was to be 
complete freedom of trade between the lwo coun
tries, and, in return for this benefit, Ireland was lo 
pay something towards the keeping-up of the navy, 
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by which both countries were protected. The Irish 
Parliament agreed, but the Engfo,h manufacturers 
resisted so strenuously that Pitt had to change hi:,; 
proposal, and to the proposal, as thus changed, the 
lrish Parliament would not agree. So the scheme 
fell through. 

11. The great French Revolution gave another 
stimulus to tllose among the Irish who wished for 
complete in<lependence, and, in 1791, the Society of 
United Irishmen was formed, with Wolfe Tone at its 
head. lts object was to unite Catholics and Pro
testants, and to clamour for Parliamentary reform. • 
In 171:13, a great Catholic Relief Act was passed, giv
ing to Catholics the right of voting, though it did 
not give them the right to become members of Parlia
ment. Grattan brought in a further Bill for allowing 
Catholics to sit in Parliament; it was rejected; and 
its rejection was followed by an outburst of violence. 
'l'he religious war, which had never been quite extin
guished, blazed up again with great fierceness. In 
1795, the Catholic peasantry, never a law-abiding 
class, committed many outrages on Protestants. On 
the other hand, the Protestants formed a society of 
Orangemen, calling themselves after William of 
Orange, who would have been the last to justify some 
of their acts. The United Irishmen took up the cause 
of the Catholics, and sent Wolfe Tone to France to 
invite the French to send an army over to Ireland, 
in order to set up a free republic there. Nothing 
came of this; General Hoche did, indeed, set sail 
from France with 20,000 men, but his fleet, like the 
Armada two centuries before, was scattered by storms. 

12. The Rebellion. In 1798, after a series of 
horrible atrocities on both sides, a regular Catholic 
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rebellion broke out; but, though the rebel army was 
of immense size, it was badly armc«l, badly trained, 
and badly led, and could not stand against regular 
troops. General Lake defeated the rebels at Vinegar 
Hill, near Wexford; and a small French force, which 
had come to their aid, though it put to !light the first 
troops sent against it, was at last forced to surrender. 
From that moment the rebellion was at an end. 

13. A Reign of Terror. It was now the turn of 
the Protestant Yeoman111-irregular troops which 
the government ha<l, for lack of regular soldiers, 
allowed the Protestants to organise-to take ven· 
geance on the rebels. Of the methods they adopted, 
it is enough to say that the practice of torturing sus
pected rebels, in order to make them confess, became 
common. Amid the reign of terror which ensued, 
Lord Cornwallis, a just and merciful man, who had 
been one of the English commanders in the Ameri
can War, came over as Lord-Lieutenant. He has left 
us a graphic account of the horrible state of affair~ 
which he found in Ireland, and of how he tric<l to 
"put a stop to the burning of houses ancl murder of 
the inhabitants by the Yeomen, or any other person 
who delighted in that amusement." There is good 
evidence that the regular soldiers, who had been sent 
over to quell the rebellion, now occupied all thell.' 
time in protecting the rebels from the savage excesses 
of the Yeomanry. Lord Cornwallis and the regularB 
between them did their best "to prevent the two mces 
from flying at one another':,; throats." 

14. The Union. The government of Ireland by a 
Protestant Parliament, independent of the British 
Parliament, had failed lamentably; and Cornwallis 
considered that the true solution of the problem lay 
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in a Parliamentary Union of Britain and Ireland. 
Pitt, who had sent Cornwallis over, agreed with him. 
With a united Parliament, it would be safe to allow 
the Catholics to become members, because there 
would Le no danger of their having a majority in 
that Parliament, as they might in an Ir~h Pnrlia-
111ent. To carry out such a scheme, it was necessar:, 
to obtain the consent of the Irish Parliament, and 
the Irish Parliament was strongly opposed to its own 
extinction. In the end, Pitt, or Pitt's agents in 
lrclnnd, prevailed on the majority of the members to 
accept the scheme. The owner of a borough received 
£15,000 compensation for the loss of his property, 
and many borough-owners were given peerages as 
payment for supporting the Union. Finally the 
Act of Union was carried by forty-si..x votes, and 
received the king's assent in August, 1800. On 
January 1st, 1801,-exactly a century before the 
foundation of the Australian Commonwealth,
Great Britain and Ireland became one country, in so 
far as a single Parliament could make them one. 

15. Catholic Emancipation. Pitt hnd allowed it 
to be understood in Ireland that if the Union came 
about, ha would support Catholic emancipation\ he 
intended to admit Catholics to Parliament, to provide 
out of the public funds for the Catholic clergy, and 
to modify, if not do away with, the tithe system, 1Jy 

which an impoverished Catholic peasantry was forced 
to pay for the maintenance of n church they hated. 
Unhappily the king was opposed to this; and though 
he had now no legislative power, had still much in
fluence. But George III., old, blind, and half-mad, 
would not have been an insuperable obstacle; Pitt, 
however, found that the nation sided with the king 
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in his hatred of Catholicism. Seeing that the day for 
Catholic emancipation had not yet come, Pitt saved 
hi:' honour with the Irisli people by resigning. If 
his schemes ha<l succeeded, incnlculable good would 
iiave been done: the Union would have bec11 a 1wd 
nnion of hearts, an<l not merely a political tic. 

16. During the remainder of George I[l.'s reign 
the question was allowed to :m10uldcr: after his death 
it broke again into flame. The Catholics had now 
an eloquent champion i11 Daniel O'Con nett-the 
Liberator, as he was called,-a brilliant Irish lawyer 
and a devout Catholic. He was the leading spirit 
in the great Catlwlic A::;:;oeiutiuu, funucd iu 18~3 tu 
support emancipation. 1'his .Association was dis
solved in 1825, when Canning, a friend of emancipa
tion, became a member of the ministry; it was re
vived in 1828, when the Tory ministry of W clling
ton and Peel came into power. The Tories were, 
as a party, against the Catholics, the Whigs were in 
favour of their claims. The County of Clare returned 
O'Connell as their representative, though they knew 
that as a Catholic he could not take his seat in the 
House of Commons. This brought matters to a head; 
Wellington believed that further resistance to the 
Catholic claims would bring about civil war, from 
which the great soldier shrank; and the ministry, to 
the disgust of the Tories, but to their own everlasting 
honour, brought in a Bill throwing open Parliament 
and almost all offices of State to the Roman Catholics. 
The Bill became law in 1829. It affected, of course, 
a large body of Englishmen as well as the majority 
of Irishmen; for from the English Catholics even 
the voting-power had hitherto been withheld. The 
Act did not mean complete relief for the Irish 
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Catholics, since the English Church established in 
lreland continued to wring its tithes from the 
Catholic people. But the passing of this Act was a 
111emorable event in the progress toward liberty, for 
it cml.,odicd the great principle that a man's religious 
belief should be no bar to the full exercise of his 
political rights: that all men, however their creeds 
111ay differ, are politically equal, have an equal right 
lo a Yoice in the government of their country. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

'1'1rn; Co:-:sTl'l'U'l'ION 01~ AN Aus'l'RALIAN STA'l'E. 

1. The Constitution of any State simply means 
the way it is governed. The Australian States have 
all adopted pretty much the same method of govern
ment; or at least, the points of difference between 
their constitutions are small and unimportant com
pared with their points of similarity. We need not 
therefore consider each State separately; we shall 
take one as typical of all, and that one shall be 
Victoria. 

2. Victoria, then, is one of those colonies to which 
Britain long ago granted self-government. ,ve now 
understand what self-government means. Vve mean 
that the country is governed by a committee, or Par
liarnen t, chosen by the whole people and representing 
the majority of the people. This Parliament i:, 
divided into two Houses, an Upper and a Lower. 
These two Houses make the laws of Victoria, and 
those laws are carried into effect by a Cabinet of 
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Ministers chosen from both Houses, allll revrescul
ing the party which has the majority i11 tLe Lower 
House. At the hea<l of the .State is the Uuvenwr, 
who is sent uut by the kiug to rcvrcsent hirn, to uct 
for him, in tLis tlistant part of his <lominiou::;. 

3. It is clear, then, that the Uoustitutiou of Vic
toria is modelled very closely in<lee<l on the Britisll 
Constitution. Like Britain, we have government 
by the majority of the people; like Britain, we have 
a Parliament consisting of two Houses; like Britain, 
we have the party-system, ancl a ministry represent
ing the more powerful party in the State. The like
ness is made more complete by our having someone 
to represent the king. It shows how skilfully the 
British have applied themselves to the problem of 
government; that not only the British colonies, Lut 
almost all the civilized nations of the world, have 
copied more or less faithfully the British Consti
tution. 

4. How the Laws are made. Parliament makes 
the laws of Victoria; not the Upper House, uor the 
Lower, but both Houses. When a member of either 
House wishes a certain course to be taken or a certain 
rule to become law, he writes out his proposal, an<l 
reads it to the house·of which he is a mernuer. fo 
this first stage it is called a Bill. There is generally 
no opposition to this "li'irst Reading," as it is called, 
because the House has not yet had time to consider 
whether the Bill is good or bad. 'fhe Bill is now 
printed and handed round among the members, who 
have hail some <lays to read it and think it over. 
Then it is read a second time; and it is 011 the second 
reading that the debate occurs. The member who 
proposed it makes a speech to explain why it is desir-
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able; another member makes a speech to show why 
it should not be accepted; other speeches follow, for 
and against the Bill. When the debate is over,-and 
it may last for ma11y days,-tbe House is asked to 
1Jotc, to show whether it considers the Bill as a whole 
is a good one. If a majority of the members vote 
for it, it is said to have ''passed the second reading." 
'I'hc House now takes the Bill part by part, clause by 
clause, and discusses each clause separately. If a 
member thinks one clause might be bettered, be pro
po:;rs an "amendment" on that clause, and the 
H ousc votes on each amendment. After all the 
ameJHlnwnts or alterations proposed have been either 
ngreecl to or rejected, the Bill "passes its third read
ing." It may now be a very different Bill from 
what it was when its proposer had it printed, because 
the House may have made some alteration in each 
clause. Bnt in its main purpose, of course, it remains 
the same. 

5. As thus amended, it is taken now to the other 
House, "·here it has to go through the same proce~s
The majority in this House may not like the Bill, m 
which case they "throw it out": in ot.her words, they 
refuse to allow it to become law'. Or they may like it 
on the whole, but object to certain parts of it; in 
that case they "amend" it in these points. Then, if 
they pass the Bill, it must go, with the new amend
ments, back to the House from which it came, where 
tlwse new amendments have to be discussed. If this 
House thinks it can accept the amendments made by 
the other House, then the Bill has passed both 
Houses of Parliament; but, even now, it is still only 
a Rill, not a lnw. It has to get the assent of the king, 
through his representative, the governor. That is, 
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the sovereign, as well as both Hom;es of Parliament, 
has to pass the Bill. But, now-a-days, the :-;ovcrcign 
never refuses to agree to anything that Parliament 
may decide, so we may say that, if a Bill pusses both 
Houses of Parliament, it becomes an "Act of Parlia
ment," and takes it place among the laws of the 
land, and must be obeyed by every citizen. 

6. Use of an Upper House. ,v e see, then, that, 
generally speaking, a law may originate in either 
House, and may be thrown out by either HouRe: :-:o 
that it is possible for one House to prevent the will uf 
the other from being carried into effect. In English 
history, we find the House of Lords, over and over 
again, standing in the way of the House of Commo11s, 
refusing to pass Bills which the House of Commons 
had set its heart on passing. This cannot fail to 
suggest the question, what is the use of having two 
Houses? In the matter of the Reform Bill of 183:l, 
the House of Lords ventured to oppose the House of 
Commons, which represented the will of the whole 
nation. How is it, then, that a nation, which has 
fought for and won the right of self-government, 
has not long ago done away with a House which 
could oppose its will, and which is not representative 
of it in any sense? And why is it that we in Victoria, 
with the belief that self-government is the only form 
of government for free men, and although we had 
no peers to make up a House of Lords, have yet 
deliberately set up an Upper House in imitation of 
the House of Lords? 

7. The House of Lords is, for the most part, here
ditary, not elective: that is to say, a man does not 
obtain a seat in it by being chosen by the people, but 
simply by succeeding to his father's title when his 
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father dies. Members of the House of Commons 
know that there will be a new election before long, 
and that, if they wish to remain in Parliament, they 
will have to go back to their electorates, and get 
themselves re-elected: they know that if they do not 
in the meantime rule the nation as the nation wishes 
to be rule<l, when the next election comes they will 
be dismissed-that is. thcw will not be elected again. 
Thus the House of Com;nons is responsible to the 
nation, and can be dismissed by the nation. But the 
nation has no power to dismiss the Lords; they are 
not elected by the people, and are, therefore, not 
dependent on the people's will; and so they hav~ D;o 
reason to be timid about resisting the pepole's will if 
they think it right to do so. 

8. Now the British people have had the wisdom to 
see that h is not always good to get their own way at 
once, and that it is beneficial to have a House not 
dependent on their pleasure, n House which will dare 
sometimes to resist their wishes. The business of the 
House of Commons is to do the bidding of the people; 
but the bidding of the people only means, as we ha~e 
seen, the bidding of the majority, and the majority is 
not always the wisest class of people. Sometimes the 
majority clamour for a law which would not really be 
a good law, and the House of Commons might be 
apt to pass that law hurriedly because it saw that 
the nation wanted it. This is where the House of 
Lords is useful; it is a checking or steadying power; it 
prevents the Lower House from taking a hasty step 
or passing a law without sufficient thought. And 
though, in the long run, the Lower House can always 
get its way if the nation insist on it, yet the House of 
Lords can delay the process, and so give people time 
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to think the matter over. An American writer has 
called the Upper House "the f'anccr into which we 
pour our cup of tea to cool it." 

9. The Legislative Council. fo Yictoria there is 
no House of Lords, because there arc no lords; that 
is, no body of men whose titles descend to their sons, 
and who by their posse...c:sion of a title have a seat in 
Parliament. But those who framed the Victorian 
constitution saw that some substitute for the House of 
Lords was desirable, so they devised an Upper House 
which in many ways resembles the House of Lords. 
This is called, in Victoria, the Legislative Council, 
and it differs from the Lower House in this, that 
whereas almost anyone can be chosen to sit in the 
Lower House, only those possessing some property 
can become members of the Upper; that whereas 
almost anyone can vote in the elections for the 
Lower House, only those possessing some property 
have votes for the Upper; and that while the 
members of the Lower House have to retire or be 
re-elected every three years, there is never a gener~l 
election for the Upper House. The arrangement 1s 
that only a few members of the Upper Honse have to 
seek re-election at one time: the House, a.11 a whole, 
has never to be elected, and therefore it can never, a-~ 
a whole, be dismissed. The two great differences 
between the two Houses are---(a) the Upper Honse 
does not represent the whole people, bnt only a 
section, and ( b) the Upper House, through its 
different system of election, is not so dependent on 
the people's will as the Lower. It is not liable to be 
,lismissed every time it opposes the people's will, and 
in this way it is intended to exercise the same 
influence on the government of Victoria as the House 
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of Lords cxerci:-:cs on the government of Great Britain 
-a ;.,(eadying. !<lowing, checking influence. 

10. The Lower House, corresponding to the House 
of Co111mons in England, is called in Victoria the 
Legislative Assembly. We have seen that Bills might 
originate in either House: there is one kind of Bill, 
ho\\·t•,·er, which can originate only in the Assembly, 
and that is the money-bill, the Bill dealing with 
taxation or with the spending of the money obtained 
by taxation. Hence the Assembly, like the House of 
Commons, has the sole control of the national purse. 
The Assembly represents the whole people, for almost 
every grown-up man in the country-every man 
who is not a lunatic and not a criminal-has a vote 
for the Assembly. As the whole country is taxed, it 
is only fair that the whole country should control the 
spending of the money, through the House which is 
responsible to the country. We have seen the im
portance of this point in the struggle between Parlia
nwn I an<l the Crown in Great Britain. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

Trm A.usTRAT.TAN COMMONWEALTH. 

l. Dual Citizenship. Everyone who lives in Aus
tralia is now a citizen of two States. First, he is 
a citizen of the pnrticular St.ate in which he lives--of 
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South 
Australia, \\Test Australia, or Tasmania; and in the 
second plar<' he h, a citizen of the Australian Com
monwealth, which i.s made up of those six States. 

14 
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This is not really a new or u11familiar idea-the idea 
of a man belonging to tw1J Slate:-: at once: for every
one knows that we can be member:-; of a school cricket 
club without ceasing to be rncmlicr:-: also of the 
school; that in fact we cannot belo11g to the cricket 
club unless we also belong to the school. .Just so, no 
man can now be a citizen of one of the Australian 
States without being also a ,nember of the Common
wealth of Australia. 

2. Those who have rearl the history of Arn,tralia, 
wdl remember that both Victorin and Queensland 
were once parts of New South ,vales. It is not much 
more than 50 years since Victoria became a separate 
State, and the separation of Queensland took place 
nine years later; yet now we see these three States 
once more united under the Cornmonwearth. Is this 
a confession that the separation was a mistake? By 
no means. Victoria and New South \Vales were 50 
years ago one State; they will never be one State 
again. True, they have united: but in such a way 
that they remain, and so far as we can see, always 
will remain, separate States. 

3. The truth is that, in any large society, there are 
always two forces at work - which we may call, 
shortly, the "separating" and the "joining" forces.* 
We may see the former force at ,rnrk in the British 
Isles to-day, where a great many people wish Ireland 
to separate from England and Scotland, and to be 
governed by a parliament of its own. It was this 
separating force which made the Victorians cut 
themselves loose from New South vVales; and the 
same force finds its expression in Local GmJcrnment, 

*Garran (Ooming Commor111vealth, p. 20), calls them the 
"centrifugal and centripetal" forces. 
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by which every shire and every town in Australia has 
its own Council to manage its own affairs. 

4. But in these six E'eparate States, with their 
separate Parliaments, and Cabinets, un<l governors, 
the joining force gradually began to make itself felt. 
It began to be perceived that all of them had many 
common interests and common dangers, and when 
that is so, some kind of union is very much to be 
desired. And so Australian statesmen set themselves 
more and more resolutely to find some kind of union 
that would satisfy the needs of the country. They 
had t-0 keep two facts in mind: one was that the 
Australian States were quite determined to remain 
separate States; the other was that they desired to 
act unitedly. That is, the joining force and the 
separating force were both to be allowed to act. How 
could these States be bound together under one 
government, and yet retain their separate govern
ments? 

5. The solution was found in Federation; a kind 
of union of which Switzerland, Canada, and the 
United States of America already furnished examples. 
The principle of federation is, roughly, this. In all 
matters which concern all the States-where united 
action is necessary, where, in fact, union is strength-
there is one central government, which makes and 
carries out laws dealing with such matters. But in 
all matters where union is not necessary, where each 
State may safely be left to manage for itself, the 
separate governments continue to be supreme. 
"How," someone may ask, "are we to belong to two 
States?-for two States mean two .governments, and 
how can we tell which laws to obey, the laws passed 
by the State government, or those passed by the 
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Commonwealth government?" 'rhe answer is--obey 
both; for the two governments do not make laws 
about the same things. . 'l'he Victorian Parliament 
still manages the affairs of Victoria, the Queensland 
Parliament still nwnages the affairs of Queensland. 
The Commonwealth Parliament does not deal with 
the affairs of New South Wales, or Queensland, or 
Victoria; it deals only with such affairs as concern 
the whole Australian nation. 

o. What these affairs are has been clearly written 
down in the Constitution of the Commonwealth; but 
we can see for ourselves, if we think, in what 
particulars it is useful to have a central government, 
in what ways Union is Strength. 

(a) The weakest nation in Et1rope, we may safely 
:;ay, could eru:;ily beat Britain in war, if the British 
army consisted simply of separate regiments, each 
under its own commander, with his own notion of 
how the war should be conducted, and if there were 
no communication between the different com
manders. Clive would probably not have won 
Plassey if the enemy's army had not been disunited 
by treachery. History furnishes a thousand 
examples of weakness springing from disunion. For 
purposes of defence, union iB strength. 

( b) The farmers of Victoria used to make butter 
each on his own farm, but nowadays there are butter
factories in all . dairying districts. To these the 
farmers who live near bring their milk. In the fac
tories, the best butter-making machinery is used
machinery which no single farmer could possibly 
afford to buy. And so the butter is made on a large 
scale, and is carried out of the district in large 
quantities; the cost of production and the cost of 
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carrying to where it is wanted are botll reduced, and 
the farmers gain. '!'his kind of uniou pays the 
farmers, and it pays the public. But, indeed, every 
trading company is an expression of the same truth 
-a truth exemplified by the merchan t-gil<ls and 
craft-gilds of which we have already spoken-that in 
commerce, union is strength. These two things, 
Defence and Commerce, are the principal matters 
deal with by the Commonwealth Parliament. 

7. Federal Constitution. The Constitution of the 
Commonwealth is modelled closely on the Constitu
tions of the separate States,-that is, on the British 
Constitution. Thus, there is a representative of the 
king, the governor-general of Australia; there are two 
Houses of Parliament, both elected by the people; 
and there is a Cabinet to do the will of this Parlia
ment, made up of ministers who represent the 
majority in the Lower House. But of course the 
li'ederal ministers are named differently from the 
State ministers; for instance, the Federal Cabinet 
contains a Minister of Defence, whereas the State 
Cabinets have none; that is because defence is one of 
the things the Common wealth Parliament manages 
for the whole of Australia and Tasmania. 'fhe Post 
Office is also a Common wealth concern ; so the post
master-general is a Federal minister. The Minister 
of Customs is another important member of the 
Federal Cabinet, for the collection of customs duties 
is one of the principal matters controlled by the 
Commonwealth government. There is also, of 
t:ourse, a Federal Treasurer to deal with the spending 
of the money so collected, and a Federal Prime 
Minister who is responsible for the acts of the 
Cabiuet as a whole. 
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8 .. \ curious and delicate question, which gave 
much trouble to those who framed the Constitution 
of the Commonwealth, was this: Is Parliament to 
be elected by the people, or by the Stutes·? Are we 
to treat all men as equal, or all the States? We may 
not see the meaning of this at once, but if we look 
into it closely, we perceive its importance. If the 
Conrn1un wealth is to be governed by the people,
that i:;, of course, by the majority,-then it is plain 
that New South Wales, with.a population of nearly a 
million and a half, must be given for more power 
than Tasmania, which has only about 172,000 people. 
If, on the other hau<l, the Commonwealth is to be 
goverued by the States, that means that Tasmania 
rnust send as many me1ubers to Parliament as New 
South \Vales. It is obvious that neither of these 
ways would be quite just. It would be plainly unjust 
that 172,000 people, because they happened to live 
in Tasmania, should have as big a share of power as a 
million and a half who happened to live in New 
South Wales. That would mean that a voter living 
in 'l'asmania would have eight times the share in 
governing the country that a voter in New South 
Wales had. And, on the other hand, if power went 
by population only, then the two large States, New 
South \Vales and Victoria, would have between them 
more power than all the other States put together. 
l'lainly, we could har<lly expect small States to join a 
union in which tlie two largest States, if they agreed, 
could have it all their own way. 

!J. 'l~he statesmen who chew up the Constitution of 
Lhe United States of America had exactly the same 
problem to solve. They had to face, on the one hand 
the general conviction that the will of the majorit; 
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ought to prevail, and on the other, the refusal, on the 
part of small or thinly-populated States, to join the 
Union unless they were given equal power with the 
larger and more populous l:::ilate:;. The expedient 
they hit upon was a remarkable piece of political 
ingenuity. '!'hey were of course familiar with the 
British system of two Houses of Parliament; and • 
they <lecided to keep this system, but lo fit it to new 
uses. They decided to wake the Lower House meet 
the demand that the will of the lllujority should 
prevail, aud to make the Upper I lou::;c meet the 
<lemuud thul all the Stutes should have equal power. 

10. '!'his plan has been followed in the Constitu
tion of our Commonwealth. The Co11unonwealth 
Parliament consist::; of an Upper I louse-the Senate, 
and a Lower-the House of l:fopre::;entntives. 'rhe 
Senate represents the State::;· all the States sen<l the ' . ::;ume number of members to the Senate, su that m 
this House 'l'asmania is as strong as New South 
Wales or Victoria. The House of Representatives 
represents the nation: to it each state sends a number 
of members proportioned, as nearly as possible, to its 
population; so that in this House Tasmania is not 
nearly so strong as New South Wales or Victoria. 

11. To show how this works :-Suppose some Bill 
were being discussed in the Senate, and suppose the 
members chosen' by Tasmania, Queensland, South 
Australia, and West Australia voted for the Bill, and 
those chosen by Victoria and New South ,vales voted 
against it. Each state sends six members to the 
Senate: so there would be twenty-four members for 
and twelve against the Bill. Thus it would be carried, 
and would, if the Senate had its way, become law; 
and yet it would be against the will of the majority of 
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B:v H R,H. tlie Duke of Cornwall aud York. now Kiug George \'. 
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the Australian people: for Victoria and :i'.\ew South 
Wales have together a greater 1mmber of people than 
the other four States put together. 

12. But in the House of Representatives, when 
Victoria and New South Wales send forty-nine mem
bers between them, the other four states together 
send only twenty-six. Here then, supposing the 
members voted in the same way, the members 
representing the two large States would beat the rest 
by twenty-three votes. Thus the representatives of 
the majority of the Australian nation form an actual 
majority in this House. And as a Bill has to be 
approved by both Houses before it becomes law, it is 
evident that, by this plan, every law which is made 
must be desired not only by a majority of the whole 
population, but also by a majority of the States. In 
this fact lies the great principle of Federation; for 
Federation is just a compromise between the idea of 
separate States and the idea of one undivided nation. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

LocAL GovERNl\rn:--'1'. 

1. In dealing with the Australian Commonwealth, 
we spoke of two forces which are felt in every State
the joining and the separating force. We may put 
this in another way: we may say that while there are 
some affairs which everyone recognises to be a matter 
of concern to the whole nation, there are other affairs 
which concern only some particular locality. The 
former affairs must of course be dealt with by a 
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Uentral Govern·ment-a ruling body which represents 
the whole ~late. The other affairs cannot ue dealt 
with-or at least cannot be well dealt with-by the 
central government; it would be difficult for the 
central government to understand the need of each 
particular district, more di.fiicult still to satisfy those 
nee<ls. But, happily, it is not necessary that such 
affairs should be so dealt with, because they can be 
excellently managed by local governing bodies. 
Hence arises Local Government. 

2. 'l'o cure some pains, the physician may give his 
patient a medicine which affects the whole body; but 
in the case of a cut or a burn, we do not think of 
using such medicine, but apply healing drugs to the 
spot where the pain is felt; we employ "local 
treatment." It is the same in that other organism 
which we call the State; some evils require legislation 
which will affect the whole State, some call for local 
treatment only. And it is a principle in most modern 
States, that local treatment ought as far as possible 
to be applied by local governing bodies. It would 
be very awkward if, whenever a street in Ballarat 
needed repairing, the matter had to be referred to a 
Parliament sitting in Melbourne; and even if we had 
a central Parliament large enough to deal with all 
the streets of all the towns in the State, yet it is 
evident that the people who live in Ballarat must 
always know far better than any Parliament in Mel
bourne what streets need repairing in their town. 
Let Ballarat mend its own streets,-that is the prin
ciple of local government. 

3. "\Ve may bring out the distinction clearly by 
looking at the history of Ancient Greece. At first we 
are tempted to say that there was no such thing as 
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central government, for we find no assembly to deal 
with the affairs of Greece as a whole. Athens was 
governed by its own assembly, Sparta by its own 
assembly; and at first we are inclined to wonder how 
the Greeks can have got on without a government of 
the whole State. But when we look closer, we per
ceive that Greece never was a State at all. 'fhe 
distinction between local and central government did 
not exist among the Greeks; the Athenian assembly 
dealt with the affairs of the city, but it 
also dealt with the affairs of the State, for 
the city was the State. Greece was thus not 
one large State, but a collection of little 
"City-States," with no political bond of union what
soever. It was because they were thus disunited, and 
therefore incapable of opposing a united front to a 
rommon foe, that the Greeks, who seemed by char
acter and intellect fitted to found one of the enduring 
empires of the world, were swept away so easily by 
the Romans. 

4. And so it was with the German tribes from 
among whom our Saxon ancestors came. As we 
have seen, the free men of each settlement managed 
the affairs of that settlement; no other form of 
government was known to them. Each settlement 
was a State in itself. Adjoining settlements might 
belong to the same race, speak the same language, 
worship the same gods; but it did not occur to them 
to unite in obedience to the same ruler. Germany 
was thus, in those early times, not one great State 
as it js now, but a great collection of very small States. 
The distinction between local and central government 
<lid not exist among them; but to us, in whose minds 
the distinction is so clear-cut, it seems that with them 
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local government was all-in-all, central government 
non-existent. 

5. But the separate tribes found it necessary at 
last, if they were to remain independent, to act 
unitedly in face of a common danger. To the 
Reparatc tribes in England, this necessity soon be
came pressing; in self-defence they had to combine 
into one State; a central government had to be 
formed. ·when the Danes first came to England, 
they met with a feeble resistance, because the English 
tribes were disunited, and therefore weak. But th~ 
danger soon began to weld them together; and in 
their resistance under the leadership of Alfred, we 
find the first really national movement. But the 
welding process was not complete; the different 
kingdoms of England still remained piore or less 
separate units; and this was the cause of the weakness 
which made the Norman Conquest a comparatively 
easy task. Then, at last, under William the Con
queror, England had a strong central government, 
and became a modern State. 

6. We saw ( in Chapter I.) that the modern State 
is founded on military allegiance. It was the pres
sure of war that first made the separate English tribes 
combine for common action ; it is the danger of war 
that holds the separate parts of a State together, in 
allegiance to a common government. That is to say, 
the possibility of war makes central government 
absolutely necessary. ·were it not for that possibility, 
a nation of separate cities, each governed by itself, 
like the Greek cities, might exist and flourish: but so 
long as war is possible, a nation without a central 
government could not exist as an independent nation 
fm a week. 
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7. But if central government is absolutely essential 
to a State's existence, locnl government, as \\"e have 
seen, is also very necessary i( the State is to he happy 
and prosperous. Some States in modern tinH'" have 
failed to see this, and have tried to put all the nffoirs 
of the country into the bands of a central authority. 
Not long ago France carried this idea of centralisa
tion, as it is called, to absurd lengths; the result was 
mismanagement and unhappiness. A 11 the great 
modern States now recognise that there arc many 
things which each town or district ought to be left to 
manage for itself. 

8. As an example of a State in which the principle 
of local government is fully recognised, let us take the 
British Empire itself. If the affairs of Britain·:
eolonies \\"ere manage<l by the Colonial S<'<'retar_,. 
from his office in London, we ~hould <-nil the :-:yste111 
"centralisation." Instead of that, all the more 
important colonies have been granted self-govern
ment: they have constitutions of their own, and 
parliaments of their own, and Britain leaves to them 
the entire management of their own affairs. That is 
the principle of local government shewing itself, and 
it shows itself again in the constitution of the 
Australian Commonwealth: for here, as we have 
seen, there is a central gov~rning body to deal with 
such matters as concern all the States, but each State 
has its own Parliament to attend to its own affairs. 
The separation of Victoria from New Routh ,vales, in 
1851, was a triumph for Local Government. The 
federation of the Au!'ltralian States, fifty years later, 
was not so much a triumph for Central Government 
as a recognition that both forms of government are 
necessary. 
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9. But the term Local Government is not usually 
employed in this wide sense. When we use the term 
in ordinary conversation, we mean the system of 
dividing up a country into counties or departments of 
:;ome kind, and making these and the larger towns 
''units of government": that is, the central govern
ment of the State hands over its authority in certain 
matters to a ruling body in each such division or 
town. 

10. In England, as we already know, local govern
ment uame before central government, and continued 
to exist after a central government was firmly 
established. We have noticed that William the 
Conqueror retained the old system of shire, hundred, 
etc. But the shire, the hundred, and the town were 
~imply units of local government; and the modern 
local governing bodies-the county council and the 
town council-are the lineal descendants of the shire
moot and town-moot of Saxon times. 

11. There is no need to trace again the steps by 
which the English towns won their way to freedom, 
to the right of self-taxation, and the right of self
_!.!;overnment; we remember, too, how the victory of 
I he craft-gilds over the merchant-gilds secured for the 
towns a really popular form of government. It would 
rnke us too long to recount in detail how that popular 
form of government came to be lost; it is enough to 
i-:ay that the governing powers gradually slipped back 
into the hands of the richer citizens. At the time of 
the grent Reform Act of 1832, the right of voting in 
elections for towns councils got into the hands of 
"close corporations"-that is, of small rings com
posed of the wealthier merchants. The great majority 
of the rate-payers, those who paid the taxes by which 
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the affairo of the town were carried on-had nu voice 
in the town government. The management by these 
self-chosen rulers was scandalously ba<l; they use<l 
the public money for purposes of their own, :;old 
appointments, and regularly put up tu auction the 
seat in Parliament to which the town had a right. 
When the Reform Act was passed, a committee was 
appointed to inquire into these abuses; and it was 
soon seen that the ''little Parliaments" of the towns 
stood in as great need of reform as the Parliament of 
the realm had. Accordingly, one of the fin;t measurcH 
of the reformed Parliament was the Municipal 
Reform Act of 1835. This gave to all the large towns 
a system of government by town councils, whose 
members were elected by the votes of all the rate
payers; thus applymg to local government the great 
political principle, that those who provi<le the money 
have a right to choose their own governing body. It 
was long before the same principle was extended to 
the rural districts; but at la'3t, in 1888, the Local 
Government Act established county councils, electe<l 
in the same way as the town councils, throughout the 
country. The passing of this Act marks the com
pletion of the system of local government in 
England. 

12. This system, as it at present exists in England, 
is rather complicated by the number of governing 
bodies varying in the extent of the territory ruled by 
them. Thus, in towns there are corporations, town 
councilci, borough councils, and local honrds; in the 
country there are county councils, district councils, 
parish councils, parish meetings, etc. These different 
bodies come sometimes into conflict with one another, 
and there is no doubt that the whole system will 
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before lung be simplified, nw<le less clumsy and more 
cflicient. We can study local government in a much 
si1npler form in one of our Australian States. 
Victoria, we may say roughly, is subdivided into 
Rhires, nnd each shire has a council of its own. (In 
An:--lralia the shire is not the same thing as the 
county: there are 87 counties in Victoria, but 134 
shires.) Besides the shires, however, there are 60 
"111un icipalitics"-called citieR, towns, or boroughs
each of which has a council of its own, and is 
independent of the council of the shire in which it 
happens to be situated. Thus, if you live in a town, 
such of your affairs as come under the sway of local 
government, are administered by the town council; 
hnt if you live outside the town boundaries, such 
affairs are in the hands of the shire council. 

13. The councillors are chosen from among the 
rate-payers by the rate-payers themselves. The 
rates-the taxes by which the public expenses of a 
town or shire are met--are paid by those who own or 
occupy houses or land in the town or shire. Thus we 
notice that those who vote in a council election are 
not quite the same people as those who vote in an 
election for Parliament. Suppose, for instance, that 
a man who owns a house in a certain town has a 
grown-up son living with him, and another man 
lodging with him: both the son and the lodger have 
votes for Parliament; but, as neither pays 
rates, neither has a vote in the election of 
town conncillors. Again, in voting for Par
liament, everyone has a vote, and nobody 
has more than one vote; in voting for coun
cils, you have a number of votes corresponding 

15 
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to the amount of the rates you pay, that is to the 
property you own or occupy. 

14. The councillors choose from among themselves 
a chairman, called in towns the Mayor, in shires the 
Prel!i,dent of the Shire. The mayor has other duties 
besides that of presiding at meetings of the council: 
he calls together public meetings when asked to do so 
by a sufficient number of citizens; he presides at all 
public meetings held in his town; when a dis
tinguished visitor comes to the town, he is welcomed 
by the mayor; and so on. He is, during the year in 
which he holds office, the public representative of the 
town. 

15. The government of the town is carried on in 
1 building known as the Town Hall. In this hall, 
which is the property of the town, the council holds 
its meetings; here the various officers of the council 
have their rooms; and here, as a general rule, the 
great public meetings of the town are held. It is the 
centre of municipal life, and corresponds to the 
"moot hill" round which our German ancestors met 
to carry on their form of local government. 

16. Now we have got an idea of the machinery of 
local government; what work does it do? What are 
tlie duties of the town councillors? It is impossible 
for us to do more than glance at the more important 
of their many duties. Let us remember that the 
local governing body is not a supreme power like 
Parliament; it merely exercises whatever authority 
Parliament likes to entrust to it, and Parliament may 
at any moment enlarge that authority or curtail it. 
Parliament may at any moment step in and forbid 
some course of action which the town council has 
decided on; and we very often find the town council 
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asking permission from Parliament before embarking 
on some great undertaking. For instance, the 
Liverpool council not long ago spent £2,000,000 on a 
gigantic enterprise-the bringing of water to the city 
from a lake in "\Vales. Before doing so, permission 
had to be obtained from Parliament. 

17. We shall notice only three of the many duties 
of the town council. The first in importance is the 
care of the public health. This is of course a much 
more important matter in large towns than it is in 
country districts; for where people live close together, 
infectious diseases are apt to spread with terrible 
rapidity. To cope with such diseases the council 
takes various measures. The medical men of the 
town are required to report all infectious cases 
occurring in their practice; and one medical man is 
umployerl by the council as health officer. The 
council takes his advice in matters pertaining to the 
health of the town. But the council does more than 
try to stop the spread of infectious diseases: it goes 
to the root of the matter and tries to remove the 
causes of disease. The most fruitful causes of disease 
in towns are over-crowding, bad drainage, and filth. 
'L'he council deals with all of these: it pays special 
attention to the housing of the poor-one of the 
greatest problems of every great city. It spends large 
sums of money in supplying· a good system of 
drainage. And it endeavours to impress upon all the 
11ece8sity of cleanliness in domestic matters: to give 
lo ignorant people an idea of the first principles of 
health. It pays an inspector to look after the 
sanitary arrangements of all houses; and if anyone is 
so ignorant or so careless as to allow decaying 
vegetable matter to accumulate in his yard 1 the 
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council, when it is infornH'<l, requirPs hi,11 lo remove 
the litter without delay. 

18. A plentiful supply of gooJ water has done 
much to les:-en the danger of an cpi(lcmic in our 
modern cities, and therefore the care of the water
supply is one of the most important cluties of the 
town council. Large sums of money have !11 be spent 
on this. A reservoir has often lo he l.,uilt; nn 
aqueduct has to be co11strnch•rl lo bring the water 
from this resrrvoir to the town; and pipes have to he 
laid down to conduct the water to each hou:::c. 'L'o 
meet the expen:-:c of all this n :-:pccial "wnter-rntc" is 
levied. 

19. The care of 'the streets is another duty. In the 
country, we often sec roads which in winter are 
almost impnssable for mud, nncl in summer arc ankle
deep in dust. In large towns where there is n 
constant stream of traflic along the streets such n 
state of things wonl<l be intolerable: to prevent it the 
streets have to be paved. This is done either with 
blocks of stone, blocks of wood, or broken stone, 
called mncadam; and this paving, strong ni- it. is, has 
to be constantly renewe1l. 'l'he channels :tlong the 
sides of the street, and the footpaths, nlso require 
careful supervision. The snrface of tlw street has to 
be watered in summer, and in some towns it is sundc 1l 
in winter to prevent the horses from slipping. 'rlw 
streets have to be lighted with gas or electririf~,. The 
town council pays to hnve aII these things clone, an,1 
it is expected to see that they are ,lone well. 

20. These are only a few samplc•s of the \\'Ork thnt 
our councillors are expected to do. In Englnml the 
local bodies have a greater number of duties than in 
Australia; the town council controls the police force 
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uf the lu\\"11, the eounty council controls the schools, 
the luuatie a:;ylu111s, etc. \Ve ought to add that, both 
iu Britai11 and Australia, the local council bus the 
puwer of :;ayiug what the local rates shall amount to 
-within limits fixed by Parliament-and has to see 
that those rates arc paid. That is to say, the shire 
and town has the right of self-taxation. 

:n. All this suggests one remark in conclusion. 
\\' e all agree that local government is a good thing
that it i:; bl'ttcr for a town to manage its own affairs 
tlwu tu have them managed for it by a Pnrliament 
:-itting 1wrhap:; a huutlred miles away. Cun we not 
t:arry the principle fa.rther?-cau we not say, that it 
is better for each of UB to manage his own affairs than 
to hnvc them managed for him by a Parliament, 
lwwever well-meaning that Parliament may be·t 
Britons in the past have greatly resented all inter
ference with their private lives-all attempts to make 
them live exactly as the governing body thinks they 
ought to live. Such interference may prevent some 
ha1·111 being <lone, but it does great harm itself, by 
weakening the spirit of self-reliance which has made 
Britain great. It is better that we should not get 
into the habit of looking to the State for help; it is 
better that we should throw ourselves whole-heartedly 
into all our enterprises, feeling that success depends 
on our:;clves, and that the State will neither help us 
nor hinder us. Some people even go so far as to say 
that the State exists simply to protect life and 
property, and that is should do that and nothing 
more. This is going too far; it would . mean, of 
cr.urse, the abolition of all public libraries, museums, 
and picture galleries, by which the State gives to its 
citizens the opportunity of leading wiser and nobler 
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lives. But a constant dependence on State help in 
all our undertakings would most surely lea<l to a 
weakening of the national character, and ultimately 
to national decay. 

CHAP'l'EH. XX VII. 

THE LIBER'l'Y OF 'l'l:IE PRESS. 

1. In Great Britain, and throughout the British 
Empire, the press is free. By the free<lom of the 
press we do not mean that any man may print, in 
book or newspaper, exactly what he pleases, irrespec
tive of its effect on other people. .lf that were :;o, 
it would be easy for a man, in a country where the 
press is free, to print in a newspaper a number of 
malicious lies about his neighbour, sufficient perhaps 
to ruin him in his business. You may inflict as 
deadly an injury by a newspaper article as by a 
revolver bullet; and, as there must be laws to prevent 
people from injuring others with revolvers, so there 
must be laws to restrain people from using this other 
weapon in a wrong way. We have seen already that 
without obedience to laws no social life is possible; 
that liberty in the sense of lawlessness is infinitely 
worse than tyranny. But throughout the British 
Empire, the press is completely free in the true sense 
of freedom, for we are free to print what we please 
so long as we do not use our freedom to injure or 
annoy others. If we do that, the law steps in and 
punishes us. This is not an interference with our 
right to freedom; it is a defence of the rights of 
others. 

2. The liberty of the press has been described as 
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" of all liberties the most precious, and the surest 
guardian of the rest."* So true is this, that if we 
wish to find out whether a country is really free, we 
have only to enquire whether its press is free. If its 
newspapers are only allowed to print what the 
government pleases, we may be quite sure it is 
governed tyrannically in every other way as well. 
But if its newspapers are allowed to print what they 
please, we feel at once that tyranny is impossible in 
that country. So it is only natw·al to expect that 
a great revolution which frees a country from 
tyranny will set free the press; and in England this 
was what happened. The _Revolution of 1688 
marked the triumph of Parliament and the over
throw of the Stuart tyranny; and, in 1695, the press 
became free. 

3. Prynne. It was chiefly on matters of religion 
that the Stuart tyranny actively interfered with the 
liberty of the press. One instance of their inter
ference must suffice. When Charles I. was governing • 
Britain through his ministers, Strafford and Laud, 
in their zeal for the Church of England these ruler:> 
forbade the Puritans to publish anything. Among 
those who disobeyed was a Puritan lawyer, William 
Prynne. As a penalty for his disobedience, Prynne 
was tined £5000, was forbidden to practice as o. lawyer 
any more, was made to stand in the pillory, had his 
ears cut off, was branded in the cheek with a red-hot 
iron, and was finally thrown into a remote and lonely 
dungeon. The severity of the punishment shows 
how important it is for a king who is trying to destroy 
a country's freedom to destroy first the freedom of 
the press. 

*Goldwin Smith. 
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4. Milton. We should naturally be prepared to 
find that when the Co11u11onweallh cu111e, the prc!:is 
was set free: but that was not su. Cromwell':; gornrn
ment bad too many enemies to allow perfectly 
unrestrained publication. In time of war, al the 
present day, it is found necessary for what is called 
martial law to step in and interfere, for the time 
being, with the liberty of the press: otherwise thing!:i 
might become known to the enemy which would help 
~hem in one way or another. .Now the whole 
duration of the Commonwealth was really a ti111e uf 
war, and in that fact we may fiud an excuse fu1· 
Cromwell's refusal to liberate the press. One of the 
great champions of British liberty, John Milton, did 
indeed come forward, and, in some of the uoblcsl 
sentences in the language, plead with the Lords au<l 
Commons of England on behalf of a free press; autl 
bis book, "Areopagitica," has had a lasting influence 
on the public mind; but for the time it was uu
successf ul. 

5. The Censorship. When the Restoration took 
place, success seemed farther away than ever; for, in 
1662, the censorship was established. 'l'his meant 
that, before anything could be printed, it had to be 
submitted to the censor, a servant of the Crown; and 
to print without his permission was illegal. That is 
to say, any criticism of the king's government, or 
anything in the slightest degree displeasing to the 
king or his ministers, had no chance of being printed 
unless its author took the risk of breaking the law. 
Enormous numbers of books and pamphlets con-

. tinned to appear in defiance of the law, and severe 
punishments to be inflicted on offenders who were 
unlucky enough to be caught. 
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li. Freedom of the Press. 'l'he censorship wa::i 
e::;tabli::;hed only for a limited period, and had to be 
rcuewe<l from time to time. In 1695, Parliament 
allowed it to lapse, and did not renew it; and by this 
mean::; the press became free. From this event we 
dale the birth of the modern newspaper. The full 
effects of the liberation of the press were not foreseen 
by the Parliament which brought it about, nor were 
they felt till long afterwards. One effect, however, 
was irn mediate, and is worth noting. 

7. Results. If anyone had asked Charles I. or 
.James II. what would happen if the press were set 
free an,l no restraint whatever were imposed on 
publication, he would have been told that in that case 
a rebellion would be sure to occur, because all the 
enemic:; of the government would at once write, and 
print, and circulate violent attacks upon the king's 
rule, and would stir up the nation to revolt; that the 
only way for a king to keep his enemies in check was 
to restrain their tongues and pens. And when the 
pre8s was actually set free many people were afraid 
that the attacks upon the government would become 
too violent to be allowed to continue. As a matter of 
fact, just the opposite result followed the liberation of 
the press, and we can easily see why. To print an 
attack upon the government had hitherto been a 
violation of the law. Now those who break the laws 
-even bad laws-are, taking them as a class, the 
worst class of men in the State. So that attacks upon 
the government had hitherto, as a general rule, been 
carried out by the worst men in the State. With the 
freeing of the press, the work of criticising the 
government passed into better hands, and was done 
in a more temperate and dignified manner. It 
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is now recognised that a vigilaut, and uurestrained 
press, so far from being the enemy of good govern
ment, is its most important friend. 

8. Freedom of Reporting. We must not suppose, 
however, that the press had all its fetters struck off in 
one day. '£he governing body still resented any 
criticism of its actions, and again and again took 
active measures to suppress outspoken publications. 
And especially was the press curbed in the matter of 
parliamentary reporting. In its struggle with the 
Crown, the Parliament had developed a habit of 
secrecy. Unfortunately the habit remained after the 
power of the Crown was broken. As we have seen, 
Parliament, after its struggle with the Crown was 
over, entered upon its struggle with the rising spirit 
of the nation ; having no longer to conceal its doings 
from the king, it endeavoured, with all its might, to 
conceal its doings from the public; and with this 
purpose it sternly forbade the publication of its 
debates, or of criticism of its actions, in the news
papers, and threatened to proceed with the utmost 
severity against printers· and publishers who dis
obeyed. Many newspapers evaded the law by the 
curious expedient of reporting the debates as if they 
had taken place in some imaginary assembly ; "The 
Gentleman's Magazine," for instance, published "The 
Debates of the Senate of Lilliput." Members' names, 
again, were not printed in full, but with the vowels 
left out: Pitt became "Mr. P.tt," Rockingham, "the 
M . rqu . s of R . ck . ngh . m." The House of Com
mons naturally resented such tricks, and in 1771 
made the last serious attempt to prevent the reporting 
of debates. Onslow, in that year, proposed to 
prosecute the publishers and the printers of every 
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reporting newspaper. The proposal was adopted, 
and was carried out, but this success was won at the 
price of such universal opposition, that members 
perceived the uselessness of continuing the struggle, 
and from that time onward they abstained from 
taking any notice of the reporting of their speeches. 

9. It was soon found that the influence of Parlia
rnen t was greatly increased by publicity, and very 
soon both Houses, instead of jealously excluding 
reporters, were making special arrangements for their 
co111fort and convenience. Hitherto men had come 
and listened to the debates, and then gone away and 
written <lmrn as much as they could remember; very 
incorrect reports were, of course, the result. But 
when reporting became lawful, the newspapers sent 
shorthand writers-men who could take down, word 
for word, the speech of the most rapid speaker. 
Hence the public were allowed to know exactly what 
each speaker said, instead of receiving a garbled 
account, containing very often a great deal that had 
not been said at all. Members quickly perceived that 
it was better for them to be reported accurately than 
to be misrepresented; and so reporters came to be a 
regular part of the machinery of Parliament. 

10. The freedom of reporting has done much to 
bring Parliament into closer touch with the nation. 
It has increased the influence of Parliament to a 
remarkable degree; for the member of Parliament 
who makes a speech no longer addresses merely his 
few hundred fellow-members; he addresses the 
millions who read newspapers. On the morning 
after his speech, the substance of it, if not the exact 
words, may be had for a penny all over the country. 
When a British minister speaks in the House of 
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Uorumons, his arguments are cabled to the remotest 
parts of the British Empire; and we in Arn;tralia 
read, and are influenced by, his speech a few hour:; 
after its delivery. So reporting has increa;-;ed the 
intluence of Parliament on the nalion ; but it ha:; 
also increased the nation's influence on Parliament. 
Every elector, if he reads his newspaper, knows 
exactly how his representative speaks and votes in 
the House. The whole country i:; able lo keep a 
vigilant eye on the doings of all the members; and 
we can see at once that this fact gives the country a 
contro] over its Parliament such as was impo!:isib]o 
when parliamentary debates were carrie<l on 111 

secret. 
11. Freedom of Comment. But the newspapers 

are not only free to report the speeches of members, 
they are also free to criticise the actions of the govern
ment. This freedom was won, like the other, only 
gradually and by a severe struggle. In William 
III.'s reign, a pamphlet by no less a person than the 
King's friend Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury, was 
ordered by Parliament to be burned by the corn111011 
hangman. Early in Anne's reign Defoe ( the author 
of " Robinson Crusoe") attacked the 'l'ory party in 
a. book: his book was burned, and he him:-clf had to 
stand in the pillory for three days, and was then 
imprisoned for a year. At the close of the same 
reign, Steele published, in " The Crisis," an attack on 
the Tory party, then in power. He was at once 
impeached for "seditious utterances" and expelled 
from the House of Commons, of which he was a 
member. Early in George III.'s reign another 
member, John Wilkes, was expelled from the House, 
and afterwards imprisoned, because he had attacked 
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the government in a newspaper called the N01·th 
Nriton. His subsequent struggle with the govern
ment lrn;-; given him, bad as bis personal character 
was, an honourable place among the champions of 
free speech. The last great sufferer in the same 
cause ,ms William Cobbett. At the beginning of the 
11inetcrnth century ho was the publisher of a news
paper, the Political Register. It happened that some 
English sol<1iers mutinied: a German regiment 
assisted i11 ~uppressing the mutiny, and some of the 
Oerrnans w<'re tol<l off to flog the ringleaders. 
Cobbett, the most violent of writers when his in
<lignation was aroused, published a fierce attack on 
the authorities for allowing Germans to flog English
men. The 'J'ory Government of the day prosecuted 
him on the nsnal eharo-e-utterino· a seditious libel. b :-, 

He was senl<'nce<l to pay a fine of £2000 and to suffer 
two yeurs' imprisonment. 

12. Bnt snch cases were rare; and, as early as 1741, 
Davi<l Hurne had been able to write: "Nothing is 
more apt to surprise a foreigner than the extreme 
liberty which we enjoy in this country of communi
c·nling whntever we please to the public, and of openly 
censuring cYery measure entered into by the king or 
his mini:;lers. If the ministers resolve on war, it is 
affirmerl that, either wilfully or ignorantly, they 
mistake the int01·csts of the nation; anrl that peace, 
in the present situation of affairs, is infinitely prefer
able. If the passion of the ministers lie towards 
peace, our political writers breathe nothing but war 
and. devastation, and represent the conduct of the 
government as mean and pusillanimous."* Such 

*Hume's Essays: Of the I,ibcrty of the Press. 
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words were perhaps a slight exaggeration in the 
middle of the eighteenth century, but they are 
emphatically true at the beginning of the twentieth. 

CHAPTER XXVlll. 

THE Du·rrns OF A C1T1zKN. 

1. Once upon a time (the :;tory run:;) the h11wan 
race resolved to send a 1nessage to Mar:;; and in 
order to be heard at such an i mmensc distance, it was 
decided that all the inhabitants of the earth, man: 
woman, and chikl, should at the self-same moment 
utter a lon<l shout. 'flw time \\·as agre1~d upon, an1l 
all the arrangements made: but when the hour 
struck 110 :;hout nrose. When inquiries were 1111ult> 
to fin<l out the cause of the failure, it was 1liscovere1 l 
that everyone bad decided privately that one voiee 
more or less would make no difference amid such n 
tremendous noise, and ha,l therefore resolved to l,p 

sileu t so as the better to hear the shout. 'L'he re:m It 
was, that at the appointed moment there was such a 
silence on the earth as never had been before and 
never will be again. 

Or here is another :;tory with the same moral. 
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Some German villagers agreed to. give their clergy
man a present of a cask of wine, each person 
contributing one quart. The barrel was sent round 
from house to house, and. the contributions were 
poured into it; when it was full it was sent to the 
house of the clergyman, who was much pleased by 
the gift, and invited the givers to come and have a 
glass of the wine with him. The guests arrived, 
glasses were brought with due ceremony, the tap was 
turned, and out flowed-pure water. The mystery 
was not explained till one of the contributors con
fessed that being a poor man and not having much 
wine to spare, he had thought that a quart of water 
would make no difference in such a large quantity of 
wine. The idea was good, but unfortunately all the 
other contributors had struck upon the same theory. 

2. Public Spirit. Both of these stories point in 
the same direction; both present a vivid picture of 
the temptation which assails everyone when he is 
called upon to fulfil the duties of a citizen-the 
temptation to think that his own fodividual action, or 
inaction, is of no account one way or the other. " In 
so much wine," we are apt to think, "it will make no 
perceptable difference if my little contribution con
sists of water." True; but how if everyone else 
thinks the same, and acts accordingly? "Amid so 
many thousand votes, it will make no difference 
whether my vote be given or not." True, perhaps; 
but if everyone thought the same, there could be no 
elections, and the self-governing State would be an 
impossibility. That such States exist and endure is 
due to the fact that the majority of citizens resist this 
temptation and are animated by public spirit. The 
term, public spirit, covers the whole duty of a citizen. 
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John Hampden 11591-16131. 

3. Hampden. 
It is, happily, 
very ens.,· to find 
instance:; of this 
spirit in English 
history. John 
Hampden is n 
:-:hining exam
ple. ,vhen so 
many people all 
rournl him were 
snbmitting to 
an illegal or
der and pay
ing their Ship

money, it may very well have occurred to Hampden 
that the resistance of one man would be of no avnil; 
and he must certainly have clearly foreseen tl111f 
resistance would mean endless trouble and expense 
to himself, and that it would be much easier an<l 
cheaper to pay the money nncl lrnve ,lone with it. 
Bnt Hampdcm cast r-;uch ronsi<lcrntionf-to the win,ls: 
he determined that, whoever s11hrnitte(l, he at lea:;f 
would resist that illegal demand to the last (lrop of 
his blood. We call his action pnblic-spiriterl, because 
it is evident that had he been governed by a selfish 
spirit, he would have acted quite otherwise. He gave 
np his own ease and comfort for the sake of the 
nation, in order that a heritage of freedom might be 
handed down to those who were to come. In the en<l 
he gave his life in the same good cause; so that from 
the selfish point of view hi!:! effort wns a failure; but 
it is on such failnres that the success of a State is 
built. 
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4. W c can put this in the form of a rule--a rule 
which covers all the actions of a citizen, and which 
admits of no exceptiou. The first man who put water 
into the barrel would probably not have done so if he 
had taken time to ask himself the question," What if 
all the others do the same?" And so, whenever we 
nre in doubt ns to whether an action is, or is not, the 
act of a good citizen, it will be well to ask ourselves 
what would happen if all our fellow-citizens acted in 
the way we think of acting. The whole· duty of a 
<·ilizen may be summed up in this rnle:-Act in such 
a way as, upon mat-u1·e consideration, you thi'.nlc it 
would be good for the State that all the citizens should 
act. Thus, we may be tempted to give our vote at a 
parliamentary 0lection without taking the trouble to 
find out which candidate is the better man; but 
:mppose we ask ourselves what would happen to the 
State if all its citizens were so careless. We see at 
once that a parliament so elected would not be likely 
to govern wisely-that, in fact, a State governed by 
such a parliam~nt would he in a fair way to ruin. 
Or, again, we may see a wny of saving money, or 
avoiding trouble, by evading a law: but we see at once 
that if all the citizens thought it right to evade the 
laws whenever it suited them, peace and order would 
he impossible. "\Ve shall be good citizens when, and 
only when, we act as we could wish all our fellow
citizens to act in similar circumstances. 

5. 'rhough this rule tells us nothing about what 
our particular duties as citizens are, yet it will serve 
to remind us of the spirit that should animate every 
citizen. If we forget the rule, and act in such a way 
thnt our example, if generally followed, would do 
harm to the State, consider in what position we place 

16 
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ourselves. Our debt to the State is immensely 
greater than we are in the habit of realising. As we 
walk unmolested down a clean and orderly city street, 
we are apt to take its quietness for granted; it never 
occurs to us that things could be different. But 
things would be different, and enormously different, 
if it were not for the self-sacrifice of many past 
generations, and the continued strain of unselfish 
effort at the present moment. It never occurs to us 
as possible that someone may come down the same 
street and pack us off to prison without a trial because 
he has taken a fancy to a piece of land which we 
possess; and yet, what has made such arbitrary 
tyranny impossible, if not the self-sacrifice of 
hundreds of men, who have given their lives for the 
cause of our civil liberty? It never occurs to us that 
any moment a band of ruffians may come round the 
next corner and rob us, and even murder us; and 
yet what is to prevent such an occurrence? Only the 
patient efforts of those who have bequeathed us a 
system of law and order, the continued efforts of those 
who administer the laws in our land, the loyalty of 
the police who protect us, and the loyalty of the great 
mass of citizens to the laws under which we live. 
Who made the street on which we are walking'! 
Who keeps the city in a healthy condition? A single 
walk down the street should reveal to us, if we keep 
our eyes open, a thousand ways in which we are 
indebted to the fact that we are members of a State. 
To the State we owe our continued existence in a 
condition above the condition of savages; and it may 
even be doubted if there exists a race of savages so 
]ow that they have not seen the necessity of some 
sort of society, some sort of State in fact, 
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6. It must be admitted, then, that the peace, and 
security, and comfort of our lives depends on the fact 
that we are members of a State; and that the very 
existence of that State is founded on the loyalty and 
public spirit of its members. If, then, we do not de
,·otc a similar loyalty and public spirit to the service 
of the State, we are taking advantage every day of the 
unselfishness of others without making any return. 
The man who cheats in business is taking advantage 
of tho trustfulness of others; and this trustfulness 
arises from the fact that most men are honest and 
worthy of trust; he is thus using the honesty of 
others to make possible his own dishonesty. Could a 
meaner form of selfishness possibly be found? and 
yet, is it not exactly the position of a citizen, the 
member of a State, and owing his continued existence 
in peace and security to the unselfishness of other;;, 
who refuses to take his share in the duties by which 
that State is maintained? HP, is cheating society. 

7. There are few in Australia, we may hope, who 
are not proud of their connection with Britain. 
There are few who can read unmoved the heroic 
history of that land, who can hear without a thrill the 
story of the Invincible Armada, or think without 
pride of Nelson or of Gordon, of Hampden or of 
Chatham. And we are all proud of the country in 
which we live, and hope with all our hearts that the 
:voung Australian nation will become a great nation, 
worthy of its great ancestry. But how does a nation 
become great? An American poet has answered 
that question in words which we should all learn by. 
heart. " A great city," he says, "is that which has 
the greatest men and women; though it be a few 
ragged huts it is still the greatest city in the whole 
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world." A nation's greatness, that is, depends on the 
character of the individuals who make up that nation. 
A good system of government is useless without good 
citizens. The most perfect political machinery in the 
world will not turn foolish persons into a wise nation: 
nor will any imaginable number of idlers, by joining 
together and having a parliament, become an 
h1dustrious and prosperous State. More especially is 
this the case in countries such as Australia, where we 
alt nave a voice in the government; such a country, 
of course, will be well or ill governed according as its 
citizens are well or ill fittecl to govern. There is but 
one way, then, in which we can all help to make 
Australia great among the nations; an<l that is by 
becoming good citizens ourselves by finding out 
what the duties of a citizen are, and by loyally trying 
to fulfil those duties. 

8. As every State rises to greatness or sinks to 
insignificance according as it is governed righteously 
and wisely, or wickedly ancl foolishly, it is obviously 
our first duty as citizens to learn to govern. " Stop 
a moment!" someone may say, "I have no intention 
of becoming a member of Parliament; I would rather 
begin with some humbler duty, as I am not going 
to govern the country."· Oh, yes I you are going to 
govern the country; you are going to make the laws 
of the country, and you are going to manage the 
affairs of the country. If we have read this book 
with understanding, we cannot fail to see that the 
long struggle for liberty has resulted in just this,-

. that we are no longer governed by a king or his 
ministers, but by ourselves; it is you and I who make 
the laws and see that they are carried out properly. 
It is we who choose the men to do the actual work of 
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?o~ernment, it is we wJ.io pay them for doing it, and 
It is we who turn them out if they do not do it as we 
think it ought to be done. We call this system 
!{esponsiule Government, because the governing body 
1s responsible to the whole nation for its actions, but 
the name might also serve to remin<l us that it is 
we-we who chose those men-who are in the end 
responsible for their actions. If the country is 
governed badly, and continues for any length of time 
to be governed badly, the blame rests with us, and the 
saving of the country rests "·ith us. 

9. We may think that by abstaining from voting 
at elections we can evade the responsibility of govern
ment; but it is not so: for what responsible 
government really comes to mean is-government by 
public opinion. You remember that long before the 
Reform Bill, long before the House of Commons 
represented the votes of a majority of t.he nation, 
public opinion was able to make itself felt with such 
strength that it forced the elder Pitt into power in the 
teeth of a hostile Parliament and a hostile king. 
And public opinion is far more powerful now than it 
was in the days of Pitt: it is now of supreme import
ance to a State that public opinion should be on 
the right side. Now, whether we vote or not, we 
have our opinions; and our opinions influence, 
whether we like it or not, the opinions of others; and 
moreover, our opinions go to make up the collective 
view of things which we call public opinion. If, 
then, it is of supreme importance to a State that its 
public opinion should be right opinion, then it is 
obvious-if we have not forgotten our great rule
that our duty is to see that our opinions are right 
opinions. We said the first duty of a citizen was to 
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learn to govern. \Ve may now put the :-n111e thing 
another way: we may say that a citizen':-; fir:.:t duty 
is to get into the way of forming right opinion:- on 
matters that concern the welfare of the State. 

10. And how can we get into the way of forrni11g 
right opinions? Let us answer this t1uestion by 
asking another. Why is it that in Britain, and 
Australia, and America, and almost all self-govem i11g 
States, the State itself provides schools allll teacher;-; 
and insists that its young citizens shall go to school 
and be taught? One reason is, because the 1':itato 
sees that if it is to be governed by the majority of the 
people, it is necessary that the majority of the people 
should be capable of forming right opinions; that 
they should be persons of trained mind. The 
modern State sees that it simply cannot afford to take 
the risk of entrusting governing powers to a mass of 
ignorant persons. If the people are to govern, it is 
necessary that the people be educated; therefore the 
State provides the best education available, and 
insists that all its citizens shall take advantage of the 
education provided. Here, then, at last we arrive at 
a very plain and obvious duty: the duty of getting 
ourselves educated. By this we do not mean simply 
to obey the letter of the law by coming to school, 
but to obey the spirit of the law by doing our utmost 
when we get there. Every boy or girl who puts 
whole-hearted diligence into school work is not only 
learning to be a good citizen in the future, but is a 
good citizen already; for to obey the will of the State 
is to be a good citizen. 

11. And when we leave school, we find that the 
State has trained our intelligence, but it has not 
furnished us with a set of opinions on matters that 
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concern the State's welfare. These we must form for 
ourselves as occasions rise. Our school has sharpened 
our intellects: it rests with ourselves to use them. It 
is hardly possible to speak too emphatically of the 
duty of thinking-especially when we grow old 
enough to have votes. For, consider once again: the 
greatness and prosperity of our country depend on 
wise government; wise government cannot be ex
pected from a foolish Parliament; and how can we 
be sure of having a Parliament other than foolish if 
we choose our represeu tatives thoughtlessly? We 
remember how Pitt, at a grave crisis in his country's 
history, came forward declaring that he could save 
the country, and that he was the only man who could; 
and how he kept his word. Now think what would 
have happened if that crisis had occurred in our own 
time, and if Pitt had had to stand for Parliament in 
one of our electorates; think what a tremendous 
responsibility would have rested with the voters in 
that electorate-what blame would have rested on 
them if they had rejected him, what splendid service 
they would have done the country by electing him. 
It is our duty so to exercise our minds on public 
affairs that we shall recognise a Pitt when we see one. 
Not to trouble about voting at all is, of course, a gross 
neglect of our duty as citizens; but it is better not 
to vote at all than to vote thoughtlessly. 

12. Moreover, it is the duty of every citizen, in 
giving his vote, to consult the interests of the whole 
State. Suppose two candi<lates are before you for 
election ; one of them bas shown by his speeches that 
he possesses a true understanding of the needs of the 
country, and you think, from what you know of him, 
that his voice will always be given on the right side 
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in any question that may come before Parliameul; 
the other has shown no particular wisdo111, lmt he has 
promised to do his best to briug a railway to your 
town, which will greatly increase its prosperity. 
Which candidate is to have your vote? Apply ou1· 
rule once more; think of what would happen if voters 
all over the country thought only of their own towu 
or district, an<l nobody thought of the State as a 
whole; you see at once what sort of a Parliament 
would be the result. In giving our votes, we rnm;t 
rise above all narrow local considerations, and think 
ouly of the StaLe. Loyalty to the State must at all 
times conic before loyalty to the town or district in 
which we live. 

13. We have put the duly of thinking first, becam;e 
if we perform that duty we shall not be likely to 
neglect any others that are important. There is one 
other duty so important, that some may think it 
ought to come first: the duty of obedience to the laws 
of our country. The struggle, of which we have 
been tracing tho steps, we have called the struggle for 
Freedom; but we might have called it by a longer 
name-the effort to make the will of the majority 
prevail. When a State is so governed that the will 
of the majority is always supreme in it, that State has 
got as near to liberty as it is possible to got-to the 
only kind of liberty possible to a State. Now the 
laws are simply the written expression of the will of 
the majority, so that by loyal obedience to the laws 
we are showing ourselves worthy of the freedom for 
which our fathers fought; and opposition to law i-; 

. opposition to freedom I It does not matter in the 
least whether the law be a good or a bad one; we 
must obey it as long as it is the law. If it be a bad 
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one, let m; by all mean:s try and get it altered; let us 
point out its badness to our friends; let us try to 
influence public opinion against it; if it be truly an 
unjust law, we rnay be quite sure that in the end the 
uiajurity of people will come round to our view of it, 
an<l Parliament will alter it. But until that happens 
we must obey it. 

14. 'l'here is an excellent example of good citizen
:-:hip in the history of Ancient Greece. Socrates, one 
of the best and wisest men that ever lived, a man who 
had sµcnt his life in teaching wi:-;dom and virtue Lu 
the young men of .\!hens, was accused of enmity to 
the national religion, tried Ly n, jury of his fellow
citizens, and by n small majority condemned to death. 
In the interval between the trial and the carrying out 
of the sentence, bis friends were allowed to visit him 
daily in the prison. At length some of his friends 
showed him a way of escape; they had planned it 
carefully, and there was no reason for him to be 
afraid of failure. He was aware that the charge on 
which he had been condemned was utterly untrue, 
and that he was not only undeserving of death, but 
deserving rather of a splendid reward from the State 
for a life spent in its service; and yet he declined to 
save his life by breaking the laws. He thought that 
no amount of good he might do in what remained to 
him of his life would counterbalance the harm of his 
example if he broke the laws of his State. And so 
he went to his death, an example for all time of the 
devotion to tbe public welfare which ought to 
animate every citizen. 

15. We are not to suppose, however, that obedience 
to law is of it.self enough to constitute good citizen
ship. It depends on the spirit in which one obeys 
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them. If a man refrains from breaking the law 
because he is afraid of being found out aucl punished, 
all we can say of him is that he is not a member of 
the criminal class; nothing more. There are plenty 
of people who go through life without a single illegal 
action, whom yet we should never call good citizens, 
because their motive is a selfish motive, and they do 
nothing from an unselfish desire for the public good. 
But when a man obeys the law because he reverences 
it as the will of his State, then we may say that he 
has at least the roots of good citizenship in him; the 
spirit of loyalty which makes him keep the law is 
likely to make him perform many other services to 
the State which are not required by the law. 

16. For it is in such services that good citizenship 
consists-services done without hope of reward or 
fear of punishment-in unselfish devotion to the 
public good. It was not through hope of reward, but 
to· save the country, that Pitt worked, though of 
course he had his reward,-and a greater reward than 
his countrymen could have given him,-in the satis
faction of feeling that he had saved the country. 
We cannot all save our country, but we can all serve 
it: the citizen can never find himself in a situation 
where there are no duties to do or to neglect. The 
boy who does his work well in school, the statesman 
who does his work well in the cabinet; the 
man who gives a large sum of money to 
a hospital, the woman who nurses a sick 
neighbour; the member of Parliament who 
tries to abolish an unjust law, the man who kicks 
from the pavement a piece of orange peel on which 
the next comer might slip; the soldier who fights 
bravely in war, the writer who risks his popularity by 
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opposing a war which he feels to be unnecessary; in 
great or little ways all these are good citizens. And 
you observe what is common to all these different 
cases : devotion to the good of others. We say that 
such devotion is at the root of good citizenship, 
because without such devotion the State could not 
exist. Look no farther than your own town: what 
~ort of streets would you have, what sort of lighting, 
what sort of water-supply, and how long would your 
town remain clean and healthy, if it were not for the 
public spirit of those who have taken upon them
selves, without hope of reward, the work of town 
councillors? 

17. Enough has been said to make plain the 
principles which should govern the conduct of the 
citizen. The sum of the whole matter rests in one 
word-loyalty. It is loyalty to the State which has 
given us liberty by securing for us our present system 
of government. Doubtless that system is far from 
perfect; but if the same spirit continues to inspire us, 
it will be found potent to improve that system, and to 
give to liberty a wider meaning than we yet dream of. 
In closing let us repeat once more, that the greatness 
of a State depends upon each citizen's doing his duty. 
Other people's conduct does not concern us; what we 
have to make sure of is that we are playing our own 
part, however small and insignificant it may appear, 
as well as we can. Let us have the satisfaction of 
feeling, when that part is played, that whoever else 
may have put water into the barrel, we at least have 
put wine-and the best wine we had. Only when its 
citizens think and act in that spirit can a State be 
called truly great and truly free. 
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